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ABSTRACT
THE STRUCTURE AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONTENT OF DARK CLOUDS
(September 1984)

Richard Arquilla, B.S., Ohio State University
M.S., University of Pennsylvania, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Professor Paul F. Goldsmith

This thesis reports on a study of the structure, kinematics, and

dynamics of eight dark clouds, with emphasis on the presence and influ-

ence of rotation.

Rotation is confirmed in only three of six clouds

previously reported to possess such motion, suggesting that rapid rotation in dark clouds is rarer than had been suspected.

One cloud

(CRL 437) contains a bipolar flow, while the rotation model is in

jepordy for B163 and B163SW due to apparent gross asymmetries in their

mass distributions.

Cloud morphology is investigated by using high-quality
^^CO J =

1

0 spectra to calculate

^

^

^CO and

^CO and H2 column densities via

the Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium approximation, and by star counting

regions of POSS prints containing the clouds.

Column densities are

analyzed by modeling cloud local density distributions as power-laws
p

a r~^.

Six of eight cloud envelopes are characterized by Y ~

star-forming cloud CRL 437 has Y ~
cloud L1257 has y ~

1

3,

2;

while the elongated rotating

in its equatorial plane.

Using estimated cloud

distances and y's, local H2 densities throughout the envelopes are

vi

the

inferred.

Densities are low [n(H2)

<

300 cm-3

]

over most of a cloud's

volume, so that ambient UV radiation may not be significantly
atten-

uated in these regions, possibly allowing gas temperatures to rise
to
70-90 K near the cloud edge.

Implications of such density and tem-

perature structures are considered.

Theories of globule evolution are reviewed in light of cloud angular momentum contents calculated in this study and found in the literature.

Crude numerical results of sequential fragmentation theory can

account for many inferred properties of globules, e.g. the correlation

between cloud masses and specific angular momenta, and the reduction in
average cloud angular momentum after several fragmentation epochs.

Magnetic braking of cloud rotation

is considered.

Its importance for

globule evolution is presently difficult to assess due to a paucity of

observational constraints on field properties.

However, it appears

that fields are more likely to be important for cloud evolution if

lateral field compression is delayed until a cloud's density has risen

well above the ambient value.

vii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

1.

Background

One of the major objectives of astronomy Is to gain an under-

standing of the process of star formation.

It is widely accepted that

stars form in interstellar clouds of gas and dust, but details of the

evolutionary path from cloud to protostar remain unclear.

However, it

is likely that angular momentum must play an important role during some

phases of cloud evolution.

To see this, consider the fate of a solar

mass star that attempts to form directly from a uniform, diffuse atomic

hydrogen cloud with a particle density of n ~ 30 cm~^ (Spitzer 1978).
The cloud is expected to have a rotational angular velocity

~ 10"^^

u)

rad s~^ due to local differential galactic rotation (Field 1978).

If

the cloud conserves mass and angular momentum during its collapse, the

resulting stellar rotation velocity would be

u)

~

1

rad s~^.

This value

is unphysically high (wR© would exceed the speed of light), and can be
conqjared to the present solar equatorial angular velocity of w ~ 10"^

rad s~^

lem."

.

This disparity is often called the "angular momemtum prob-

Attempts to resolve it have involved theories in which clusters

of stars form in a fragmented molecular cloud, or where magnetic fields

brake cloud rotation (Mouschovias 1978, among others).

An additional,

albeit somewhat cryptic, clue to the events leading to star formation

1

2

is that rotation has been identified in only a small number of clouds

to date (see, e.g.

,

the list of thirteen possibly rotating clouds in

Fleck and Clark 1981).

The type of molecular cloud of interest in this

work is the "large globule" class of Bok and Cordwell (1973), and the
terms globule and dark cloud both refer to this kind of object in the

following discussion.

The literature on the nature of dark clouds is extensive, and

these objects have been studied at wavelengths ranging from the ultra-

violet to the far radio.

monoxide (wavelength

X

The detection of isotopic lines of carbon

~ 2.7mm) in Orion by Wilson, Jefferts, and

Penzias (1970) was a major advance.

This molecule is perhaps the most

commonly used probe of conditions in clouds, and was utilized in the
studies done by Dickman (1976), Martin (1976), and Snell (1979).

From

these works, references contained in them, and subsequent investigations, the following picture of a "typical" globule emerges.

The clouds consist almost entirely of molecules and dust; nearly

all atomic hydrogen has been converted to molecular form.
obscures and reddens stars lying behind it.

The dust

As a result, regions where

these objects exist appear to be largely devoid of stars.

The H2

molecules excite rotational transitions of many of the species seen at
short radio wavelengths, notably those of carbon monoxide.

Charac-

teristic cloud diameters vary from a few tenths to a few parsecs, and
masses range from a few to hundreds of solar masses (although most have

M

<

100 Mq

).

The values of these parameters are usually uncertain

3

for a particular globule, since cloud distances are difficult
to

determine.

However, most of the objects in this study represent local

material, and lie within

1

kpc of the sun.

There is evidence that the

gas and dust in some clouds is distributed according to an r~^ space

density law (Snell 1979; Schmidt 1975).
of the J =

1

The excitation temperature

> 0 ^^CO line provides a measure of the globule's kinetic

temperature, as this line is usually assumed to be optically thick and

thermalized (see Appendix 2).

Under such conditions Tx(^^CO) ~ Tkin>

and temperatures of 8-15 K are inferred for dark clouds (Dickman 1976,

Martin 1976, Snell 1979).
of

V-pH ^

Such temperatures imply a thermal velocity

0.1 km s"^ for carbon monoxide.

This is much less than the

observed full width to half maximum intensity (FWHM) of the lines (FWHM

~ 1-2 km s~^

),

even when saturation is taken into account.

The production of the observed linewidths therefore requires some

type of mass motion.

The apparent correlation of linewidths of dif-

ferent molecular species with the extent over which those lines are

detected is cited by Martin (1976) and Snell (1979) as evidence for
cloud collapse, where the collapse velocity is Vc(r) a r^ (3
r

is the radial distance from cloud center).

> 0,

where

They support this con-

clusion by showing that masses of clouds in their studies exceed the
Jeans mass for stabilty against collapse.

This result is consistent

(Kenyon and Starfield 1979) with the low cloud temperatures observed,

and with a comparison of hydrodynamic and radiative transfer calculations with molecular data (Villere and Black 1980, 1982).

But Larson

4

(1981) compares the observed velocity dispersions within a large sample

molecular clouds (including systematic motion when present) with their
relative sizes and masses, and interprets correlations between these

quantities as evidence for possible turbulent support of these objects.

Norman and Silk (1980) propose a model in which a large number of
embedded T Tauri stars provide energy for turbulence (producing the
broad lines) thus helping to support a cloud against collapse.

Field

(1978) argues that the instability of all molecular clouds cannot be

reconciled with the local star formation rate.

He suggests that

rotation is possibly an important means of cloud support.

Thus, the

questions of cloud equilibrium and the specific origin of the molecular
linewidths remain unresolved at present.

Whatever the solution to the question of global equilibrium may
be,

there is a small but growing body of evidence for low-mass star

formation in globules.

Cohen and Kuhi (1979) have established a

physical association between a group of T Tauri stars and the outer
regions of the Taurus-Auriga cloud complex.

Other clouds known to

contain T Tauri stars include L43 (Herbs t and Werner 1981) and L810
(Herbst and Turner 1976).

Reipurth (1983) cites a similar association

between a young star (Bernes 135) and a cometary globule in the Gum
Nebula.

He notes that Herbig Haro objects (believed to be produced

near young stars) are observed near several other Gum Nebula globules,
and suggests that they are indicative of star formation in these
objects (see also Bok 1978).

Infrared photometry has located embedded

5

sources In a number of dark clouds, such as L1235 (Snell 1979), L1551
(Strom, Strom, and Vrba 1976), B335 (Keene

(Belchman

et^.

al^.

1984).

et_.

al.

1983), and B5

Both Herbig Haro objects and high-velocity

outflows are found in L1551 (Edwards and Snell 1983), increasing the

liklihood that these phenomena are signatures of the presence of young
stars in globules in which they are observed.

Many such low-mass stars

may lie below the current threshold of IR detection if they are located
deep within a cloud.

These examples of star formation in large glob-

ules are significant even if the star formation rate is low in such
clouds; the birth of even a single star like the sun would be an

important event.

2*

Outline of this Investigation

This study consists of a very detailed examination of the structure, kinematics, and dynamics of eight dark clouds, six of which have

been identified as rotating in the literature.

Its purpose is basi-

cally two-fold: specifically, (a) to closely examine properties of

rotating clouds, and to compare those properties to predictions of
theories of globule structure and evolution, and more generally (b) to

provide more complete cloud models for use in refining relevant theo-

retical calculations.

Hence, it pertains to the early or intermediate

stages of star formation.

The analysis is done using well-filled maps

consisting of very high-quality carbon monoxide spectra (with emphasis

on ^^CO data), as well as extensive star counts of regions which

6

Include the globules.

Table

1

is a list of the program clouds, with

cloud coordinates and references for the original kinematical investigations.

Main points of the reduction of observations to molecular

column densities and extinctions can be found in Appendices

2

and

3

respectively.

The present research makes use of telescope-receiver systems that

are significantly superior to those used in the works mentioned in
Table

1.

Previous observations of the clouds are often sparse, date

mostly from 1974-1976, and are comprised largely (although not exclusively) of ^^CO data.

The present FCRAO system allows a considerable

increase in the quantity and quality of observations of these objects,

producing more spectra with lower [statistical (rms)] noise, often at
better velocity resolution than the earlier work.
true for the less abundant isotope ^^CO.

This is particularly

Chapter II contains a

discussion of the instrumentation and data taking procedures.

The large quantity of spectral line data collected for this work,

when combined with star count-determined extinctions (Appendix

3),

makes possible a thorough analysis of the global morphology of the
clouds, and of their relationship to their environment (Chapter III).

Properties of interest include distance, size, mass, and degree of
homogeneity.

The density and temperature structure of the globules is

inferred from the data (Chapter IV), and density gradients present are

included in the later consideration of cloud energetics and dynamics.

The molecular data are also examined to see whether rotation about a

7

TABLE

1

List of Program Clouds

Equatorial Coordinates
Source

RA

(1950)

DEC

B361

2lhlO"'39.9S +47''10'28"

L1257

23 55 00.0

LI253

Galactic Coordinates
Alledgedly
Rotates? Ref

ill

89.36

-0. 70

Yes

a

+59 23 00

116.17

-2.50

Yes

b

23 54 00.0

+58 15 00

115.80

-3.58

Possible

L1523

05 03 00.0

+31 40 00

172.90

-5.48

No

B227

06 04 31.0

+19 28 30

190.69

-0.46

Possible

CRL437*

03 03 31.3

+58 19 19

139.91

+0.20

Yes

d

B163

21 40 39.2

+56 30 00

99.13

+2.87

Yes

c

B163SW

21 39 48.5

+56 24 00

98.97

+2.87

Yes

c

References:
a) Millman 1977
b) Snell 1979, or Snell 1981
c) Martin 1976, or Martin and Barrett 1978
d) Schneps et^. al. 1978
*

CRL437 is the only one of the above clouds known to contain
It is larger, more massive, and more
young, luminous stars.
Its size and mass are perhaps
sources.
other
the
distant than
between the large
intermediate
object
of
indicative of a type
clouds.
molecular
giant
globules and the

b

c

8

single axis can reproduce any velocity shifts observed in a
cloud
(Chapter V).

When the occurrence of rotation is confirmed, the direc-

tion of this axis (as projected onto the plane of the sky) is determined.

For the other clouds, alternative kinematic models are

proposed.

The above results are used in a virial analysis of cloud

stability, where the effects of the ambient medium and turbulence are

included (Chapter V).

In addition, the angular momentum content of the

rotating clouds is calculated and compared to predictions of theoretical collapse and fragmentation calculations (Chapter VI).

Finally,

since radiative transfer effects may mask rotation, model line profiles

are calculated numerically.

The theoretical profiles are analyzed in

light of the observed spectral lines and the adopted cloud models in

Appendix

5.

CHAPTER

II

THE DATA

1.

Choice of Mapping Molecule

The choice of the molecule used to obtain the primary mapping

Information In this work was determined by a number of considerations.
Since the molecular transition is to be used to trace mass distribution, its optical depth has to be low enough to avoid complete satura-

tion under most physical conditions expected in dark clouds, but high
enough to allow its detection over the spatially extended cloud envelopes.

Since it is also used as a probe of gas kinematics, its lines

must to be narrow enough to allow for the recognition of small, syste-

matic velocity shifts in particular directions or regions in the
clouds.

In addition,

it is necessary that the telescope-receiver

system operate effectively at the line frequency; the bearawldth should
be small, the beam-to-source coupling efficiency reasonably high, and
the atmospheric opacity (which contributes to the system noise temperature, Penzlas and Burrus 1973) low.

The

^

^CO isotope of carbon

monoxide satisfies these requirements quite well.

Its abundance and

dlpole moment make it an ideal intermediary between optically thin,

spatially restricted molecules like C^^O and HC3N, and heavily

saturated species like ^^CO.

9

10

The high quality ^^CO maps therefore formed the primary data base

for this project.

These data were supported by ^^CO observations, which

provide excitation temperature information under the assumptions of

optical thickness and thermalization (Appendix 2).

C^^O spectra were also obtained.

A small number of

Below is a description of telescope

parameters and observing techniques involved in the data-taking
process.

2.

The J=l-0 Molecular Line Data

Most of the data were collected between January, 1982 and April,
1983.

The spectra of L1523 were taken during the 1981 observing season

for a different project, but are included here since the results proved

relevant to the current investigation.

All of the data were taken

with the FCRAO 14m antenna, equipped with

a cooled Schottky barrier

receiver having a sideband rejection filter.

The full-width to half-

maximum beam size is ~ 50" at carbon monoxide frequencies.

The spec-

trometers were 256x250 kHz and 256x100 kHz filter-banks operated with

filter-bank centers at the same frequency

(

i.e.

,

in "parallel").

The

100 Khz filter-bank was always the primary spectrometer, giving a

velocity resolution of 0.27 km s~^ at a frequency of 110 GHz.

The

observations of L1523 made use of a 256 channel 1-bit autocorrelator

with a 10 MHz bandwidth.
about

0. 1

km s~^

The velocity resolution in this case was

11

Spectral line intensities were corrected for atmospheric
opacity
by the chopper wheel method of Penzias and Burrus (1973).

Such a

calibration technique is sufficiently accurate for the low atmospheric
opacities characteristic of the

^

^CO frequency, and is quite accurate

even for ^^CO when the elevation is
of the data presented here.

>

30°; this was the case for most

In order to insure internal consistency

among the data, the center of each cloud [denoted as the (0,0)
position] was periodically reobserved during an observing run, and the

peak line temperatures scaled to a common (0,0) intensity for the
cloud.

Usually, no systematic variations above the rms noise were seen

during a given day, or between observing runs.

However, it was

necessary to scale some data, such as spectra taken when a source was
at an elavation <

30**.

The appropriate scaling factor was obtained by

linear interpolation between consecutive (0,0) observations (scaling

within a particular day), or by taking an average of all (0,0) measurements for the day (scaling beween days).

In those few instances when

such a procedure was required, the correction factor almost always dif-

fered from unity by < 20%, and was generally much less than this.

Chopper wheel calibrations give antenna temperatures, T^*, cor-

rected for atmospheric absorption and antenna losses at the ambient
temperature.

The calibration process requires that T^* be corrected

for additional losses due to scattering from the radome, its supporting

space frame, and telescope surface inaccuracies.
yields the radiation temperature (Tr = T^*/nf )•

So corrected, T^

The factor Hf is the

12

forward beam-to-source coupling efficiency.
Tif

Rigorous calculation of

Involves a convolution of the source brightness distribution
with

the antenna power pattern.

In practice, Hf was determined as described

below.

Beam coupling efficiencies for uniform sources with areas covering
approximately twice the half power beam width and the moon were derived

from observations of the planets and moon.

These quantities are the

main beam efficiency (hb) and the moon efficiency (n^) respectively.
The latter efficiency accounts for power lost to the very large error

pattern produced by the scattering mentioned above;
notation of Kutner and Ulich (1981).

~ nfgg in the

The appropriate value of

(Hf "

rif

TlfsgHc of Kutner and Ulich 1981) for the program clouds must obey

ng

<

^f ^ ^M*

comparing the source size at a given velocity to the

sizes of the main beam and moon, and from a knowledge of the beam pattern, a value of nf (rounded to the nearest 5%) was adopted.

For the 1982 observations ng and

n^^

defined a narrow range between

0.48 and 0.62 respectively for both carbon monoxide isotopes.

Due to

a program of telescope surface improvements the previous summer,

the

values for the 1983 observing season were found to be 0.48 and 0.72
repectlvely.

Whenever possible the 1983 data were reduced to equiva-

lent 1982 spectra by comparing peak line intensities of the cloud

center positions for the two years.

This was not possible for the

observations of B163SW, L1253, B227, and all L1523 data.

1

2

CO

Data for the

13

first three sources were calibrated by using the 1983 values for the
efficiencies, while the L1523 observations were corrected using the
1981 values.
ence;
Tif

rif

For a small cloud like B163SW this makes little differ-

~ ng in any case.

For the three remaining clouds the value of

was more difficult to estimate, but the uncertainty in

most likely

<

rif

is still

5%.

Extensive two-dimensional maps of all sources were made, although
it was not possible to map completely the largest clouds.

varied with cloud size.

Characteristic spacings were

smaller globules (B163, B163SW, CRL437),

mediate size (B361, L1253), and
Frequency switching at a rate of

3'
1

V

1'

Map spacing
for the

for the clouds of inter-

for the largest cloud (L1257).

Hz was used whenever possible; only

B361, L1523, and most of the ^^CO spectra of CRLA37 were mapped by

position switching.

These clouds possessed lines that were too broad,

or the filter-bank bandpass contained lines not associated with the

program cloud at a Vlsr that made frequency switching difficult.

It is

also worth noting that the atmospheric ^^CO line can hinder frequency
switching during March and early April for those clouds with V^sr ~ 0

km

s~^

.

Integration time for a typical spectrum was ten minutes, and was

made up of a pair of five minute scans.

Rms noise levels naturally

varied over such a large data set, but were commonly

and

<

<

0.2 K for

CO

0.5 K for ^^CO in units of radiation termperature.

The

^"^CO

maps were usually more coarsely sampled than those in

^^CO, and only the smaller sources have the same number of detected
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lines in both isotopes.

In most cases it was possible to obtain rea-

sonably complete ^^CO coverage at lower spatial resolution.

ature information was obtained for the remaining

interpolating between existing ^^cq spectra.

^

Temper-

^CO points by

Additional information

was available from ^^GO data already in the literature, especially from

Martin (1976), Snell (1979), and Millman (1977).
reduced to equivalent FCRAO line temperatures by

Such data were
coii5)aring peak line

intensities at all positions common to this work and the relevant
literature, and scaling the other line temperatures accordingly.

B163

was the only program cloud for which a substantial part of the Tr(^^O)
values were obtained in this way (from Martin 1976).

Table

2

contains

a summary of mapping and calibration information for the FCRAO obser-

vations of the program clouds in both isotopes of carbon monoxide.

With a value of Tr(^^CO) and Tr(^^CO) at every position, it is
possible to calculate ^^CO and H2 molecular column densities using the
LTE method as formulated by Dickman (1976, 1978).

This method is based

on an empiricle relationship between visual extinction (Ay) and column

densities of ^^CO and hydrogen.

Appendix

2

contains a brief descrip-

tion of the procedure.

The J =

3.

Most of the J =

2

1

2 * 1

data are

Molecular Data

^

^CO spectra.

They were obtained

with the 4.9m antenna of the Millimeter Wave Observatory.

The L1523

15

TABLE

2

Summary of the J=l-0 Molecular Line Data

No. of

Source

nf(^^CO)

12c0

Positions Observed

No.

HfC^^cQ)

of

^3co

Positions Observed

B361

0.55

32

0.55

69

L1257

0.55

68

0.55

158

L1253

0.60

67

0.55

103

L1523

0.60

96

0.55

42

B227

0.60

98

0.55

119

CRL437

0.50

122

0.50

64

B163

0.50

13

0.50

42

B163SW

0.50

19

0.50

64

.
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data were collected during March of 1981, and all other sources
were

observed during March 1982.

The receiver was a cooled Schottky

receiver without a sideband rejection filter.

The

4.9in

beamwidth of 1.3* at 220 GHz, and the values of Hb and
0.85 respectively.

antenna has a

were 0.50 and

Almost all data were taken by frequency switching.

The spectrometers used were a 128x62.5 kHz filter-bank for L1523, and a
128x250 kHz filter-bank for the remaining clouds.

The corresponding

velocity resolutions were 0.08 and 0.34 km s"^ respectively.

Line calibrations were carried out in a manner identical to
that of the J =

1

0 data.

No attenq)t was made to fully map the

program clouds in the lines of the higher transition, although L1523
was extensively mapped in ^^CO.

Only strip maps or observations of the

cloud cores were made for the other objects.
mai^r of

the J = 2

1

Table

3

contains a sum-

data.

The 4.9m antenna is subject to a systematic pointing error of

approximately 1' at declinations

>

50°.

Since many of the clouds

studied in the present investigation lie above this declination, this
offset had to be determined and removed.

This was done by mapping

small, sharply peaked sources of known position

(

eg. CRL437, W3,

etc.

Later mapping of the program clouds suggested that the pointing was
accurate to ~ 1/4 - 1/3 of the beamwidth at high declinations.

Together the two transitions of

^

^CO and the ^^CO J =

provide an opportunity to determine local H2 densities and

1

^

> 0 data

^C0/H2

)

o

TABLE

3

Summary of the J=2-l Molecular Line Data

no. or

Source

Tlf

(^^CO)

Positions Observed

No. of
Tlb(^^CO)

0

u.

L1257

0

U. 0

0

0.65

1

111

0.73

32

L1253

-

L1523

0.80

B227

CRL437

u

0

0.55

^CO

Positions Observed

B361

/

1 3/-.rt
^

1

/

0

1

0.55

14

B163

0

0.55

9

B163SW

0

0.55

1
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fractional abundances for a particular kinematic cloud
model (the Large

Velocity Gradient or Sobolev model).

The results of this analysis, and

a discussion of the density structure of the program
clouds,

is con-

tained in Chapter IV.

4.

Star Counts

Extensive star counts from the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey
(POSS) prints were carried out for areas containing each program cloud

(except for CRL437).

Visual extinctions pertinent to a number of dif-

ferent aspects of the present study were derived from these counts.

The method used to obtain the star numbers and reduce them to equivalent extinctions is described briefly in Appendix

2.

CHAPTER

III

MORPHOLOGY OF THE CLOUDS AND THEIR SURROUNDINGS

1.

Distances

In order to calculate values of physical quantities describing

molecular clouds, a knowledge of their distances is usually required.
Hence, existing information concerning distances to program clouds has

been carefully examined, and additional distance estimates have been

made by the means described below.

Consider an ensemble of stars of known spectral types (including
luminosity classes) with measured B and V band magnitudes in an area of
sky containing a program cloud.

Intrinsic colors inferred from

spectral types allow the values of the visual extinction (Ay) dimming
each star to be calculated from:

Ay = 3.1 E(B-V)

3.1

where E(B"-V) is the color excess determined from the observed B and V
band magnitudes (defined in Appendix 3), and the ratio of total to

selective extinction R = Av/E(B-V) =3.1 (Bohlin, Savage, and Drake
1978) has been assumed.

The distance modulus formula then yields the

stellar distance using

my - My =

5 Log3^Q(d)

19

- 5 + Ay.

3.2

20

In eq. 3.2,

is the apparent visual magnitude of a given
star, My is

the absolute magnitude for the stellar spectral type,
and d is the
star's distance in parsecs.

While stars located between the sun and

cloud may have small color excesses due to intercloud material,
those
lying behind the globule will be highly reddened

E(B-V) values] by dust within the cloud.

[

i.e.

,

have large

Thus, a plot of E(B-V)

against distance for stars in the area under consideration should show
a sudden increase in the observed color excesses at the
approximate

distance of the cloud, and few stars beyond this distance should have
low excesses.

This color excess technique has been used extensively to

determine distances to dust complexes (see, e.g.

,

Gottlieb and Upson

1969, Nekel and Klare 1980).

The method described above was applied to L1257 and L1253 by

Snell (1979), and to the remaining clouds during the present study.

The stars used in the color excess calculations are located in boxes
centered on the clouds and having sides of length 10° for L1523, B361,
B163, and B163SW;

5° for B227 and CRL437; and 20" for L1257 and L1253.

The large areas are necessary to include enough stars with the
necessary photometric and spectral classification data to make a
reliable distance estimate possible, and require that the reddening

material be distributed in discrete sheets with respect to distance

from the sun.

Spectral classifications and photometric data are taken

from Kennedy and Buscombe (1974) and Kennedy (1980), while intrinsic
stellar parameters are tabulated by Schmidt-Kaler (1965).

Variable

21

stars and members of unresolved close binary systems were
excluded from

consideration; the relationship between spectral type and intrinsic

stellar color can be difficult to establish for these objects.

The

color excess-distance plots are shown in Figs. Ill.la-le, and the
cloud
distances inferred from them are listed in Table

4.

In some cases, such as B163 and B163SW, there is possible evi-

dence for the existence of more than one sheet of obscuring material in
the direction of the cloud.

Without additional distance information,

it is not clear in which sheet the program cloud is located.

There-

fore, the color excess technique is most useful for relatively nearby

objects that are part of complexes having large angular extent (L1257,
L1253, Figs. III. 2; L1523, Taurus).

For these clouds, distances

derived from color excesses may be given high weight.

For other glob-

ules, particularly B361 and B227, it provides an important constraint

on cloud distances, but is not conclusive by itself.

The number of foreground stars projected on the opaque part of
a cloud can also yield a distance estimate (Bok and Cordwell 1973); a

larger number of foreground stars should be seen against distant clouds

compared to nearby globules.

Herbst and Sawyer (1981) present an

empirically calibrated version of this technique based on foreground
stars seen on blue POSS prints.

The expression derived by Herbst and

Sawyer was applied to B361, B163, and CRL437.

For B361, Schmidt's

(1975) photometry of several stars lying within the inner

3'

of the

globule's apparent center was used in identifying foreground objects.

B36I
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For the other clouds, counts made from blue POSS prints
were used.

In

addition, Martin quotes foreground star distances for B227,
B163, and

B163SW.

In all of the above cases, the distance so determined
repre-

sents a statistical upper limit to the actual cloud distance
(see
below), since no stars are seen on the most opaque parts of the
clouds.

The foreground star method suffers from severe statistical uncer-

tainties when used to obtain distances to small clouds, or when applied
to small opaque areas of larger clouds.

For exanq)le, increasing the

number of foreground stars for B163 from one to two increases the
calculated distance by ~ 75% (400

-»

700 pc).

Since a statistical fluc-

uatlon in foreground star number must be expected, the results of this
method for small areas must be viewed with caution.

Systemic cloud velocities obtained from the molecular line data

can serve as a guide to cloud distances, but they are not very useful
for the local objects considered here (CRL437 is a notable exception.

Appendix 1).

sources range from ~ -3 - +4 km

Average Vlsr's of

s~^, and it is likely that most of this difference is due to random

motion in the cloud sample.

Three clouds are located in the direction

of large HII regions of known distances; B163 and B163SW are projected

on IC1396

(d

~ 750 pc, Mathews

et_^

al^ 1980), while B361

is several

degrees north of the North American Nebula (NGC7000, d ~ 0.5 -

Bally and Scoville 1980).

2

kpc.

All three globules have characteristic

velocities ~ 5-10 km s~^ to the red of velocities seen in molecular
clouds known to be interacting with the HII regions (Loren, Peters, and

26

Vanden Bout 1975, Bally and Scoville 1980).

It is not unreasonable for

material in the violent environment around a large HII
region to have a
large velocity dispersion.

Thus, the observed velocity differences

between the HII regions and globules do not preclude an association
between the program clouds and the ionized gas, although they do
not
strongly support such a connection.

It is particularly difficult to arrive at a unique distance
esti-

mate for some of the sources (B361, B227, B163, B163SW).

For example,

Fischer, Righini-Cohen, and Simon (1979) place B361 400 pc from the sun

using the m-Log

ir

method (Bok and Cordwell 1973).

This estimate agrees

with the value of 350 pc determined by Schmidt (1975) from photometric
observations of twelve stars seen against or near the globule in the
sky.

However, both the foreground star and color excess methods indi-

cate that this cloud may be farther away; they give distances of

~ 550-650 pc.

Rather than attempt to use questionable criteria to

choose between two possible distances, both values have been used for

subsequent calculations.

Similarly, two distances have been accepted

for B227, B163, and B163SW.

In practice, this procedure results in the

construction of both "near cloud" and "far cloud" models.

The

remaining objects (CRL437, L1257, L1253, L1523) have distance estimates
that are consistent with a single value, or one method was judged to be

superior to the others.
are listed in Table

4.

The adopted distances to the program clouds
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TABLE 4

Summary Of Distance Estimates

Source

B361

Method

Reference

Distance(pc)

Adopted Dis.

Foreground Stars
Color Excess
- log m
otar rtiotometry

a
a
b
c

550
650
< 400
350

L1257

Color Excess

d

140

140

L1253

Color Excess

d

140

140

L1523

Color Excess

a

150

150

CRL437

Color Excess
Foreground Stars
Kinematics

a
a
a

1500
1700
2200

2000

B163
B163SW

Foreground Stars
Foreground Stars
Color Excess
Kinematics ?

e
a

Foreground Stars
Color Excess

e

TT

B227

a
a

*

>

Appendix

1

600 (far)

< 400
400-700
> 400
700

400 (near)

400
600

400 (near)
600 (far)

a

References:
a) This work
b) Fisher, Rigini-Cohen, and Simon 1979
c) Millman 1975
d) Snell 1979, or Snell 1981
e) Martin 1976, or Martin and Barrett 1978
* See also

350 (near)

>

700 (far)
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2«

Description of the Clouds and Their Environments

This research represents the first extensive two-dimensional study
of some of the program clouds.

This section contains a summary of the

large-scale properties of the globules and their nearby environments,
as deduced from star count-derived Ay's (Appendix 3) and LTE

^

^CO and

H2 column densities.

One fact is readily apparent from an examination of the Ay maps

made with the 2mm reseau (Figs. III.2a-2e); there are no truly isolated
globules in this sample of clouds.

Rather, the clouds are simply den-

sity inhomogeneities in extensive regions of gas and dust.

Consid-

erable filamentary structure and numerous secondary density maxima can
be seen in most of the large complexes, particularly those accompanying

L1257 and L1253, many of the sources lying near the edge of a dust
complex.

For L1257 and L1253, located ~ 50'-60' from the centers of

the regions of low level extinction around them, a relative velocity of

~

2

km s"^ between globule and diffuse material acting over 10^ yrs can

account for the present cloud positions.

Relative velocities of this

magnitude would not be inconsistent with the spectral line observations of the two regions.

Therefore, it is unclear whether the

clouds were formed at the complex edges or whether they migrated there

over the course of time.

Is the material seen in the Ay maps really an important component

of the regions compared to the globules?

To answer this question, con-

)
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Figures III. 2 (a)-(e) Contours of visual extinction for (a) B361, (b) L1253, (c) L1257, (d) L1523,
and (e) B227 derived from star counts of red POSS
prints using a reseau with 2.25' elements. Contour
units are magnitudes of extinction.
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sider again the close pair of clouds L1257 and L1253.

extinction in the vicinity of L1257 extends over
cloud near L1253 is ~

2

pc in diameter.

>

The low level

4 pc,

while the dust

From the relation between

total hydrogen column density and color excess given by Bohlin, Savage,

and Drake (1978) and eq. 3.1, it is possible to estimate the total mass

within the area covered by the star counts: there is

>

100 Mq of gas in

the L1257 complex, and ~ 35 Mg in the diffuse matrix north of L1253.

The masses, and to a lesser extent the diameters, are lower limits
since the star counts do not encompass all the material near the
clouds, and since the large reseau element used for the star counts

(Appendix 3) may underresolve dense subcondensations in the extended
matter.

Even so, comparison of the limits given above with cloud prop-

erties listed in Table

5

shows that the diffuse gas covers a far

greater area and contains much more mass than the globules themselves.

The LTE ^^CO column density maps (which trace mass distribution,
Figs. III.3a-3g) indicate that clumpy structure continues on scales

smaller than the cloud size.

Many program sources contain one or more

significant secondary density maxima; B227 and B361 are fine exanqjles.

Most clouds also possess at least a few doubly peaked spectral lines,

which may be further evidence for the presence of spatially unresolved
clumps.

The most extreme example of such complicated structure is

L1257, where the molecular column density map displays 5-7 subconden-

sations in addition to the main fragment, and as many as 1/3 of the
^^CO spectra have prominent intensity peaks at two velocities.

Maps
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made with more closely spaced
points might well result in the
detection
of structure on an even
smaller scale.

so.

None of the clouds are exactly
spherical, although some are nearly
The geometries observed in the column
density maps range from

nearly circular objects like CRL437
and the main component of B227,
through slightly elliptical sources
like B361 and L1253, to highly

flattened configurations such as L1257.

In addition, many clouds seem

to possess a type of cometary structure,
with density maxima offset

from geometrical centers, and fan-like
tails.

These phenomena (first

noted by Barnard 1919) can be seen in the
Ay and column density maps
(Figs. III. 2,

III. 3 respectively) of B361. and less
strikingly in the

maps of L1523.

Clouds with tail-like appendages also show sharp
den-

sity gradients in some directions; in the southwest
of B361 and the

south of L1523 (also seen on Ay maps made with the
1mm reseau; Figs.
III.4a-4g).

Note that for these sources the tails contain less
fine

structure than the areas around L1257 and L1253, suggesting
that the
regions were produced in different ways (although the differing
cloud

distances must also be considered).

The clouds B163 and B163SW deserve special mention.

peak spectral line radiation temperature (Figs. III.

5,

Maps of

^

^CO

6) show two

relatively symmetric, ellipsoidal objects with only slight elongations
to the north.

The maps are reasonably consistent with the model of

Martin (1976), in which two clouds with rotation axes aligned opposite
to the Galactic angular momentum vector orbit one another.

But the

Figures III.

(a)-(g)

Contours of visual extinc^^253. (c) L1257, (d) L1523,
^(e)
rJo^
B227. (f ) B163, (g) B163SW derived
from star
counts of a red POSS print using a
reseau with
1.125' elements.
Contour units are magnitudes of
extinction.
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Figure III. 5 Contours of B163 ^^CO peak line antenna temperatures
The hatched circle indicates the telescope beamwidth. Compare
.
this figure to Fig. III. 3 (f ).
^

Figure III. 6 Contours of B163SW ^^CO peak line antenna temperatures T^*» The hatched circle indicates the telescope beamwidth.
Compare this figure to Fig. III. 3 (g).

(ujujDJD)

03av

column density maps presented
here Indicate quite
a different
situation; both clouds are
cometary. and B163SW Is
highly so.

The

cometary shapes are due to
low

temperatures at some
cloud positions, especially
at position (0,-2) for
B163SW where

Tk(1^CO)/T,(-co) .

1.

i„

calculation, a low

value Of T,('2co) is interpreted
as Indicating a low
excitation temperature. The low T.C^CO) then
requires a high ^^CO column
density t
account for the observed I'co
^„ off-center density maxl
mum is produced.

There are several possible
explanations for the B163-B163SW
obser
vations. The column densities
may be substantially correct,
and the
spectra might be sampling mostly
cold (Trin ~ 5 K), dense cloud
cores,

with the cloud envelope possibly
having been stripped away by the
mechanism that produced the cometary
tails.

Alternatively, the high

13C0 column density could be an
indication of the presence of severe

isotopic fractionation (Dickman, McCutheon,
and Shuter 1979, Langer et^

al^ 1980).

In this case,

the ^^CO to molecular hydrogen fractional

abundance could vary with radius within
the cloud, and the observed
rapid increase in the ^^CO column density
in the south of the clouds

would not necessarily imply a corresponding increase
in the hydrogen
column density.

However, this fact in itself does not directly
address

the question of the origin of the high
Tr(13co)/Tr(12co) ratio.

Since

the clouds appear to have sharp gradients in T^O^CO)
and TrC^^cq) to
the south of their centers, small oppositely-directed
pointing errors

2
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could conceivably account for
this latter observation.

Note, however,
that the Tr('3co) and T^f'^co)
found la this study at the
(0.-2) position of B163SW are reasonably
consistent with the upper Halts
given by

Martin (1976).

It is not innnediately clear
how to distinguish between these
two

possibilities With the data at hand.

While the results of the 1.. star

counts support a cometary model for
B163 to some extent, they do
not do
so for B163SW. In any event, the
calculated Ay's for these clouds

must be viewed with considerable caution
for the reasons discussed in

Appendix

3.

Photographic evidence from the POSS prints
seems to hint

at a cometary nature for B163SW, but
the interpretation of such data is

somewhat subjective.

However, it is best to bear in mind that
B163 and

B163SW can be very asymmetric [and indeed are
asymmetric in their
Tr(

1

CO) distributions] even if the LTE column
densities are not

strictly correct.

In view of the results presented in this
chapter,

and until the question is settled more defintely,
the simple, symmetric
models of B163 and B163SW should regarded with a degree
of skepticism.
The density ridges and tails discussed above suggest
the influence
of ram pressure produced by an ambient medium through which
the clouds

are moving (Dickman and Clemens 1983).

Interestingly, the most promi-

nent examples of these structures occur in clouds (B361, B163-B163SW)

located in the direction of large HII regions (North American complex
and IC1396 respectively).

There is no HII region near the less con-

spicuous LI 523. but emission can be seen on the POSS prints around the
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nearby variable star AB Aurigae.

Consideration of the energetics

Involved in this possible head-tall structure
is reserved for the

general examination of cloud kinematics and dynamics
(Chapter V.4).

Diameters, Temperatures, and Masses

3.

All real clouds are slightly irregular, and cannot be
completely
described by a unique cloud diameter.
the program sources are listed in Table

However, characteristic sizes of

Most of the cloud diameters

5.

are defined by the full extent of the ^^CO emission; ^^CO maps
are used
only for CRL437 and L1523, for which the ^^co maps are almost complete.

For the other objects, ^^CO is tracable over

a much greater area than

^^CO.

Kinetic temperatures are inferred from Tx(^^CO) for points located

in the direction of the cloud center [the effects of the kinetic tem-

perature on Tx(^^CO) are discussed further in Chapter IV.
5.7].

If

9

and Appendix

^^CO is optically thick and thermalized, as should be the

case for lines of sight through the denser cloud portions, Tx(^'^O)

~

Tjrjjj.

Typical temperatures inferred for the large globules are 8-15

K, while the star forming cloud CRLA37 has

variation of T^C

T|^jfg

= 30 K.

The slow

CO) across the inner regions of the globules suggests

that the clouds are nearly Isothermal over a large fraction of their
volume, including most of the space in which
the cloud edges the

^

^

^CO is observed.

CO spectra do become relatively weak.

Near

This
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apparent gradient in T^(12co) does not
directly yield a variation in
Tkin, since T^^^CO)

<

Trin for ^^CO that is excited subthermally at

the low envelope densities (Chapter
IV.9. Appendix 5.7).

Evidence for

a rise in kinetic temperature at
cloud edges is discussed by Young

al^ (1982) and Snell (1979).

et^

Cloud temperature structure will be

futher explored in connection with the
cloud density distribution
(Chapter IV. 8) and the results of radiative
transfer calculations

(Appendix 5.7).

Masses are calculated in a straightforward manner
from the ^^CO

LTE column densities [N(13co)].

Column density maps are divided into

grids of identical squares, each square containing an
inferred value of
N( 1 3 CO).

The square size is determined by the characteristic
point

spacing of a map.

The column density for the point within an element

is assumed to represent the average value for the area
covered by that

square, and points at odd spacings are generally ignored.

For B227,

there were too many unevenly distributed map points to ignore, and some

interpolation was necessary to create the grid described above.

The

mass within each grid element can be calculated, and the total cloud

mass (in solar masses) found by summing over all squares:
ne

M = 1.35x10-21

I

{[Ni(13C0)/X(13c0)] (A' D

)2}.

3.3

i=l

In eq. 3.3, Ni(^^CO) is the average column density of element

grid with ne total elements, X(13C0) is the

^

to molecular hydrogen (in units of 1x10"^),

il

square side in arcminutes, and

Dp^,

i

of a

^CO fractional abundance
'

is the angular size of a

is the cloud distance in parsecs.
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Due to insufficient '^CO data, the
mass of L1523 could not be

determined by summing column densities
as per eq. 3.3.

average column densities in rings of
width

1'

Instead,

centered on the (0,0)

position were calculated, and the total
cloud mass was found by summing
over the ring masses.
cloud is not circular.

This method is not strictly correct,
since the

However, given the amount of ^^CO data

available and the other uncertainies involved
in determining a cloud's
mass, its accuracy is sufficient for the
present study.

Both distance and fractional abundance values
are subject to con-

siderable uncertainty; the method of dealing with the
distance uncertainty has been described above.

Using the Ay and column density data,

it is possible to estimate XC^^cq) for the sources
in a manner similar

to Dickman (1976).

The techniques used in and results of this analysis

are summarized in Appendix

4.

It is sufficient here to note that

Dickman 's value of xO^CO) ~ 2x10"^ is basically confirmed, but with
an
uncertainty of ~ 50%.

Therefore the masses listed in Table

5

are

calculated with X(^3co) = 2x10-^, and the mass scales linearly for
other values of the fractional abundance.

Table

5

this chapter.

contains a summary of the cloud parameters discussed in

Note that for B227 and L1257 the parameters of the main

condensation seen in the column density maps are tabulated (as denoted
by "M" near the cloud name).

The masses and sizes of the total

complexes for these two regions are given in the notes to Table

5.

TABLE

5

Observed Cloud Parameters

TV /

D(pc)\

M(M0)

600

L1257 M*

T(K)

L(pc)

99
288

10

2.2
3.8

140

14

9

0.9x0.5

L1253

140

7

9

1.0

R997 M**

A no

Zo
63

10

600

0.9
1.4

150

11

10

2000

1500

30

5.0

400
700

8

9

24

1.0
1.8

9

0.8x0.3
1.4x0.5

O -J \J

1.

L1523

CRL437

B163

B163SW

400
700

4
7

>

0.9x0.9

Parameters are for main clunq) centered on (-6,6).
Total extent of the ^^CO data is ~ 2.2x0.9 pc, and
total mass is ~ 48 Mq.
Parameters are for main globule centered on (0,0).
Total extent of ^^CO map is ~ 2.2(3.3) pc for a distance of 400(600) pc, and the mass is 34(77) Mq.

CHAPTER

IV

LOCAL DENSITY LAWS IN DARK CLOUDS

1.

Introduction

The distribution of mass within a cloud
bears on issues of cloud

stability against collapse (Chapter V.IO),
angular momentum content
(Chapter VI. 2), and temperature structure (this
chapter, §8).

Space

(or local) density distribution also enters
into radiative transfer

calculations, and the comparison of observations with
predictions of

theoretical models.

This chapter summarizes a study of the density

structure of the program globules.

The data is examined for evidence

of power-law space density distributions of the form p(r) a
r"^.

The

implications of the inferred mass distributions for cloud structure and

evolution are then considered.

The chapter begins with a discussion of

results obtained from a well known technique for estimating local den-

sities in globules.

2.

The Large Velocity Gradient Method

Using spectral lines of the two lowest rotational transitions of
^^CO, and the ^^CO J =

1

0 data,

molecular hydrogen densities [n(H2)]

and ^^CO to hydrogen fractional abundances X(^^CO) can be obtained from
the Large Velocity Gradient (LVG, or Sobolev) approximation (Goldreich
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and K„a„ 1974. a.o„g
others).

lauons are calculated

z„ .he .VG

^ael. „oUcuXa. Uvel p„p„.

by treating radiative
transfer as a completely

local problem.

This Is done by postulating
the existence of a
systematic velocity gradient AV/Ar,
not necessarily related
to actual cloud
kinematics (Wooten et^ aU
1978).
This velocity gradient
„st be
larger than the gausslan sum
of the local turbulent
and thermal velocities everywhere In the cloud,
and ^jst be positive definite
(1^,
Vc(r) a r6, 6 > o) If the assumption
of only local radiative
transfer
is to be valid.
If the molecular excitation
temperature decreases with
increasing distance from the center
of such a cloud, then the
line

peaks are assumed to be produced
by material closest to the
globule
center along the lines of sight.
If the equations of statistical

equilibrium are solved for different
values of T^m. one obtains values
of peak Tr(13co) for transitions
between rotational energy levels
as a
function of n(H2) and X(l 3co)/(AvMr)
for each temperature.

The actual

cloud temperature is determined from
T^O^CO), assuming thermalization
of '2C0, as described in Appendix

the l^co J = 2 *

e^.

1

and J =

1

2.

Peak radiation temperatures of

* 0 lines and their ratio then
give (see,

Goldsmith, Young, and Langer 1982) the
local density and frac-

tional abundance for the radius defined by
the line of sight.

It

is

worthwhile to remember that each region of the
cloud Is independent as
far as radiative transfer is concerned, and
contributes to the line

profile at a specific velocity.

Therefore, one could apply the tech-

niques described above to a set of ^^CO and ''co
profiles at a given
position, treating each velocity bin separately.
however, only the peak line Intensities were used.

In this study,
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There is sufficient data
to apply the LVG .ethod
to all clouds
except B163SW, U233, and B227.
Density deterMnations are
.ade using
the curves presented by
Goldsmith, Young, and Langer
(1982), and Brewer
For so.e points within the
clouds, it is impossible to
arrive
at a reasonable esti^te of
the density and fractional
abundance.
Generally, this results fro. a
ratio of the two 13co radiation
temperatures that is abnormally high
for the temperature obtained
from the
^^CO spectra. Excessive ratios
of peak radiation temperatures
imply
densities that are dubiously high
(» 10^ cm-3 ) for dark clouds, and
very low carbon monoxide abundances.
For B163, five of the nine
(1984).

available points fall into this category.

The cause of this difficulty

is unclear, but it may be related
to calibration errors, differing
beam

sizes for the FCRAO and MWO observations

(1^,

the average properties

of material within the two beams
may not be the same), or simply sta-

tistical noise in the spectra.

Different beam sizes for the two

telescopes is probably not a serious source
of error.
to convolve the J =

1

> 0 data to the larger J =

2 >

It was possible
1

beam size for

some clouds (B163, CRL437), and in these cases,
no systematic disparity

between results obtained with convolved and
unconvolved data is seen.
Thus, it is possible that the phenomenon represents
a failure of the

LVG approximation to describe excitation conditions
in real clouds
(Appendix 5.7).

LVG-derived densities for L1523 and CRL437 are listed in Table
the results for other clouds are similar to those of L1523.

The

6;
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TABLE

6

LVG Densities for L1523 and CRL437

Position

0

0,

1

1,

0,

2

0,

-2

-2,
2,

0
0

1,

2

2,

1

2,

r'

0.00
1.41

2.00

L1523
n(H2)

4130
6252

<n(H2)>

0

0.00

2547

2547

6252

-1,

0
0

1.00

0,

1

65765
2037
7311

18968

1,

1.41

5848
2773
2312
11350

5571

2.24

3540
1803

2672

2

2.83

3357

3357

0,

3

3.00

2553

2553

3,

1

3.16

3404
3573
7278
12274

6632

3.61

2761
4188

3475

4.00

2553
2198
4753

3168

3

-3

-1,-3
2,

3

3,

2

4,

0

0,

4

-4,

0

3,

3

4.24

1309

1309

4,

3

5.00

2404

2404

-5,-3

5.83

3133
6124

4628

6.00

11402
3350
7907

9654

-1,

1

1,

1

1,

-1

-1. -1
2,

0

2.00

4656

4656

-1,

2

2.24

2911

2911

3,

0

3.00

<3112

<3112

-1.

3

3.16

4416

4416

Position:
r'

(ARA,ADEC)

in arcminutes

n(H2) in cm-^

5, -3

0,-6
6,

0

<n(H2>

0,

4059

1,

CRL437
n(H2)

r'

4130

5508
3404
4742
2582

1,

Position
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scatter in density values is
clearly appreciable.

To the

lifted

extent that conclusions can be
inferred from the LVG results,
the
values obtained indicate constant
density configurations for most
clouds.
Only CRL437 shows any hint of a
gentle density gradient, and
the (0.0) position appears to be
quite anomalous when compared to
the

remaining data.

Conceivably, some of the scatter in
the measured space

densities may be intrinsic to the cloud,
being due to unresolved density inhomogeneities. On the other
hand, a good deal of the observed

scatter could be a result of the problems
discussed above.

Examination of the data in Table

6

reveals some indication of a

rise in local H2 density in the outer cloud
envelopes, similar to the

behavior seen in B5 by Young et^ al^ (1982).

Those authors reject this

apparent density increase in favor of a model
with rising
cloud envelope.

T^ifj in the

They point out that there is theoretical
support for a

temperature increase near the edges of globules.

This is very likely

the correct interpretation of the observations
(Appendix 5.4, 5.7).

However, the effects of clumping, especially in coarsely
mapped clouds,

and the probable failure of the assumptions of the LVG model to
describe conditions in large globules, suggest strongly that caution
be

used in the interpretation of results obtained from a Sobolev analysis.
The values of X(^ 3cO)/(AV/Ar) obtained from the Sobolev analysis

are also of some interest.

Using the linewidths of the

^

^CO spectra

near the (0,0) position, and the radius determined from the column density maps, AV/Ar can be estimated.

With this number in hand, the
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X(13co) can be calculated.

The average values of
xO^CO) for the

clouds range fro. ~ IxlQ-B
to 2x10-6, in reasonable
agreement with the
result of Dickman (1978).
addition, the anticorrelation
between
Logio [X(13co)/(AV/Ar)] and Log^o
[nCH^)] seen by Wooten et^ al^
(i978)

m

is confirmed for every cloud
in the present study.

linear relation is shown in Figure
IV.

1

for L1257.

An example of this
This apparently

ubiquitious connection between
LVG-derived densities and abundances
may
have implications for cloud
structure (e^. perhaps marking a
changing
velocity gradient, or a significant
temperature gradient in the envelope; Appendix 5.7), but is not
adopted in the evaluation of the
column

densities for the reasons given below.

The Large Velocity Gradient model is
currently viewed with some

skepticism (see Stenholm 1983, for a recent
discussion) for a number of
reasons.

The assumption that the radial velocity
field is single-

valued along the line of sight is violated
for the general class of

velocity laws like Vc(r) a r'^ (^here

3

> 0).

More importantly, it is

possible that velocity gradients in real clouds
are very small or

nonexistent (Chapter V.9, V.IO).

White (1977) has shown for a uniform-

density, uniform temperature cloud that excitation
calculations using
the LVG approximation may still be accurate enough for
some simple

applications under such circumstances.

But multilevel Monte Carlo

radiative transfer calculations carried out for a microturbulent
model
cloud with a density gradient indicate that LVG-derived densities and

abundances can be seriously and systematically in error when applied to
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clouds with „ore

co^Ucated density

and temperature stuctures.

I„

particular, when the Soholev
approxl^tlon Is applied to analyse
.odel
spectral line Intensities,
systaltic errors In nCH^) result,
the
.ost

notable of which Is the
erroneous Indication that the
local density
distribution peaks eldway (Dickon,
private co^nications ) in a
cloud
With a carbon .onoxlde abundance
gradient rather than at its
center, or
rises monotonlcally (Appendix
5.7) in the outer envelope of
a cloud'

with a uniform abundance
distribution.

For these reasons the LVG

method appears inappropriate for
the detailed modeling attempted
here.
Instead, attention is given to
a quantity that may be
determined more
reliably: LTE column densities.

3.

Power-Laws and Polytropes

The following sections contain
descriptions of the methods and

results of fitting density distributions
of the form p(r) a r'Y to the

program cloud LTE ^^cq column density data.

Although a globule's enve-

lope density structure may not be characterized
by a single power-law
(or any power-law for that matter), there
are advantages to adopting

this approach to the quantitative study of
cloud structure.

these advatages are:

Among

(a) the power-law index y provides a
convenient

measure of the degree to which

a cloud is centrally condensed,

since it

is relatively easy to infer from the column
densities (§4), and since

many functions reduce to power laws asymptotically,
and (b) results of

collapse calculations (Larson 1972, 1973, Black and Bodenheimer
1976,

and

^ny

others) for isothennal clouds
indicate that globule envelopes
can assume equilibrium
configurations with y ~ 2. This
latter result
applies to both rotating and
nonrotating clouds.
It is perhaps not surprising
that the numerical calculations
yield

T = 2 density distributions; this
is the structure of an
isothermal

cloud in hydrostatic equilibrium,

i^ an

isothermal polytrope.

An

Interesting property of the isothermal
polytrope is that the radius is
infinite in the absence of an external
pressure.

are pressure bounded.

But real dark clouds

In this case, the density
distribution is trun-

cated at some finite radius (Dickman
and Clemens 1983), and the central

condensation and density gradient remain
as features of the equilibrium
model.

Also, a more general consideration of
polytropic structures

[with and without external pressure]

(Viala and Horedt 1974; Dickman

and Clemens 1983) shows that the temperature
can rise toward the cloud
edges, and that a power-law can approximately
represent the envelope

density structure.

Thus, if cloud structures resemble polytropes.
then

their density distributions can be analyzed using
power-laws.
Two additional points should be made concerning
the use of powerlaws to describe program cloud density distributions.

This technique

assumes that clouds do not adopt highly pathological density
distributions that may fortuitously resemble power-laws; if a power-law
density

distribution describes the data, then local molecular densities are
assumed to be close to their power-law values.

This assumption seems

quite reasonable in view of the above discussion.

Also, it should be
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understood that any si^larity
between inferred cloud density
distributions and ploytrope .odels
is not in itself
sufficient evidence that
globules are in equilibrium,
although it
least quasistable against
collapse.

^y

suggest that they are at

The energetics of the
progra.

clouds is discussed fully in
Chapter V.9 and V.IO.

Spac^ Density Laws from C olumn
Densities - Method

The derivation of space density
laws from inferred

1

lte column

densities uses a method often applied
to the study of globular
cluster
star distributions. The relevant
mathematical background, involving
Abel integral equations, is discussed
by Mihalas and Routly (1968).
In practice, the procedure is
simple.

The cloud is assumed to be

spherically symmetric, or at least
circularly symmetric in the

equatorial plane.

Also, constant X(13co) is assumed.

sity law p(r) a r'Y

>

o),

For a given den-

and cloud radius R, local densities
are

integrated along the line of sight (los),
giving the column density

along this ray.
parameter

p,

cloud center.

The line of sight is characterized by its
impact

which is the perpendicular distance of the
los from the
Integration along a set of rays results in the
creation

of a curve of predicted molecular column
densities N(p).

The index of

the density power-law is obtained by comparing
model curves to a plot
of the observed ^^co column densities Nq^Cp), and
determining the law

that best fits the data.

The predicted column densities N(p) are
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forced to ,lt the data at

see

radial distance

N(P) are ^Itlplied by N„b(P)/N(P).

P.

and all re^i„i„,

This normalisation
eliminates all

variables except R and
p fro. the calculations, and allows
p to be
expressed In arc^nutes.
Analytical expressions giving
N(p) for a few
sl^le density laws are listed la
Table 7. The significance
of the
quantities
and r,, is clarified
below.

The value of a trial power
law index y is inferred
from the
equations given in Mihalas and
Routly (1968). It is found
that if H(p)
a r-Y«. then p(r) a r'T
(„ote that this relationship
is exact only if
the cloud radius Is infinite).
An estimate of y is Immediately

obtained from a linear least-squares
fit of data points
[LogiQ
I'OglO Nob(p)].

p,

The fit also yields the
linear-correlation coefficient

(Bevington 1969), which is a measure
of how well a power-law approximates the data distribution. Because
the program clouds are considered
to have finite radii, the implied
power-law must always be compared to
the Nob(p) plots, and the adequacy of
the fits judged empirically.

An additional comment must be made regarding
this method of
obtaining local cloud densities.

Points at small values of

p,

where

the column density changes rapidly with
p, are most useful in distin-

guishing between different candidate density laws.
the actual cloud center must be properly identified.

For this reason,

Mlsidentif Icatlon

of the cloud center, due perhaps to coarse map
sampling. Increases the

scatter in an Nob(p) plot, and can result in

a significantly erroneous

determination of y.

the origins (p = 0) for

In the present program,

TABLE

7

Column Density Equations
for p(r) a r'^

Column Density Equation

ZR
N(P) = (2 Po rj/mg^)
/ [dz/(z2 + p2)Y/2j
0

ZR = (r2 + p2)l/2

N(P) -

(2

R/n^^)

_ (p2/R2)jl/2

[1

N(p) - (2 Po ro/mg^) An

N(P) =

[2

{

[R

+

(r2 _ p2)l/2j/pj

Po ro2/(mH2 p)] Arctan [(r2 - p2)l/2/pj

N(P) = (2 Po ro^/mg^)

[

(r2

- p2)l/2/(R
p2)j

the column density plots
were taken fro. the column
density

^ps

and

the Av maps derived fro.
the high-resolution star
counts (Chapter
III. 2).
These positions are estimated
to be accurate to ~ 0.5'.

^'

Sp^ce Density Laws from Column
Densities - Results

The results of the column density
analyses of four program clouds
are displayed in Figs. IV.2a-2d.
The data for B227 and L1253
are compatible with y ~ 2. Note that the
points at large p can accomodate
a

wide range of power-laws, but the
data for the cloud Interiors
restricts one to y ~

also indicates y -

2

2

for both sources.

The column density method

for the envelope of L1523. but the
low N.^Cp) at

small p are not consistent with an
extension of this law to the inner

cloud regions.

Density indices other than y =

2

are also seen.

for L1257M refer only to the equatorial
plane

45° from the western

RA axis) of this flattened cloud, and Indicate
y ~
disagrees with the determination of y ~

2

The data shown

1.

This result

made by Snell (1979), but it

is very difficult to reconcile in any way the
present observations with

the steeper density law suggested by Snell.

dient is observed in CRL437, where y ~

3

The largest density gra-

(Fig. A1.4, Appendix 1).

CRL437 is the only program cloud known to contain young,
luminous
stars.

In view of the steepness of its density distribution,

it is

perhaps not surprising that GRL437 was the one source to show evidence
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Figure IV. 2 (a)-(d) Plot of program cloud ^ ^co lTE column densities vs. distance p from cloud centers. Curves are predicted column
densities for density distributions p(r) a r~^ normalized to fit the
average inferred cloud column densities at distances p(Norm). Curve
characteristics [y , p(Norm)] are: (a) B227 (2,1.41'), (b) L1253
(2,4.6'), L1523 (2,6'), and L1257 (1,1.41'). Triangles in the B227
plot represent data for subcondensations at ADec > 5' and ADec < -3'.
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for a gradient (albeit a shallower one) in the
LVG analysis.

Figure

A1.4 merits close examination, since it illustrates
the possible power
of the simple analytical techniques described in
the previous section,

when applied to well-sampled, high quality

^

^co maps.

Interestingly, the column density data for B227 and L1257
can be
fit best by assuming a cloud radius much larger than the
size of the

main condensations in each region.
which a dense clump is immersed in

This fact suggests a cloud model in
a large,

diffuse envelope that

extends well beyond the area covered by the ^^CO observations.

Such

structure is not be surprising; the Ay maps of Chapter HI. 2 hinted at
a similar distribution of cloud material.

Also, hydrodynamical

modeling of dark clouds by Villere and Black (1980), based on molecular
line observations of globules, required the presence of a large, low

density envelope, containing

>

50% of the mass of the clouds, to fit

the data.

As in the case of the discussion of cloud morphology (Chapter

III), it is appropriate to consider B163 and B163SW separately from the

other sources.

The Nq^(p) - p plot for B163 is useless; the scatter in

the data is too large to allow a determination of Y»

Therefore,

average column densities are calculated as a function of radius from
(0,0)

[Fig.

reason.

IV. 3a],

excluding the (-1,-1) position for the following

This point has the highest observed column density in B163,

but is quite anomalous (having a very large column density compared to
the other map points) when included in the column density plot.

The
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Figure IV. 3 (a) Plot of average B163 ^ ^CO LTE column densities
at radius p from the (0,0) position. The curve gives predicted column
density for a density distribution Y = 2 normalized to fit the data at
p = 1.2'.

Figure IV. 3 (b) Plot of B163SW ^^CO LTE column densities for data
along a declination strip through (0,0), where p is distance from the
(0,-2) position.
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difficulty of accounting for the (-1,-1) position in a method
that

requires circular symmetry is predictable; it is a manifestation of
the
"cometary" morphology of the cloud.

More surprising is the degree to

which the avearage column densities are consistent with Y =
p(r) a r"2.

i.e.

Fig. IV. 3b is a plot of B163SW column densities along a

declination strip through (0,0), were
position.

2,

measured from the (0,-2)

p is

The B163SW data indicates Y ~

(within a significant

2

uncertainty) in the outer cloud envelope, with perhaps a large uniformdensity core (§6).

The interpretation of the local density results for B163 and

B163SW is unclear.

The apparent cometary shape of the globules makes

it difficult to identify the proper cloud center to use in the column

density vs

radius plots, and the path length of the line of sight

through the cloud depends very much on cloud geometry.

It is possible

that the cloud envelopes cannot be approximated very well by a simple

power-law.

To explore this possibility, linear least-squares fits to

data sets [In

p.

In <Nob(p)>] were done.

In this case, a good fit

indicates the presence of an exponential density law, if the path
This may be approximately

lengths are nearly constant for all points.

the case, since a tail would be difficult to detect if it was not

highly inclined to the line of sight.

The quantity <Nob(p)> is the

average column density at a linear distance
geometric axes in the clouds.

p

along the principal

For B163SW, the average is formed from

points at the same declination, while the B163 principal axis is

oriented ~ 45" from the eastern RA axis.

The linear-correlation coef-

ficients suggest that an exponential law may be a somewhat better

representation of the B163SW data than a power law, although it is
somewhat worse for B163.

The similarity of the B163 results to those

obtained for the other program globules (this section) suggests that
the forces which determine the structure of the remaining program

clouds may still be important in the larger B163.

The smaller B163SW,

however, has been severly perturbed by additional influences.

The

possible effects of ram pressure (DeYoung and Axford 1967) produced by
the ambient medium (or IC1396) will be considered in the discussion of

kinematics and dynamics (Chapter V.4).

How accurate are the present determinations of y?

The answer

depends primarily on the reliability of the LTE method of calculating

column densities (Appendix 5.6), which is is not easy to quantify.
Therefore, the general uncertainty in the power law index is estimated

here in an empirical way.

This is done by comparing the observed

column densities to families of curves of predicted N(p), each curve

with a different Y»

The curves that clearly do not fit the data are

rejected, and the remaining curves yield the possible range of the
index.

For clouds like B227, L1253, and L1257 the data in the No^Cp)

p plots show significant scatter, and Ay < 0.5.

The uncertainty is

expressed as an inequality to emphasize that the given Ay may be pessi
mistic; the column density points at small p may constrain the index

more closely in some cases.

This is especially true for CRL437, where
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the density gradient is steep and the column densities
are large.

this cloud, Ay

6»

<

For

0.25.

Space Density Laws from Column Densities - Cloud Cores

The density laws discussed thus far are valid only for the cloud
envelopes.

Clearly, p(r) a r'^ cannot be continued to r =

0.

The

envelopes of the program clouds are assumed to surround cores of uni-

form density Pq and radius Tq, with the core and envelope density laws

merging continuously.

That is,

P(r) = Po

r < r^

4.1a

P(r) = Po (fo/r)^

r > ro.

4,1^

This assumption provides a convenient scaling factor (Po^o^) for the

space density distribution in some calculations.

Also, from collapse

calculations (Bodenheimer and Black 1978) there is a suggestion of a

flattening of the density gradient

(y <

1»5) in cloud cores.

There-

fore, Pq does provide an estimate of the actual central density.

Construction of more detailed core models requires small, oversampled
maps of the cloud centers, perhaps using a molecule other than ^^CO.

Such data is generally not available in this study.

The parameters Pq and rQ can be estimated by the following iterative procedure.

The average observed column density NQ^jCr^) at a trial

core radius r^ is calculated.

Since y is assumed known, the core space
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density

Nob(^l)*

is calculated from the relevant equation of Table 6 and

This is possible because pr^ is constant in the cloud enve-

lope, so that PqCo^ = Piri^.

cloud center.

Now consider the ray p = 0 through the

Given the total cloud radius R and core radius

rj^,

the

column density due to the molecules in the envelope can be obtained.
If this result is subtracted from Nqi^CO), the remaining material must

be contained in the cloud core of size
obtained.

If Pq = P^,

r^^

=

Po

'^o>

the density distribution in the model cloud is

continuous, and the calculation is complete.

core radius is too large

[

i.e.

,

If p^ > pi,

the trial radius is too small.

trial values of

pj^

the trial

there is not enough envelope material

to account for the observed (0,0) column density].
Ply

readily

Conversely, if Pq <

From the assumed density law, new

and vi are calculated, and the process continues

until Pq ~ Pi»

How do the parameters Pq and Tq vary with X(^^CO) and cloud

distance?

The core radius is independent of the fractional abundance,

since X(^^CO) scales all column densities in the same way, while the

central density scales linearly with X(^^CO).

distance d goes as Pq a d~^ and

The dependence on the

a d.

The parameters of the models that are well supported by the column

density observations are contained in Table

8.

contain only a small fraction of the cloud mass.

Note that the cores

Although the cores

may be of great interest in themselves, they are unlikely to dominate
the global dynamics of the clouds.
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TABLE

8

Density Models for Program Clouds

Source

Djoi

Y

(^JjU pc;
(600 pc)

r
"o

'

no(H2)

R'

Comments

1.

08
1.43

13500
4500

28
28

Dynamical Model

2

L1257M

1

0.41

10500

25

Equatorial Plane

L1253

2

1.05

12700

13

L1523

2

B227 (400 pc)
(600 pc)

2
2

1.25
1.41

3400
2200

12
12

CRL437

3

1.00

7000

5.6

B163 (400 pc)

2

0.90

(700 pc)

2

3100
1800

8
8

B163SW

2

9

2

(600 pc)

2

Units: rQ and R in
arcminutes, n(H2)
in cm~^

From <N(^3C0)>
vs.

r

Outer Envelope,
Cometary model

2

B163SW (400 pc)

Outer Envelope

1.00
1.00

1150
650

5

5

= 1^(0,0)
Assume
everyhere in cloud
Y = 2, see Chapter
V.IO
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7*

Space Density Law from Velocity Law - B361

The local density distribution of a rotating globule can be

inferred from the observed cloud rotational velocity law, if a spherically symmetric density structure and global cloud equilibrium are
assumed.

This method was applied to B361, which has a very distinctive

velocity field (below).

The assumption of equilibrium will be sup-

ported by a vlrial theorem analysis of cloud energetics (Chapter V.IO),
but spherical symmetry is Imposed on an otherwise axially symmetric

process

(

i.e.

,

rotation).

Partial justification for this imposition is

found in the approximately circularly symmetric

^

^CO column density map

(Fig. III. 3) of B361, and because there are few alternative means of

investigating a cloud's density structure (§2, §5).

In any event, this

method should be reasonably relevant to the equatorial plane of the
cloud.

The following discussion necessarily anticipates kinematic and

dynamic results developed more fully in Chapter V.4.

If the velocity shifts observed in the ^^CO spectra along the

equatorial plane of B361 are due to rotation, then the inferred rotational velocity law is:

where

r is the

cloud center.

r^

VR(r) a r

r <

VR(r) ~ VR(ro)

r > r^

4.2

distance of a point in the equatorial plane from the
In eqs. 4.2, rQ is the radius within which the radial
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velocity law is linear.

where

i

Since one really observes only V^Cr) sin

i,

is the inclination of the rotation axis to the line of
sight,

eqs. 4.2 implicitly assume that i ~ 90°.

This is unlikely to be

exactly true, but may be approximately the case for the following
reason.

The globules making up the source list were among the first

clouds reported in the literature to be rotating, and have some of the

largest velocity gradients observed to date.

Therefore, it is more

likely that the clouds in this very biased cloud sample have

i

closer

to 90" than to some much smaller angle (Goldsmith and Arquilla 1984).
In any event, the inclination angle is not critical unless

sin

i

~ 0.7 at

i

i is

small;

= 45".

Assuming spherical symmetry, the form of the density distribution
consistent with eqs. 4.2 is obtained by balancing the centripetal and

gravitational forces, and is found to be:

p(r) = Po

r <

p(r) a r"2

r >

r^

4.3

Therefore Pq and r^ can be regarded as the density and radius respectively of a uniform density core similar to the those assumed to exist
in the other program clouds.

The values of Pq and Tq are estimated using eqs. 4.2, 4.3, and the

observed maximum rotational velocity

Vj^

at r >> Tq as indicated by the

equatorial ^^CO spatial-velocity diagram.

gravitational forces gives

Equating the centripetal and
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Figure IV. 4 B361 equatorial ^ ^CO spatial-velocity diagram, with
contours giving antenna temperature T^* = 0.4 K, 0.6 K, ...etc. The
curve is the velocity profile of a model cloud in rotational equilibrium with a uniform density core and an envelope density distribution
p(r) a r~2.

Figure IV. 5 Plot of B361 ^^CO LTE column densities vs. distance p
from the map center. The curve gives predicted equatorial column densities for a cloud at 600 pc distance in rotational equilibrium, with
velocity law inferred from the equatorial spatial-velocity diagram, a
density distribution characterized by a large radius R ~ 28', and ^ ^CO
fractional abundance X(^^CO) = 2x10"^.
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^ ^^^^^""^^

and

4.4^

" (2/3) [r,/r ]} V2

^ ^

""^'^

,here

[3/(4TrG)]
,

>

4.4,

K = (4TrGporo2)l/2
Setting r

»

Vq in eq.

4.4b,

Vm = K = (47rGpo)V2 r^.

4.5

In the core of B361, the linear velocity
gradient AV/Ar =
0)0

~ 1.1x10-13

s-1

(cloud distance d - 350 pc), and

Then eqs. 4.4 and 4.5 give
If d ~ 600

PC

then

ro ~ 7.7xlOl^ cm.

(o^

~

1

km s"!.

~ 4.5x10-20 gm cm-3 and r^ ~ 5.0xl0l7 cm.

- 6.4x10-1'* rad s'l,

~ 1.5x10-20

g^,

em'^, and

The velocity law predicted by eq. 4.4b for d ~
350

pc is shown in Fig. IV. 4, where it is compared to the
^^CO equatorial

spatial-velocity (SV) diagram.

The space densities can now be integrated along lines of
sight

through the equatorial plane of the cloud, and compared to the
observed

column densities.

For d ~ 350 pc, the Nq^Cp) are found to be lower

than the predicted values throughout most of the cloud (i.e., the

observed density distribution is flatter than predicted), and are too
low by a factor of

3 to 5 at p

<

1

'

.

Only in the outer envelope are

the calculated column densities consistent with the observations.
d

For

~ 600 pc, the observations agree reasonably well with the theoretical

column density curve, except that Nq|3(p) are again too low at small
(Fig. IV. 5).

p

Somewhat better agreement between theory and observations

is obtained at both distances if X(13c0) ~ 1x10"^, but this contradicts
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the abundance estimates derived
using the star-count Ay's
(Appendix

4.4).

The results summarized above can
be confirmed by partially

Inverting the process just described.

This is done by assuming cir-

cular symmetry for the cloud column
density distribution, and calculating average column densities
<Nob(r)> for radii

r.

and 4.5, the equation giving predicted N(p)
for y =

2

Using eqs. 4.4
(Table 6) can

written as
N(p) = [V^^/(2vGp)] Arctan [(r2 -p2)l/2/p]

4.5

Non-linear least-squares fitting (Bevington 1969)
of eq. 4.6 to the

averaged column density data yields

and R.

The core density

still be estimated from the velocity data, but

must

is obtained from eq.

4.5.

This fitting technique was applied to the B361 data assuming
cloud

distances of 350 and 600 pc, and X(13co) = ixlO"^

2x10"^ (although

the variation in X(13go) is not necessarily distinguishable from

varying i).
(d

~ 600

PC

The results of a typical fit are illustrated in Fig. IV.

X(^3co) = 2x10-^).

The value of

6

is approximately the

same as that derived from the velocity data, and predicted column den-

sities are again too large near the core.

However, the envelope column

densities are consistent with p(r) a r"^ if the cloud radius is much
larger than the value indicated by the ^^CO observations.

This result

was also suggested by models for B227 and L1257 discussed previously.
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p

(

a rc

m

i

n

)

Figure IV. 6 Plot of B361 average ^^CO LIE
column
density at radius p from the map center.
The
curve gives predicted column densities for
a cloud
model (d = 600 pc) with a uniform density core
and
a Y = 2 envelope density distribution
(eq . 4.6).
Velocity
at large p and total radius R were
obtained from a least-squares fit of eq. 4.6 to
data at p > 2.8', assuming XC^^CO) = 2x10"^.
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The fits for d = 600 pc are somewhat
better than those for d = 350
This is because AV is fixed by the
observations, while Ar

PC.

Increases as d increases.

Thus.

(AV/Ar)2 appearing in eq. 4.4 is

reduced, leading to a lower estimate
of p^, therefore improving the
fit
at small p. Also, the 600 pc fits
give larger values for
(~ 0.9

km

s-1

compared to ~

0. 7

km s"! for 350 pc models), similar to
the

value estimated from the SV diagram.

The disagreement between the dynamical
model and observations of
the cloud core can have several causes.

For instance, the models do

not include the effects of turbulence, and
the influence of the ambient

interstellar medium is ignored.

In addition, spherical symmetry is

implied by the analytical techniques used in this
section (above),

while rotating clouds are expected to be only axially
symmetric.

Also,

although a density distribution defines a unique velocity
law, an

observed velocity law does not necessarily lead to a unique
density

distribution (Bahcall, Schmidt, and Soneira 1982).

Besides these possible sources of error, there are at least five

more important possibilities to consider.
not really rotating;

These are (a) that B361 is

(b) that the cloud morphology is so asymmetric

that the above analysis is inappropriate;

(c) that the

^

^CO lines are

saturated in a fashion leading to misidentif ication of the core position;

(d) that XC^^co) varies within the cloud; and (e) that B361 is

not in equilibrium.

More than one of these factors is likely important

in explaining the discrepancy between theory and observation for B361.
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Implication s of the Space Densities Temperature

^'

The following sections are concerned
with some of the physical

implications of the derived cloud density laws.

Kinematics and dynam-

ics are discussed in Chapter V, so the
emphasis here is on temperature

structure and molecular excitation.

Table

9

lists program cloud space densities at various
radii,

assuming X^^CO) = 2x10"^

Local densities are calculated directly

from well determined average inferred column densities
<Nob(ri)> [see
the discussion of the determinination of a density
p(ri) in the deriva-

tion of cloud core properties], and do not involve
estimates of PorQ^.
It is apparent that the density quickly drops to
values of n(H2) < 200

cm

in the cloud envelopes.

This fact supports expectations that T^jfj rises in the cloud enve-

lopes (Snell 1979; de Jong, Dalgarno, and Boland 1980; Young et^ al.
1982; Dickman and Clemens 1983; and Stenholm 1983).

A lower limit to

the outer envelope temperature is obtained by considering a represent-

ative cloud envelope volume element with n(H2) = 100 cm"^, heated by

cosmic rays and cooled by molecular and atomic line emission.

Goldsmith and Langer (1977) give for the heating rate

T

and total

cooling rate A
r

- 6.4x10-2^ n(H2) ergs (cm^ s)-^

A ~ 1.5xl0~27 t1-'+

"

4.7a

4.7b
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TABLE

9

Space Densities for Several Program Clouds

B227
r'

n(H2)

CRL437

L1253

n(H2)

L1257

n(H2)

r

r

•

n(H2)

(400 pc)(600 pc)
1.41
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
11.00
12.00

2705
1344
598
336
215
149
110
84
66
54
44
37

1803
896
398
224
143
100
73
56
44
36
30
25

B163
n(H2)

1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00
5.50

6916
2049
2864
443
256
161
108
76
55
42

1.12
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00

Units:

10477
3286
1463
821
526
365
268
205
162
131
109

1.41
3.00
5.00
7,00
9.00
11.00
13.00

3065
1441
864

19.00

227

25.00

172

91

78

r' is in arcminutes
n(H2) is in cm -3

n(H2)

(400 pc)(600 pc)

1.21
2.00
3.00

4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00

1734
635
282
159
102
71

52

40

991

363
161
91

58
41

30
23

B163 results from <N(^^C0)> vs.

r

617
480
393
332
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assuming an H2 ionization rate of ~
2x10-17

per ionization of ~ 20 eV.
gives Tkin - 15 K.

^^^^^ ^^^^^

Equating 4.7a and 4.7b and solving
for T

This is slightly higher than
T^in

~ 10 K inferred

from Tr(12co) for cloud cores, and
suggests a slow rise in temperature
with increasing distance from the
cloud center. Where does the
cosmic
ray flux result in
Trin = 10 K?

Using the cooling functions of

Goldsmith and Langer (1977). this is
found to occur at n(H2) ~ 300
cm-3.

For higher densities, the more efficient
cooling produces

slightly lower temperatures (~ 8 K).

Now consider the question of pressure
equilibrium between the

cloud and the interstellar medium (ISM).

Myers (1978) gives

= 3700

k dynes cm-2, where k is the Boltzmann
constant, as the pressure due to

interstellar gas.

For a globule density of n(H2) = 100 cm'^,
pressure

equilibrium implies Trin = 3700/n(H2)

37 K for the cloud envelope,

and the calculated equilibrium temperature increases
linearly as the

assumed local envelope density decreases.

This value confirms qualita-

tively the temperature results obtained for cosmic ray heating;
dark
clouds are unlikely to be isothermal.

Since the Ay maps of Chapter III. 2 indicate that the program

clouds may be surrounded by extensive diffuse material, the preceeding

pressure equilibrium calculation is repeated for a globule embedded in
a diffuse cloud.

The assumed HI cloud properties are n(HI) = 20 cm"^,

"^KIN = 80 K (Spitzer 1978).

Then pressure balance leads to a globule

envelope temperature T^uj ~ 20 K for n(H2) = 100 cm'^.

For intercloud

gas only, n(HI) = 0.3

cxsT^

and Tvtm
K
«>UUU K.
iKIN = 6000

tu^ envelope
The
equilibrium

temperature is then
Tkin ~ 20 K if the ambient material is mostly
neutral (but only 10 K if it is
completely ionized).
An upper limit to
Trin in globule envelopes is obtained by

including photoelectron heating in
the thermal balance calculation.
The electrons are emitted by dust
grains immersed in the interstellar

UV radiation field (see,

e^,

de Jong, Dalgarno, and Boland
1980).

Here, the photoelectric heating
rate, and rates for cooling by
carbon

monoxide, neutral carbon, and ionized
carbon listed by Young et^ al^
(1982) are adopted:

r(pe) = 4x10-26 ^(jj^) exp(-1.8 Ay) ergs
cm-3 s"!

A(C0) = 3.9x10-27 t1.3
A(C)

= 6x10-28 t1 -5

[n(H2)]2 X(C0)

f^(H2)]2 X(C)

A(C+) = 1.4x10-23 exp(-94/T) [n(H2)] X(C+)

"

"

"

4.8a

4.8b
4.8c

4.8d

where X(B) is the fractional abundance to molecular
hydrogen of species
B.

The abundances for various Ay are listed by Young et.

as taken from Langer (1976).

(1982),

The extinction for a point within the

cloud is measured inward from the cloud surface along a
radial ray, and
is obtained by integration of the density distribution
and application

of the N(H)-Av relation given by Bohlin, Savage, and Drake
(1978).

For the B227 model considered above. Ay ~ 0.1 mag. at n(H2) ~ 100
cm-3,

x(C0) - 2xl0-^ X(C) ~ IxlO'^, X(C+) ~ 7x10-5.

The total

energy input (cosmic ray + photoelectric) can then support a tem-
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perature of T^,^ ^ 90 K.

Even if X(CO) ~ 10-.
Tkih renins high (~ 70

K), since C+ is the dominant
coolant at these temperatures
and den-

sities.

The temperatures are high over
most of the cloud, since

Av increases only slowly through the envelope.

This slow attenuation

of the UV flux is due both to
the low local densities in the
cloud
envelope, and to the high albedo
and strong forward scattering of
the

dust grains for UV radiation
(Whitworth 1975).

For example, at r ~ 0.4

R, n(H2) ~ 340 cm-3 and Ay ~ 0.3
mag., giving
Trin ~ 35 K.

until

r <

It is not

0.2 R that Trim ~ 10 K is obtained.

The temperatures derived from eqs.
4.8a-8d are upper limits for

several reasons.

Ay is measured from the cloud surface to
an interior

point along a radial ray
dimensional).

(

i.e.

,

the cloud is considered to be one-

In fact, for a real three-dimensional cloud,
the UV

photons reach a given volume along many rays,
all with larger Xyy than
the radial ray.

Therefore, Ay as determined in the previous paragraph

is only a lower limit.

If the UV flux in the globule interior is

reduced, the abundances of the major coolants may be
higher than the

values calculated by Langer (1976), increasing the cooling
rates and

possibly moderating the increase in temperature through the
envelope.
Note, however, that a drop in the ionizing UV flux may also
produce a

decrease in the abundance of

C"'",

a very important coolant in the outer

envelopes of clouds (above), which may partially negate this moderation
in envelope temperatures.

Besides uncertainties in Ay due to geometry, clouds may be

surrounded by an extensive envelope of dilute, neutral material.

The
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dust associated with this material
can attenuate the UV radiation
field

before it reaches the region in
which molecules exist.

To see how this

would effect the envelope temperature,
consider again the cloud volume
element with n(H2) - 100 cm-3 but
increase Av from 0.1 > l.i ^g.
.

Then Tkin

~ 35 K rather than Trin - 90 K is found.

However. Trin

exceeds 10 K over much of the cloud
envelope even in this case.
The role of turbulence in the cloud
thermal balance has been

neglected in the present discussion.

The ability of turbulence to add

or redistribute energy within a dark
cloud depends on the length-scale

characterizing the stochastic motions, and
this quantity is unknown for
globules at present.

It is reasonable to assume that
turbulent dissi-

pation can provide an additional source of energy
for the cloud envelope (although perhaps a small one, Scalo and
Pumphrey 1982),

increasing the gas temperature somewhat.

Thus, it is seen that kinetic temperatures are
expected to rise in

the low-density envelopes of the program clouds, perhaps
even if cosmic

ray heating alone is assumed.

The temperatures obtained from the ther-

mal balance calculations are found to be consistent with approximate
pressure equilibrium between the clouds and the ISM.

The resulting

model of a typical dark cloud has a nearly isothermal core within an
envelope in which the temperature increases as the density declines.

Although cosmic ray heating may lead to

a slow temperature rise linear

with decreasing density, photoelectron heating can increase the gradient at the cloud edges.
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I-'P^'^^tlons of the Density T..w» -

1

^

Excitation

Since cloud temperatures are
often deduced from

^CO observations,

it la worthwhile to examine
'^CO excitation conditions
for low envelopl
densities. If the molecular
level populations are not
thermalUed,

then It no longer provides direct
temperature Information for this
region of the cloud.

Thermallzatlon of the '^CO J =

~

"^KIN*

> o line, so that

1

T^O^CO)

requires that
n(H2) qio

»

A^q

3

4.9

where q^Q and Aiq are the total
colllslonal and spontaneous radiative
decay rates respectively for the J =
3

1

> 0 transition.

Is the escape probability for a
photon In the cloud,

The quantity
and accounts for

the effects of radiative trapping on
the level populations.

For opti-

cally thick lines In a mlcroturbulent cloud
(de Jong, Chu, and Dalgarno
1975),

(the Sobolev result), where x^q Is the optical
depth of the transition

of Interest.

Eq.

4.9 can now be written as

n(H2)

For ^2co, Aio = 6.5x10-^ g-1

4.2x10-11 cm^

»

Aio/(TlO qio)-

4.11

(Carroll and Goldsmith 1981), q^Q =

for Tkin = 20 K, or q^Q = 3.45x10-11 cm^ s-1 for
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Ton

The collision rate, are
taken fro. Green and Chapaan
(1978) for co-He collisions, and
onltiplled by an assumed factor
of 1.5
to correct for the different
reduced ..ss of
(Green and Chap^n
- 40 K.

1978).

If

no

12C0.

Then from eq. 4.11,

>

30.

n(H2) > 1550/Tio

cm'S

Trin = 20 K

4.12a

n(H2) > 1900/Tio

cm-3

Trin = AO K

4.12b

then n(H2) > 50 cm-3 will be
sufficient to thennalize

But if

malization.

~
Table

10,
9

n(H2) > 150-200 cm-3 is necessary
for ther-

shows that ^^CO would be subtherinal
over niuch of

the cloud envelope in the latter
case, assuming that the inferred
enve-

lope densities are approximately
correct.

What is

in cloud envelopes?

The ^^CO optical depth can be

crudely estimated using the LTE method itself.

From eqs. A2.2 and A2.3

of Appendix 2,

^10-^ [c^/CSttVq^av)] A^o N(12co).

4.

13

Note that eq. 4.13 assumes (in the notation of
Appendix 2)

Nj(12co) = N(12co)
[1

- exp(-To/Tx)] =

4.14a

4.14b

1

where NC^^^q) ig the total molecular column density for the path
length

under consideration.

That is, all the molecules along the path length

are assumed to be in the J = 0 state, and therefore contribute to the
opacity.

This assumption is made because the LTE method tends to

underestimate the true optical depth of a line (Appendices

2,

5.6).
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The B227 400 pc .odel is reasonably
typical of the progra. clouds.
If n(H2) = 100 cm-3 at r ~ 7.5',
then one has NC^^co) = LexlO^^
cm'^
for X(

CO) =

for a column extending from r ~ 7.5'
to R ~ 12'.

lO-'*

Typical linewidths are AV ^ 1.0-1.5 km
s'^ giving t^q ~ 15-20. The
LTE approximation tends to
underestimate t. especially if the
excitation is subthermal and the transition
is optically thick.
However,
because they treat all molecules along
a path length as if they were
in
the ground rotational energy level,
eqs. 4.14 clearly overestimate
T(LTE) by several times, suggesting
that in the envelopes

t

~ 10 is

more likely than

t

drops below

at low densities, as suggested by
Langer's (1976)

models.

lO"'^

>

30.

If this is so,

This is especially true if the ^^CO
abundance

then the ^^CO level populations are subthermal

over much of the cloud volume.

These conclusions are supported by the

results of Monte Carlo radiative transfer
calculations, as discussed in

Appendix 5.7.

10.

Reexamination of the J =

2

->•

1

Data

It is worth reconsidering the analysis of the J = 2

light of the results presented above.

1

spectra in

In particular, two methods for

obtaining column densities from the high frequency data are explored.
The most direct method is to use the J =

2

•>

1

observations to

calculate column densities from eqs. A2.1a and A2.4 of the LTE approxi-

mation (Appendix 2).

This is done by setting Tq = 10.6 K, J =

1,

and
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Ej/k = 5,29 K In those equations.
is still obtained from the J =

1

The excitation temperature
T^(^^CO)
. o data, since most
program clouds

were not extensively mapped in ^^co
at the higher transition.
considerable ^^CO J =

2

>

1

Where

observations do exist (L1523), comparison

with the low-frequency ^^CO spectra
indicates that T^O^CO) derived
from the two transitions are in fair
agreement [^T^O^CO) < 1 k].
The LTE column densities derived
from the J = 2

data are

1

systematically lower (within the large
scatter) than those derived from
the J =

1

* 0 spectra alone.

The difference between the two results

for a given cloud position is approximately
a factor of

2

reason for this disagreement is not immediately
clear.

It is true that

to

The

5.

if ^^co is subthermal, than the excitation
temperature is not the same

for all molecular energy levels.

Appendix

method makes allowances for this.
based on J =

1

describes how the LTE

But the method's developement is

> 0 data (Dickman 1978); its validity for other
tran-

sitions is not at all certain.
Tx(

2

However, the error in the estimate of

CO) would have to be large, and the J =

2

-»•

1

Tx(^^CO) low

(Goldsmith and Cernyak 1984), to account for the large differences
in
the column densities.

It is also possible that the two spectral lines

simply do not sample the same cloud material.

If

the J = 2

-»

1

line is

dominated by emission from material far out in the cloud envelope, than
it may give lower calculated column densities than the J =

1

0 data,

since it is itself produced primarily in regions of low density (§5).

Without a definite model for line formation in the program clouds, the
results of this method are difficult to interpret.

There is a second way to obtain
colunm densities from the J =

2

data.

Consider the quantities n(H2) and X(l
3co)/(Av/Ar) derived
from the LVG analysis. When
multiplied
^
-

1

by the

j =

i

, 0 (or J = 2

- 1) linewidth, their product defines a
column density (Dickman et^ a].
1983),

N(13co) = 3.09x10^8 ^(H^)

where AV is measured in km

s'K

[X(13co)/(AV/Ar)J cm'^,

4.15

Note that eq. 4.15 involves an
im-

plicit assumption of constant local
density along the line of sight.
Column densities calculated from eq.
4.15 correlate strongly with the
LTE J =

1

> 0 N(13co). although they are again generally
systematically

lower than the latter.

The observed linear relationship between
the

column densities is illustrated in Fig. IV.

7

for B361.

The least-

squares fit to the data is also shown.

If the LVG and LTE column densities
agreed exactly,

the fitted lines would be b =

1

[were the

some convenient unit, say 10^5 cm'^J.
<

b <

the slopes of

uO^CO) are normalized

In fact, a range of slopes 0.6

1.0 is observed for the program clouds.

This range most likely

results from the assumption of uniform n(H2) along a given ray.
this, note that L1523 and B361 have b ~

to

1,

To see

while they also show rela-

tively flat density distributions over their inner envelopes
(§5).

The

lowest slope (b ~ 0.6) is found for CRL437, which also possesses the

sharpest density gradient in the cloud sample.

Thus, in some sense

comparison between LVG and LTE-derived column densities can help detect
the presence of large density gradients in molecular clouds.

I

I

I

I

10

12

Figure IV. 7 Plot of ^^CO LTE column
densities
CO LVG column densities (eq. 4.15)
for
B361.
Also shown is the linear least-squares
best fit to the data, N(13co)lte = 8.78xlol3
+
0.96 N(^^CO)lvG [li near-correlation coeffient
R2 = 0.93].
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Density Laws and Observing Dark
ClouHs

What do the results presented in
this chapter say about data
requirements for a study of globule
density structure? Column density
is found to be a very useful
probe of cloud density distribution,
while
attempts to derive space densities from
observations of only two transitions, or from J = 2 > 1 data alone,
are subject to severe limitations.

Therefore, high-quality maps of the ^^cq j =

i

> q line are

most useful for the type of investigation
discussed above.

These maps

should cover the cloud cores with as small
a point spacing as possible.
Lastly, since ^^co

niay

fail as a probe of the very densest parts
of a

cloud (see the review by Evans 1980), examination
of these regions

using a more density-sensitive molecule may be
necessary.

CHAPTER

V

CLOUD KINEMATICS AND DYNAMICS

1.

Introduction

This chapter contains a suminary
of the kinematic and dynamic
prop-

erties of the program clouds.

m

Since most program sources are
described

the literature as rotating, the
emphasis here Is on confirming the

occurrence of this motion In the clouds.
Is verified,

When the presence of rotation

the characteristics of the rotational
motion are derived.

Other kinematic phenomema that appear to
be Important In the globules
are also discussed, and using the results of
this chapter and the density models of Chapter IV. the question of
cloud stability against

collapse Is addressed through application of the
vlrlal theorem.

2-

Investigating the Velocity Fields of Dark Clouds - an
Overview

A characteristic feature of an Idealized rotating dark cloud
Is
the highly ordered nature of Its velocity field.

Rotational motion Is

expected to give rise to systematic gradients In the observed gas
velocities In most directions In a rotating cloud, with only the

direction (as seen on the plane of the sky) of the rotation axis being
devoid of this feature.

These gradients should be manifest In the

radial velocities obtained from the molecular line spectra.
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Before
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describing the ^thods and
results of a detailed analysis
of the
program cloud velocity fields,
it Is useful to briefly
suMnerlze the
techniques used to obtain
Information about a cloud's
kinematic
behavior from molecular line
observations (see also Goldsmith
and
Arqullla 1984).

One way of testing velocity
data for the presence of
rotation is
to
the velocities of the line
peaks as a function of two
spatial
coordinates; these coordinates my
be offsets ARA and ADEC of
the

observed positions with respect to
the map center.

Alternatively, the

velocities can be expressed as a
function of a spatial coordinate,
such
as the radial distance of an observed
point from the map center, and an
angular variable. The utility of this
polar coordinate system will be

seen in the next section.

In either case,

the velocity values can be

examined for evidence of systematic velocity
gradients indicative of
rotation, and the direction of the rotation
axis and magnitude of the

velocity gradient can be derived.

These results may be confirmed by

repeating the analysis using the line mean
velocities.

Howevever, the

two sets of results should not be expected
to agree completely, since

radiative transfer effects (Appendix 5.4) and mass
inhomogenieties
(Chapter III. 2) can cause the peak and mean velocities
of a given pro-

file to differ.

A possible modification of the above technique is to construct
equal velocity contours using the (ARA, ADEC, V) maps.

The velocity

gradients present in a rotating cloud will (in theory) cause the

contours to be spatially separated
in a systematic way (as
in Snell
1979. Fig. 84).

unfortunately, in practice this
method is particularly

vulnerable to random noise in
the measurement of line
velocities, and
to inhomogeneities in cloud
structure, l^us. it is not used
here.

A second method used to investigate
velocity fields of dark clouds
is to construct a spatial-velocity
(or SV) diagram for a strip
of

spectra lying in a particular
direction in the cloud (for instance,
along a line of constant declination
etc^).
This technique has already
been applied to study the structure
and dynamics of B361 (Chapter
IV. 7).

(e^,

The spectra are ordered according
to a convenient coordinate

ARA or ADEC). and a grid of points
(x.y.z) of the form (velocity

of spectrum channel, spatial position
of spectrum, intensity in

channel) is generated using all channels
in the spectra.

equal intensity are then calculated.

Contours of

If the cloud is rotating,

the

spectra centroids will systematically move
in velocity space with

varying position, and the intensity contours
will (in general) be
inclined to the x and y axes of the SV diagram.

The nature of the

velocity field can be inferred from the appearance
of the SV diagram,

and the magnitude of the velocity gradient can be
estimated from the
slopes of the contours.

The strategy adopted in this work to study cloud velocity
fields
is to make use of both methods outlined above.

The peak and mean line

velocities are used to obtain the direction of the axis in which the

maximum velocity shifts occur, and to estimate the size of the velocity
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gradient.

The SV diagram then allow
for an investigation of
the

nature of the velocity field,
and for conf irtoatlon of the
quantitative
results derived from the first
method.
For those clouds without
rotation, the above Information
allows alternative kinematic
models to
be developed (e^g^, for CRL437,
Appendix 1).
Ideally, the possession by a
cloud of a highly-ordered velorltv

field, represented by an observed
velocity gradient across the object,

would be sufficient proof of the
presence of rotation.

It is very

important to understand that this is
not the case in practice.

Other

types of mass motion, not involving
net angular momentum about the

cloud center, can produce such gradients.

In this chapter, all infor-

mation (velocity field, mass distribution,
degree of isolation, etc^)
concerning a cloud is examined, and the
probable validity of the rotation model relative to other kinematic models
is determined.

This

method is not as satisfying as developing rigid
criteria to test for
the occurrence of rotation, but it is a much
more realistic approach to

dealing with real clouds in the interstellar medium.

3.

Finding the Kinematic Axis - the Sector Method

Two axes are of special interest in a rotating cloud.

One axis is

the rotation (or kinematic) axis, along which no velocity gradient
is

observed.

The other axis is orthogonal to the kinematic axis; in this

direction the observed velocity gradient is a maximum.

The sector
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method is a means of determining the
directions of these axes as projected on the plane of the sky. The
Identification In a globule of a

direction having a maximum In observed
velocity gradient

Is a

neces-

sary, but not sufficient, condition
for verification of rotation; other

types of ordered mass-motion can have
preferred directions in clouds.

This possible ambiguity requires that data
along both axes be examined.
To apply the method,

the cloud is divided into wedge shaped
sec-

tors ~ 30" in width, with sector vertices
at the adopted cloud center.

The midpoint of the first sector is chosen

5" clockwise from the
RA

axis east of the cloud center (Fig. V.l). so
that few points fall on
a borderline between two sectors.

Average values of peak or mean

velocities <V>i of lines of a given Isotopic species within
each wedge
are calculated.

This averaging process requires large sector widths,

to insure that enough points are located in each sector
to yield a

meaningful average velocity.

The (0,0) position's velocity is usually

subtracted from <V>i, although this need not be done.

One then has a

set of data points (ei,<V>i), where 9^ is the position angle of the

midpoint of sector

1,

measured clockwise from the eastern RA axis.

The data (8^, <V>i) are interpreted in the following way.

Consider a cloud of radius R, rotating ridgldly with angular velocity
u)o»

with its equatorial plane along the RA axis.

If

the optical depth

of the spectral lines are relatively low, then the average observed

velocity in each sector can be calculated analytically by

4

0

2

ARA

(

a

-2

rcmi

n

-4

-6

)

Figure V.l Demonstration of the application of
the sector method for determining directions of
cloud kinematic (rotation) axes.
Dots represent
positions of spectral line observations of a
hypothetical cloud, while arrows and sectors
labels identify positions (measured clockwise
from the eastern RA axis) of sector midpoints.

<V>i = [2a),R/(3 AS)]

[sin 9^ (1 - cos A0) - cos
8^ sin AS]

where AS = 30" is the sector width
and

9

= 20°,

50% 80%

5.I

etc.

Motivated by eq. 5.1, an unweighted
least squares fit to the actual
data is done for a function

<V>i = A(l) {sin [9i - 15° + A(2)]

[1

- cos 30°] -

5.2

sin 30° cos[9i - 15° +A(2)]} + A(3)

where the amplitude A(l), phase A(2),
and constant offset A(3) are

given by the fit.

The direction. Q^, of the kineinatic axis
is deter-

mined by the nodes <V>i = A(3), and the nodes
are obtained from a plot
of the fit for eq. 5.2.

The <V>i for the program clouds, and the

resulting fits of eq. 5.2 to the data, are shown
in Figs. V.2a-2f, and
values of 9k are given in Table 10.

The nodes listed in Table 10 mark

the angle at which the average velocities become
positive relative to
the offset A(3); this is the direction of the projected
angular

momentum vector of a rotating cloud.

Eq.

5.1 is strictly correct only for rigid body rotation, and if

the cloud center is properly identified.

However, numerical tests

performed on cloud models with differential rotation and sector vertices not at the cloud centers show that the sector method is rela-

tively insensitive to these factors.

Also, weighting the B163 average

velocities by the number of points in each bin produced no significant
change in the determined

9|^'s.

Thus, the major source of uncertainty

in the method is likely the large sector size and the small number of
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9

(

degrees

Figure V.2 (a)-(g) Results of applications of the
sector method to program clouds.
Points are mean
differences of spectra peak (p) or mean (m) velocities in sectors compared to the (0,0) velocity.
Curves are nonlinear least-squares fits of eq. 5.2
to the data, where the light horizontal line gives
the value of the constant A(3).
^^CO spectra are
used in the analysis of all clouds except L1523,
where ^^cq j = 2 > 1 results are shown.
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Q degrees)
(

TABLE 10

rections of the Cloud Kinematic
Axis

Cloud

B361

L1253

Molecule

9°(Vp)

^^CO

^^CO

L1257M

^^CO

B227

^^CO

57±17

167±17

B163

48±9

(0,0)

90

67+17

(2.2)

140

23S+1 L

P» j)

305

164±19

(0,0)

180

(0,0)

165

215

117+7

B163SW

^^CO

L1523

Origin

148±20

169+9

(0,0)

^^CO 1/0

92±14

116±13

(0,0)

I^CO 2/1

130+16

186±15

tl

^^CO 1/0

68±66

170+81

IC

V^i = mean line velocity
Vp = peak line velocity
e = 6]^., angle of kinematic axis measured clockwise
from east.
Qq = angle between kinematic axis and Galaxy angular momentum vector,
measured clockwise from east.
Origin = origin of sectors, defined with respect to column density map
centers (Table 1, Chapter I).
Molecule = molecular species used to find kinematic axis direction.
1/0 = J
0 transition, etc.
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points in some bins.

In most cases,

obtained by previous observers.

9;,

is consistent with results

Therefore, the present discussion
will

be limited to points of special
interest.

The projected kinematic axis of B361
lies in the Galactic plane
(as reported by Millman 1977),
but is inclined to the direction
of the

tail of low Av's (Fig. III.
2) by - 45".

It is also interesting to note

that the orientation of the axes of the
close cloud pair L1257M and

L1253 differ by ~ 180".

In addition,

the nature of the complicated

velocity structure of B227 (noted by Martin
1976) is now illuminated.

Comparison of the results in Table 10 with the

^

column density map

(Fig. III. 3) shows that the maximum velocity
shifts occur approximately

along a line joining B227M and its two accompanying
subclumps.

This

fact suggests that the B227 velocity structure is
due to the relative

motion of the three clumps rather than rotation.

The B163-B163SW results are notable for two reasons.

While the

kinematic axis of B163 is approximately antiparallel to that of the
Galaxy (as noted by Martin 1976), this is not true for B163SW.

difference in

The

for the clouds does not support the model of Martin

(1976), in which the objects orbit one another while having coplanar

rotation axes.

Also, the direction of maximum velocity gradient in

both sources lies along the extended tails seen in the ^^CO column density maps (Figs. III. 3).

It is not possible to arrive at unique

for CRL437 and L1523.

The former cloud contains a bipolar flow (Appendix

1).

It can thus be
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removed fro. the list of rotating
clouds, and will not be
discussed
further here. For L1523, the
value of 9^ depends on the
isotope, transition, and type of velocity
used to determine it. Velocity
shifts in
the L1523 spectra are very
small (< 0.3 km s"! ). and the
velocity field
appears to be complicated.
In the next section, evidence
for a velocity gradient at 9 ~ 45° is
presented.

^'

Understandi ng the Spatial-Velocity
Diagrams

Spatial-velocity (SV) diagrams allow for an
analysis of cloud

kinematics and dynamics, as in the case of
B361 (Chapter IV. 7).
Ideally, spectra taken along the equatorial
plane of a rotating cloud

show velocity shifts so that the intensity
contours in its SV diagram

are inclined with respect to the diagram
axes; the orthogonal strip
shows no systematic velocity structure.

Real globules are subject to

perturbations, and so will not conform completely
to this simple picture, even if rotating.

However, using 9^ (Table 10) to identify the

data strips of greatest interest, it is possible to
confirm the likely

presence of rotation in a cloud, and to study the nature
of the rotation law.

In this section,

the SV diagrams for each cloud will be con-

sidered.

^361.

The

CO diagrams for the equatorial plane and rotation axis of

B361 are shown in Figs.

V. 3a

and V.3b.

The dynamical interpretation of

the equatorial diagram in the context of a rotation model is discussed

Ill

Figure V.3 (a) B361 ^^CO equatorial spatial-velocity diagram,
with contours labeled by antenna temperature T^*. Spectra are
spaced
at 2' Intervals in ADEC, except at ADEC < ±2', where spacing of
obser
vatlons Is 1/2 '-1' In ADEC.

Figure V.3 (b) B361 ^^CO spatial-velocity diagram for spectra
lying along the supposed cloud rotation axis. Contours are labeled by
antenna temperature T^*. Note evidence for multiply-peaked lines in
the NE, and velocity structure in the SW. Observations are spaced at
2' in ADEC except at ADEC < ±2', where data spacing is 1* in ADEC.

B36I

-6

SE
- 2

Vlsr

(

km/s)
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in detail in Chapter IV.

not quite that simple.

7,

but here it is clear that
its kinematics is

There is obvious velocity
structure in the

strip representing the rotation
axis, and multiply-peaked
lines appear
in the NE. Is B361 really
rotating?

A second kinematic model can in
fact account for the observations,
including the unusually large ^^CO
line widths (AV > 4 km s"!):
one in

which two separate clouds contibute
to the data.

This model can also

yield the approximately constant
velocities seen in the B361 envelope.
However, there are a number of arguments
against the two-cloud model.

There is no evidence for a second density
maximum (besides the small
clump to the SE) in the ^^CO column
density map (Fig. III.3). Av maps
(Figs. III. 2 and III. 4

).

and Johnson 1982, H2CO).

or maps made in other molecules

(

e.g.

.

Clark

In addition, it is shown in Appendix 5.4
that

the basic features of the observed equatorial
SV diagram can be ob-

tained from a rotating cloud model having the
velocity field inferred

from the B361 data (Chapter IV. 7).

B361 is undoubtedly being perturbed in some way, and
the multiply-

peaked spectral lines suggest that some clumping has occurred
to the
NE.

The possible origins of the perturbation can be seen in the

following way.

Although the central spectra are broad, the broadest

lines are actually found in the NE (Fig. V.4), where the multiple

velocity peaks occur.

But this is also the direction of the extended

tail that is such a prominent feature of the B361 extinction map (Fig.
III. 2).

This suggests that the double line peaks may be produced in a
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ARA

Figure V.4
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)

Contours of B361 ^
linewidths. labeled
Telescope beam^idth is Indicated
bv "tt
^
\ \
by
the t
hatched
circle.
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possibly ^croturbulent cloud
wake (and that the cloud
Is perhaps in
the early stages of
fragmentation). The velocity
structure seen in

the

rotation axis SV diagram then
.ay be attributed to the
same disturbance
that gives rise to the density
ridge located in the SW of B361
opposite
the Av tail.
Thus, it is plausible that
the anomalies in the cloud
velocity structure are due to
the forces effecting the
n.ss distribution; if B361 were completely
isolated, the observed velocity
field
would be that expected in a
differentially rotating cloud
(Appendix 5).
The nature of cloud tails and
density ridges is considered in
more
detail below, but here it is
sufficient to note that Millman's
(1976)

claim of rotation in B361 is basically
confirmed in this investigation.

L1253.

The SV diagrams (Figs. V.5a. 5b)
of L1253 are relatively simple

compared to those of B361.

There is a velocity gradient in the
NW-SE

direction, while the orthogonal diagram
is mostly featureless, although

some velocity structure is seen to the
NE, where the data begins to

sample the diffuse material seen in the Ay
map (Fig. III. 2).

In the

absence of more serious complicating factors,
the observations support
a rotating cloud model for L1253.

The L1253 velocity gradient is not large, and
the exact details of
the rotational motion are unclear.

The cloud appears to have approxi-

mately rigid body rotation, with a hint of a flatter
velocity curve to
the north (as per B361).

Since the nearby diffuse material lies in

this region, and since the spacing of the observations is
rather coarse
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e

2.8') along the equatorial strip, it
is not possible to confirm this

flattening.

For cloud distance d ~ 140 pc (Chapter
III.l), the charac-

teristics of the rotation are: from the SV
diagram,
s-1, AV/Ail

-1.8

(km s-1) pc"!

,

~ 5.7x10-1'* rad

and from a least-squares fit to the

peak velocities of the equatorial spectra,

0)^

~ 4.0x10"!^ rad s'K

A

small difference (say ~ 10°-15°) between the
NE-SW direction and the
true direction of the rotation axis will not
change these values

significantly.

However, it is assumed that the rotation axis
is almost

perpendicular to the line of sight (sin
in Chapter IV.

7

i

~

for the reasons given

1),

for B361 (relating to the biased nature of the source

list, see Goldsmith and Arquilla 1984, for an elaboration
of this

point).

'^'^257,

The total velocity shifts seen in the spectra of LI 257 (Figs.

V.6) are the largest for any program cloud (~

2

km s"l

the velocity gradient is similar to that of L1253;
s"! and AV/A£ ~ 1.8 km s"^

•

cOq

).

In reality,

~ 5.6x10-1'* rad

The linear gradient suggests rigid

body rotation, and extends to 25' from (0,0).

At this point there is

an apparent discontinuity in the velocity field, as the large diffuse
cloud seen in the extinction map (Fig. III. 2) is reached.

Snell (1979) has noted that a small cluster of B stars appears to

be located near L1257, and faint emmission is visible over much of the
POSS red print.

The possible effect of these stars on the kinematics

of L1257 must be considered.

One way to do this is simply to determine
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Figure V.6 LI257 equatorial ^ ^CO spatial-velocity
diagram.
Contours are labeled by antenna temperature
and spectra are spaced at 2' intervals in ADEC.
,
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the stellar distances and compare them to
the cloud distance.

There-

fore, a list of all 0 and B stars within ~ 1°
of L1257 was compiled

from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
(SAO) catalog.

Using

photometric information provided in the SAO, and
intrinsic parameters
of main sequence stars given by Swihart
(1968), extinction-corrected

distances can be derived (the resulting distances are
really lower
limits, since not all the stars may be on the main
sequence).

thirteen stars so analyzed, nine lay behind the cloud by

while two were

>

>

Of the

130 pc,

35 pc nearer to the sun than L1257 (d ~ 140 pc). That

leaves two early type stars that may actually be near LI 257.

these is at d ~ 130 pc and ~

1/2"

One of

NE of the cloud (0,0) position, while

the other has d ~ 155 pc and is ~ 25' north of (0,0).

Although the

photometric data and spectral classifications, and hence the estimated
stellar distances, are subject to error, the majority of the stars seem
to lie well behind L1257.

It is difficult to see how these objects

(even the two possibly nearby stars) can provide the necessary energy
to cause the rapid, large-scale mass motion present in the cloud.

It is

worthwhile to give special attention to BD+58° 2676.

This

star appears to be situated in a bay in the ^^CO emission visible in
Snell's (1979) Figure 19.

interacting with L1257.

This suggests that the star may be strongly
However, from Apt and Biggs (1972) [and using

Lang 1980 to convert from heliocentric to Vlsr radial velocity],
Vlsr

~70 km s~^ is found for the star, compared to

for the cloud.

Vj^gj^

~ -2 km s~^

Also, Jaschek and Sierra (1964) give the true spectral
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type of BD-f58° 2676 as Bllab, and
this places the star well behind
(d

~

2 kpc) the cloud.

Thus, there can be no physical
association between

this object and L1257.

Interpretation of L1257's velocity field is not
entirely straightforward.

Even though a kinematic connection between
the cloud and the

nearby bright stars seems unlikely, it cannot
be completely ruled out.

More importantly, the large diffuse gas complex to
the north of L1257M
may exert a perturbing force on outer regions of
the denser cloudlet.
However, the simplest model that can be reconciled
with observations

consists of a rapidly rotating, very flattened cloud, and
that model is

adopted here.

Tlie

velocity structure of B227 is illustrated in SV diagrams

Figs. V.7a, V.7b, and V.7c.

To fully appreciate the information con-

tained in these diagrams, one must bear in mind the appearance of the

cloud in the LTE ^^CO column density map (Fig. III. 3).

The velocity

displacements along the declination strip occur mostly at declination
offsets from the cloud center greater than ~ +4*, where the subconden-

sation to the north of B227M begins to stand out on the N(^^CO) map.
Similarly, the SV diagram for the NW-SE strip shows that the velocity
of the more southerly condensation also differs from that of B227M.

There is little evidence in either diagram, or from

a close

of actual peak velocities, for rotation in B227M itself.

examination

Therefore,

the B227 velocity structure appears to have its origin in the frag-
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Figures V. 7 B227 ^^CO spatial-velocity
diagranis for spectra Ivin.
along right ascension (top) and
declination (bottom) strips passLa'

perature
er^ture'?:*'^;']
Ta , and spacing of 'k^^"^"
observations is mostly

anteL'?::.''
1

•

in ARA and ADEC.
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B227
SE

-3
^LSR

(

k

m

/s)

Figure V.7 (c) B227 ^^CO spatial-velocity diagram
for data
lying along a NW-SE strip passing through the
(0,-2) position.
Contours are labeled by antenna temperature T^*, and
spectra are spaced at intervals of 1' in ADEC.
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merited nature of the gas complex, with velocity
differences of

km

s~^

among the various clumps.

-0.5

All three components of the B227

complex can be seen in Fig. V.7c.

The attribution of the observed B227 velocity structure to simple

orbital motion of the small subcondensations around B227M is not sup-

ported by detailed examination of the velocities; the radial
Vlsr's of

both subclumps are more negative than that of the main globule.

If the

motion were orbital, the velocity of one clump should be shifted to the
blue and the other clump to the red of B227M, since the two clumps are

~ 180° apart on the sky.

Instead, the data presents a picture in which

the three bodies move along approximately parallel paths.

It is of

some interest that the observations suggest that the less massive

cloudlets have the higher velocities.

Unfortunately, this cannot be

proven for any one small cloud complex, since the observations yield
only radial velocities.

One additional point should be made concerning B227 kinematics.
In many spectra of this source, there are strong spectral lines at

Vlsr ~ 7-15 km s~^

.

These are probably produced by gas in the outer

regions of NGC 2175 (S252) [Lada and Wooden (1979)], which is located

~

1^/2°

north of B227.

Since Lada and Wooden quote a distance of ~

2

kpc

for NGC 2175, this HII region should have little influence on the

program cloud.

But note that at a few positions the secondary spectral

features occur within ~

2

km s~^ of the B227 main lines; in those cases

the data may contain evidence for additional unresolved clumping in the
complex.
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L1523^

The l^co J =

2

-

1

SV dlagranis (Figs. V.8a, V.8b) are used
to

explore the velocity field of LI 523. since these
data have the highest

velocity resolution (~ 0.08 km s"! chan"!
set.

)

available in the entire data

Two important features of the L1523 velocity
structure can be

seen on the SV diagrams.

There is a small velocity gradient in the NE-SW direction,
with a

total velocity shift of ~
pc~^

],

tion.

0. 5

km s~^ over ~

17'

[AV/AJl

~ 1.2 (km s"^

)

while no velocity gradient can be seen in the orthogonal direcThe gradient appears to be linear over most of the cloud, but it

may possibly "bend" to more positive velocities at large northern offsets.

If the gas motion is attributed to rotation,

3.9x10"^'* rad s~^.

then Wq sin

i

-

However, perhaps the most striking feature visible

on the SV diagrams is the manner in which the ^^CO spectra become
broader toward the north.

This behavior is similar to the distribution

of linewidths in B361, and like that cloud the line broadening occurs

approximately in the direction of an extended tail of material seen in
the extinction map (Fig. III. 2).

L1523 is smaller and less massive

than B361, and the ^^CO lines do not seem to share in the broadening
(Fig. V. 8c).

What can be said concerning the nature of the velocity structure
of L1523?

Least-squares fits to the measured velocities [versus dis-

tance from (0,0)] show that a linear relationship does not give a very

satisfactory fit, and support the contention that the velocity curve
tends to larger positive Vlsr'^

large distances north of the cloud
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Figures V.8 L1523 12co j = 2 * 1
spatial-velocity diagran^ for
data along NE-SW (top) and NW-SE (bottom)
strips passing through (0 0)
with contours labeled by antenna temperature
T^*.
Observations are
spaced at intervals of !• in ADEC.
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(

8
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Figures V.8 (c) L1523 ^^CO J = 1
0 spatialvelocity diagram for spectra along a NE-SW strip
passing through (0,0). Contours are labeled by
antenna temperature T^*, and spectra are spaced at
1' intervals in ADEC.
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center.

In addition, examination of Fig. V.7c reveals no evidence
of

velocity structure in the ^^^q j =

i

q spectra.

ity resolution of this data is less fine (~ 0.1 km

Although the veloc-

s~M

than that

making up Figs. V.8a and V.8b, the above results do suggest that the
observed kinematic behavior is confined to the outer envelope of LI 523.
As is the case for the broadening of the ^^CO lines, note that the

small velocity gradient is in the direction of the cloud "wake".

It is possible that LI 523 is a very slowly rotating cloud,

perhaps a rapidly rotating cloud seen almost pole-on.

or

But the facts

discussed above argue for an alternative model in which the observed
velocity gradient is due to a flow of material from the outer cloud

envelope and along the dust tail.

This model is favored here, and the

mechanics of such a flow is considered in more detail for B163 and
B163SW.

B163-B163SW.

It should be apparent from the discussion of

the B163-

B163SW results in previous chapters that the physical, kinematic, and

dynamical modeling of these clouds is subject to some ambiguity.

The

^^CO SV diagrams (Figs. V.9a, V. 9b, V. 10a, and V.lOb) clearly indicate

that large velocity gradients are present in both objects, and the

gradients determine well-defined 9^ (§3).

The morphology derived from

the ^^CO peak line intensities is basically that expected for rotating
clouds; B163 and B163SW have ellipsoidal geometries, with minor axes

perpendicular to the direction of the maximum velocity gradient.

These
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Figures V.9 B163 ^^CO spatial-velocity diagrams
for data in the
direction along which maximum velocity shifts
are observed (top) and
the orthogonal^direction (bottom). Contours
are identified by antenna
temperature
and spectra are spaced every 1' in ADEC. Note
,
evidence of a multiply-peaked line in the NW in Fig.
V.9 (b).

3

4

5

^LSR (km/s)
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^^"'^
spatial-velocity diagrams for spectra
in
th.
the direction ""'i^
of n^xiimm observed velocity
gradient (top), and in the
labeled by a;t:nna te^-'
peraturel * . spacing of spectra is 1 in
perature
ADEC.
Note the "winas"
apparent in the top diagram; these
features may be related
exacea to large
ifrae
scale flow motion in the cloud.

.r^rr

•
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characteristics led Martin (1976) to conclude that the two clouds were
examples of rotating globules, and they have been so identified in the

literature ever since.

The problem, as was shown in Chapter 111.2, is that the cloud mor-

phologies inferred from the LTE

^

^CO column densities are highly asym-

metric, and these asymmetries are partially confirmed by close examina-

tion of the peak line temperature (Figs. III. 4, III.

Ay results (Fig. III. 4).

5) and

(for B163)

Both B163 and B163SW have maximum velocity

gradients in the direction of the apparent tail-like structures that
create these geometric asymmetries.

There are two questions to ask:

(a) is the asymmetry real, and (b) can such cometary clouds really be

rotating?

While the details of the radiative transfer (and hence the

validity of the ^^CO column densities) are open to debate, there is
considerable circumstantial evidence (Chapter III. 2) that B163 and

B163SW are cometary to some extent.

That is, the inferred LTE column

density distribution is probably not entirely wrong, even if it is not

completely correct.

If the clouds are truly so asymmetric,

than their

inclusion in the list of rotating globules must be viewed as dubious.

An alternative explanation for the kinematics of B163-B163SW has

already been encountered in the discussions of B361 and L1523.

The

velocity structure can be produced by an accelerated flow along the
cloud tails, the flow energy coming from ram pressure due to the
ambient ISM or shocks (perhaps due to IC1396).

From the SV diagrams it

were x is
is seen that the flow velocity must be of the form V(x) a x,
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the distance, measured along the cloud tail, from the point of maximum

column density.

Deyoung and Axford (1968), and Heathcote and Brand

(1983) have investigated dynamical problems similar to that considered

here.

From their results, V(x) a

Z'*

and V(x) a x is found for the

case of ram pressure and shock wave interactions respectively.

Both

velocity laws are close to that observed in the two program clouds.

In part, the plausibility of the flow model is determined by the

energy required to produce the flow.

Below, an estimate of the rela-

tive velocity between the ambient medium and the program clouds neces-

sary to produce the observed velocity structure from ram pressure is
made.

This is done by calculating the total current momentum content

of the clouds, and assuming that this momentum has been supplied by ram

pressure due to the ISM.

To begin the analysis, the total mass M(x) at a distance x from

the point of maximum column density, or the "core", is calculated.

The

quantity x is measured along the principal axes of the clouds; the
orientation of these axes are N-S for B163SW and NE-SW for B163
(Chapter III. 2 and §3,

N(H2) at a given

x,

§4).

The mass is determined by summing over all

in a manner similar to that used to determine the

total cloud mass (Chapter III. 3).

If the average velocity offset at x,

= <:Vp(x) - Vp(core)>, is obtained from measured

velocities, the total momentum content of the flow

^

^CO line peak

can be found,

D
Pt = (sec i)

I

x=0

Vx M(x)

5.3
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where

i

is the (unknown) Inclination of the flow axis to the line of

sight, and D is the total extent of the tail.

This momentum is

supplied to the clouds over some dynamical time, Tq.

This time scale

can be estimated if the core's gravitational influence is neglected,

and the change in flow velocity with position is written as
(AV/Ax) ~ (aTD)/(l/2aTD2) ~ (I/t^).

5.4

The values of AV and Ax can be obtained from a least-squares fit of the

average velocity offsets

versus x, or simply read from the SV

diagram, and Tq calculated from eq. 5.4.
T-Q

pc.

For both B163 and B163SW,

~ (cotan i) 9x10^ (1.5x10^) yrs assuming a distance

of d

~ 400 (700)

(note that values for the 700 pc cloud model are enclosed in

parentheses ).

With

Pip

can be found.

and

presumed known, the momentum input AP ~ (Px/^d)

This momentum is assumed to come from matter swept up as

the clouds move through the ambient ISM.

Using the gravitational cross

section of a cloud of mass M and radius R (Spitzer 1978), the cloudambient medium relative velocity necessary to produce the tails is

given by

V~

(2GM/R)^/2

(

[AP/(2TrRGMnomH)] - l)V2

5.5

where nQ is the hydrogen number density of the ambient medium.
For B163SW, Pt ~ S.SxlO^^ (l.lxlO^^) gm cm s'^ for d ~ 400 (700)

PC

and AP ~ 1.2x10^^ (1.5x10^5) gm cm s"^, neglecting the inclination
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factor for the time being.

R ~

1'

If M

~

4

(8)

Mq (the total cloud mass) and

(the present core radius) are assumed, then

V ~ C(i) (36/noV2) km s"!

5.6

with
C(i) = (sin i)V2 (cos i)-l

for both possible cloud distances.
s*^.

For nQ ~ 10 cm~^, V ~ C(i) 12 km

The relevant parameters for B163 are

cm s~^, AP ~ 2.6x10^^ (4.8x10^5) gm cm

~ 1.25'.

s""^,

P-j

~ 7.4x10^^ (2.3x10^^) gm

M ~

8

(25) Mq, and R

Then
V ~ C(i) (50/noV2) km

and if no ~ 10 cm"^

,

s~^

5.7

V ~ C(i) 16 km s~^

The relative velocities derived above are lower limits, since the

gravitational force of the cloud core should decelerate the outflowing
gas, and since the inclination i is not known. Clearly, i must be

appreciable for the tails to be easily visible.

Note, however, that

the values of R used in eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 are rather small; the initial

cloud radius may have been much larger than that of the present dense
core.

This underestimate of R can partially compensate for the neglect

of the core gravitation.

In any event, the velocity values obtained

from eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 are not greatly in excess of reasonable estimates
for the space velocities of the program clouds.

Thus, the possible

validity of the ram pressure induced flow model is not ruled out by a

consideration of its energy requirements, even if the ambient medium is
itself static.

That the ISM need not be static near the clouds is
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suggested by the possible presence of IC1396, and by the ISM model of

Tarafdar (1978).

In fact,

the possible proximity of an HII region

(IC1396) to the two globules suggests that a large reservoir of energy
(in the form of photons, winds, and shock waves) may be available for

the production of the cometary tails.

Note that the tails need not

appear to be directed away from the HII region in this case.

The

apparent direction of a flow as seen on the sky is determined by

projection effects, and by the vector sum of the velocities of the
cloud and the perturbing medium.

In summary,

confirmed.

rotating cloud models for B163 and B163SW cannot be

However, it would be premature to definitely remove the

clouds from the list of rotating globules; it is best to confirm these

important kinematic and morphological results before doing so.

For

this reason, when considering cloud equilibrium and angular momentum

content, calculations will be carried out for rotating cloud models of

B163 and B163SW.

Note that use of these models implicitedly assumes

that the derived LTE ^^CO column densities are fundamentally incorrect

for the two clouds.

Thus,

these calculations require the assumption

that Tx(^^CO) is approximately constant and equal to Tx(^^CO) at (0,0)

for B163SW, yielding a more symmetric column density model for that
cloud.
8

This is the significance of the last entry for B163SW in Table

(program cloud density model parameters. Chapter IV).
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5.

Summary of Kinematic Results

For a given cloud, the Identification of rotation is subject to

uncertainty.

This is because other kinematic models can produce

rotation-like velocity shifts, as is demonstrated in the discussion of
the B163-163SW kinematics.

With this difficulty in mind, the velocity

stucture of only three program clouds (B361, L1253, L1257) can be most
simply interpretated as being due to rotation.

One object (CRL437,

Appendix 1) has been removed from the list of rotating clouds, and the
rotation model is in considerable difficulty for two others (B163,
B163SW).

The velocity structure of B227 is shown rather conclusively

to be due to fragmentation in the associated cloud complex.

Although

L1523 can conceivably be rotating, the observations can also be
explained by a gas flow along an extended dust wake (these last two
globules are not described as rotating in the literature).

If B163 and B163SW are assumed not to rotate, than rotation has

been verified in only three of the six clouds originally believed to
possess this motion .

In this case, one is forced to the conclusion

that dark cloud rotation (on a large scale) may be less common than

hitherto suspected.

It is also important to bear in mind that the

source list considered in this study is a very biased one; most clouds

were known to have very large velocity gradients from the beginning of
the investigation.

The determination of the true frequency of rotation

in dark clouds requires careful examination of a larger, less biased
sample of clouds than that considered here.
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6.

Cloud Equilibrium - an Overview

Now that models of the globule density distributions, morphology,

and kinematics are in hand, one may address the question of global
cloud equilibrium.

Before begining a detailed analysis of the ener-

getics of the program clouds, it is worthwhile to briefly review tech-

niques and equilibrium results of other investigators.

The properties of globule molecular line profiles have been

interpreted by some Investigators as indicating collapse of the clouds.

Martin (1976) and Snell (1979) have cited the observed correlation
between the width of molecular lines of a given species and the extent
over which the lines are observed as possible evidence for cloud
collapse, with a collapse velocity law

distance from the cloud center).

a r^ (3 >

0,

r is radial

However, Snell (1979) and Larson

(1980) suggest that this correlation can have a different origin

(turbulence).

Snell and Loren (1977) have examined carbon monoxide

lines from clouds where the ^^CO is observed to be self-absorbed.

From

the relative peak velocities of the Isotoplc lines, they conclude that

most of the clouds are collapsing.

Also, Myers (1980) draws an analogy

between ^^CO line profiles calculated for model collapsing clouds, and
the asymmetric lines observed in some globules.

He further concludes

(Myers 1983), from observations of NH3 lines from the dense cores of a

number of globules, that the cores are either in the early stages of
collapse or in unstable equilibrium.
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The equilibrium problem can be approached in

a

more quantitative

way by calculating the Jeans mass for a given cloud.

Considering for

the moment only a cloud's gravitational and thermal energy, the cloud

should collapse if its mass exceeds this critical value.

For an

isothermal, uniform density cloud, the Jeans mass is given by (Spitzer
1978)
Mj = (TTkT/mG)3/2 p-V2

5.8

where m is the mean mass per particle, T is the kinetic temperature, k
is the Boltzmann constant, G is the constant of gravitation, and

the cloud density.

p

is

Generally, the application of eq. 5.8 to clouds,

e.g. by Dickman (1976) or Snell (1979), has suggested that they are at

least gravitationally bound, and thus may be collapsing.

The interpretation of the Jeans masses for the program sources is

not straightforward.

It has been shown (Chapter IV.

5,

IV. 8) that the

program clouds are unlikely to be either isothermal or of uniform density.

Also, the Jeans mass is not easily generalized to include such

considerations as turbulence or rotation (Larson 1972 discusses the
latter effect).

Thus,

it is not clear that Mj can be readily inter-

preted in terms of the global stability of the program sources against
collapse, although it may yield information on local conditions within

clouds like these.

The investigation of global cloud energetics in this work utilizes

the virial theorem (Spitzer 1978).

This method involves the consider-
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atlon of energy contributions from many sources in a cloud, including
thermal, gravitational, rotational, turbulent, and magnetic energies.

The technique has been applied in a simple form (taking into account
gravitational, thermal, and turbulent energies) by Larson (1981) and

Myers (1983) among many others, and in a more comprehensive way by
Clark and Johnson (1982) and Dickman and Clemens (1983).

Such studies

have often (but not always) indicated that clouds are at least quasistable against collapse, although the virial theorem equilibrium
results can be difficult to Interpret (see below).

In the following

sections, the application of the virial technique to the program clouds
is described in detail, and the equilibrium results for each cloud are

discussed.

7.

Application of the Virial Theorem to the Clouds

The virial theorem can be written in the following form (Spitzer
1978):

Ea + Eg

<
=

5.9

2Et + 2Er + 2Eturb

>

where E^ is the internal energy needed to counteract the compressional
force of the ambient medium, and Eg, E^, Er, Eturb are (respectively)
the total gravitational, thermal, rotational, and turbulent energies of
the globule.

Terms on the left side of eq. 5.9 confine the cloud gas,

while terms on the right support it against collapse.

If

the equality
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(=) holds,

the cloud is in equilibrium (but see the qualifications

discussed below); if not the cloud will collapse

(»

or expand (<),

depending on which terms dominate the globule's energy budget.

When the energies appearing in eq. 5.9 are expressed in
terms of
the physical parameters of a spherical cloud, one has

<

3PV + (eGM^/R)

[SkTcM/mH^] + 2Er + a^^K

=

In eq. 5.10, M, R, V, and

are the globule's

T^,

5.10

mass, radius,

volume, and characteristic temperature (discussed further below)

respectively.

Since the cloud model has a finite radius, the presence

of an ambient pressure P is assumed; here P = 3.7k x 10^ dynes cm~^
(Myers 1978) is adopted, where k is the Boltzmann constant.

of the factor

e

appearing in the gravitational energy term depends on

the mass distribution within the globule;
sphere, and
1983).

e

=

The value

1

for p(r) a r~^

(

i.e.

,

e

= 3/5 for a uniform density

Y = 2,

Dickman and Clemens

The form of the expression for the rotational energy

Ej^

depends

on both the gas distribution and rotational velocity law; for rigid
body rotation with angular velocity

cJq

and y <

3,

this term is given by

(Goldsmith and Arquilla 1984)

Er = (MR2a)o2/3)

or for Y =

[

(3-y )/(5-Y

)

]

5.11

2

2Er = (2/9)MR2a)o2.

5.11a

The last term in eq 5.10 represents the contribution of turbulence
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to the cloud energy budget.

The velocity dispersion

is calculated

using the expression of Dickman and Clemens (1983) relating Oq and
the
linewidth AV,
Oo = (3[(Av2/8Jln 2) - (kT/mco)

5.12

] ]

where T is the gas kinetic temperature and m^o is the mass of a carbon

monoxide molecule.

For all program clouds AV ~

1

km s~^, with the

exception of CRL437 (Appendix 1) and L1523 (AV ~ 0.6 km s"^).

The

linewidths are corrected for saturation broadening (Dickman and Clemens
1983) assuming

x

~

1;

if instead x ~

3,

the correction factor increases

by - 25%.

It is important to understand that there is an ambiguity inherent

in the calculation of turbulent energies as described in this chapter.
Besides turbulence, free-fall collapse can produce the observed
linewidths, and there is no way
two cases.
8',

a^

priori to distinguish between these

To see this, consider the parameters for B227M (400 pc, R =

M ~ 28 Mq) [Chapter III.3].

Then

2Vff = 2 (2GM/R)^/2 ~

1

km s"^

and this is approximately the value of the observed

5.13

^

^CO line widths.

To view the situation more formally, note that eq. 5.9 is not the

complete form of the virial equation.

where

I is

There is also a term D-^I/Dt^,

the cloud's moment of inertia, which has previously been

neglected due to the assumption of equilibrium.

If the cloud is

actually collapsing, then this term is nonzero, and the equality in eq.
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5.9 can hold with the derivative replacing the turbulent energy contri-

bution.

Thus, it is difficult to prove that the nonrotating clouds are

truly stable against collapse.

As was the case for identifying rota-

tion in clouds, it is sufficient here to determine the plausibility of
cloud equilibrium.

There are two additional points to make concerning eq. 5.10.

Note

that the possible energy contribution of a magnetic field embedded in

the cloud has been neglected in this equation.

This term is excluded

because the observational constraints on the strength and configuration
of globule magnetic fields are very few at the present time.

In view

of this excessive freedom in choosing field parameters, it is far more

informative to consider the equilibrium question without the added

complication of such fields (as in Dickman and Clemens 1983), bearing
in mind the possibility that they may play some part in cloud energetics and dynamics.

Also, it should be noted that the compressional energy

the ambient medium and the internal thermal energy

This is true for two reasons:

E^;

due to

are related.

(a) the force to resist the external

compression must come from the total internal gas pressure and, (b) gas
pressure must be continuous across the surface of a cloud in equilibrium.

However, the program clouds apparently possess significant

density and temperature gradients (Chapter IV.

5,

IV. 8),

contain substantial rotational and turbulent energies

and sometimes

(§8,

§9).

It is

not immediately clear how these factors change the simple picture of
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gas pressure equilibrium across the cloud boundary.

In addition, the

purpose here is to test for globule equilibrium using the
observations,
and not to assume such behavior at the outset of the
investigation.

These considerations motivate the use in eq. 5.10 of Myers
(1978) value
for the ambient pressure P.

When using eq. 5.10 to study cloud stability against collapse,
there are a number of additional cautionary considerations to bear in
mind.

The rotational energy Er can prevent collapse only in the direc-

tion orthogonal to the rotation axis; it has no effect on motion toward
the equatorial plane.

sin

i is

Also, only the projected rotational velocity V

observed; the inclination (i) of the rotation axis to the line

of sight is unknown.

Here sin

i

~

1

(i

~ 90°) is assumed for the

reasons given earlier in the discussion of the dynamics of B361
(Chapter IV. 7) and kinematics of L1523, pertaining to the very biased

nature of the present source list [see also Goldsmith and Arquilla
1984].

Yet another source of uncertainty arises in the determination

of the value of e, as this quantity can be difficult to estimate for

highly flattened clouds like L1257M.

More inqjortantly

masses are difficult to determine accurately.

,

the cloud

This difficulty results

from the roughness of the distance estimates, the failure of

^

^CO as a

probe of dense cloud cores, possible systematic errors inherent in the
LTE method of calculating column densities (Appendix 5.6), and the

possible deviation of the true mass distribution from a simple powerlaw.
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The uncertainties described above are formidable.

Fortunately,

they can often change a quantitative cloud model without
changing its

qualitative equilibrium results.

Therefore, the best estimates of the

parameters required in eq. 5.10 are used in this study, and
effects of

variations of these parameters are discussed where necessary.

The

results of the energy calculations are summarized in Table
11, and each

cloud is considered in more detail below.

8«

Envelope Temperatures and the Thermal Energy

In Chapter IV it was shown that

envelopes.

Tj^jfj

can rise appreciably in cloud

Such a temperature increase can have important implications

for the thermal energy content of a cloud, and these implications are

now investigated.

The significance of high envelope temperatures for

line formation is discussed in Appendix 5.4 and 5.7.

For a given model cloud (Chapter IV.

calculations described in Chapter IV.
of Ay.

8

5,

IV. 6),

the thermal balance

are performed for several values

Since Ay is obtained by integrating over a radial gas column

extending from the globule surface to an interior point, each Ay value
pertains to a specfic radius and density within the cloud.
temperatures are well represented by a power-law T(r) a Tq
law is truncated at the radius at which

Tj^jjj

Resulting
r*^.

This

~ 8-10 K is obtained (the

exact truncation temperature varies from cloud to cloud), and the tem-

perature is assumed to be constant within this radius.

The mass-
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TABLE 11

Results of Virial Calculations

Source

|EgI

B227 400 pc

"

M

2Et

2Er

>

ZE-puRB

52

19

12

-

46

600 pc

170

64

28

-

110

400 pc

15

7.3

6.2

600 pc

51

25

14

-

53

-

24

CRL437

300

6000

800

_

7000

L1523

1.2

1.1

2.8

-

3.8

Zo

7
/ J

i JO

160

7
(\
1 u

jyu

470

1.5

1.3

6.5

J. 1

Q

12

o

1.1

6.1

pc
Ann pc

J

IK)

Notes

R = 12'
M = 55(125) Mq

R - 8', M = 28
(63) Mo
All energies in
units of 10*+
ergs.
) in(
dicate cloud
parameters for
"far cloud"
model, with distance taken from
Table 4, Chapter
III.

L1253
T
1
LiX

2.6

0.8

9J
"^TM
^
/CI

n

1

1

7

i.

.

B163 400 pc

1.8

1.3

1.7

3.1

2.9

700 pc

9.3

6.7

5.2

9.4

8.8

400 pc

0.3

2.3

1.7

0.9

2.9

700 pc

1.6

12

5.2

2.9

8.8

SW 400 pc

0.3

0.8

1.0

1.2

700 pc

1.6

4.3

3.1

3.6

"

R ~ 0.5 pc.
M = 14 Mq
R = 0.25 pc.
M = 8.5 Mq
R ~ 0. 5pc

R = 0.25 pc
Same mass

R = 0.25 pc

E^ = energy due to Ambient medium, Eq = Gravitational energy, E-j =
Thermal energy, Er = Rotational energy, E-ju^g = Turbulent energy.
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weighted temperature is then calculated by integrating over the assumed
mass and temperature distributions.
"'^KIN

Since the thermal energy

a

^> this calculation is equivalent to determining the possible

increase in the thermal energy content of the hot-edged model over the

uniform temperature model.

For the B227 (400 pc) cloud model (Chapter IV, Table 8), with Ay

derived from integration over the envelope column density only (i.e.,

no surrounding diffuse material attenuates the UV radiation field), the
temperature law is found to be

TKIN(r) ~ To (r/ro)5^

5.14

where Tq is the assumed uniform central temperature.

The mass-weighted

temperature is then given by

Tm = To ((4/3)[R/ro]V'* - (1/3 ))

/(

3(R/ro ) - 2).

If the cloud radius R = 12' and core radius

= 1.25', then

This high average temperature results from the high

Tj^

~ STq.

T^jjj at the very

150 K where n(H2)

«

100 cm"^).

the region within R = 6' is considered, then

T-^

~ 4To.

diffuse cloud edge (T^in

5.15

If instead

Both results

are similar to results obtained for models of other program globules.

If there is a significant additional source of continuum extinc-

tion enveloping the region in which the molecules are observed, then
the increase in T^in with

r,

and hence the increase in the cloud ther-

mal energy content, can be substantially moderated.

It is shown in
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Appendix 4.4 that there is no substantial evidence for the
existence of
such extinction.

In any case,

it does not appear to be difficult to

raise the envelope thermal energy content by a factor of 2-4
above that

Inferred from TrC^^co) and the assumption of a uniform gas temperature.
Thus, the thermal energy can play a more imporant role in cloud
ener-

getics than is sometimes assumed.

Does Tr(

CO) say anything about cloud temperatures?

Consider the

density-weighted temperature Tp along one line of sight through the
cloud core.

For the B227 model used above,

Tp = To (4(R/ro)lA - 3)7(2 - {xjVi)],

5.16

With R = 12', ro = 1.25', one has Tp ~ 2.7To, or if R =
Tp ~ 1.3Tq.

8'

then

Thus, the density-weighted temperature can be close to the

core temperature, especially if the abundance of

^-^CO

falls in the

cloud envelope (Langer 1976, and others), thus reducing the contribu-

tion to

Tj^(

CO) of the hot gas near the cloud edge.

One may really

not see all the way to cloud center in ^^CO; the opacity is very high.
Still, in the model discussed here most of the optical depth is encoun-

tered in the inner few tenths of the cloud radius (Appendix 5.7, see

also White 1977), and the emission is likely to be dominated by this

cooler gas.

Then ^^CO is a useful probe of globule core temperatures,

but may fail as an indicator of T^xN

envelopes (see the summary

of radiative transfer calculations in Appendix 5.7 for other inter-

esting implications of this failure).
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There is one more important question raised by the possible rising
envelope temperatures and low densities.

Does the pressure gradient

remain negative throughout the model clouds?
energy cannot act to support the cloud gas.

If it does not,

thermal

Since the gas pressure

P(r) a p(r) T(r), and since the density and temperature distributions

are assumed known, the pressure gradient can be calculated.

It is

found that dP/dr < 0 for all radii of all cloud models considered in
this Investigation.

Therefore, the internal thermal energy of the gas

does act to support the envelope, and T^ > T^C^^CO) is possible.
the following discussion, Ty(^^ CO) is still used to obtain Tp

,

In

since

this serves as a convenient reference temperature and a lower limit to

effects of increasing the envelope thermal energy content

"^KIN*

are described where appropriate.

9.

Energetics of the Clouds Without Rotation

No significant rotation is seen in B227M and CRL437, and only a

small velocity gradient of unknown origin is observed in LI 523.
these clouds, it is assumed that rotational energy

~

0 in eq.

For
5.10,

and the results of a consideration of their energetics is summerized
below.

Table 11 shows that the nonrotating clouds are likely to be in

equilibrium only if turbulence plays an Important role in their energy
budgets.

Only for L1523 is the thermal energy alone approximately able
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to balance the binding forces, and then only if X(^^CO) ~
2x10"^.

Appendix 4.4 it is demonstrated that XC^^cq) ^ ixlO'^

In

is possible for

this Taurus cloud; the thermal energy is then too low to support
the

cloud by a factor of 2-3.

For the other clouds, the deficiency in the

thermal energy is greater, with

falling approximately 5-10 times too

low for stablization of the envelope against collapse.

The turbulent energy support can be partially replaced by increas-

ing temperatures in the globule envelopes, although it is probable that

turbulence must still play some role in stabilizing the clouds against
collapse.

~ 55 Mo>

For example, for the B227 400 pc model with R = 12' and M
T(,

~ 2Tq is sufficient to prevent collapse if the linewidths

are due to turbulence, and
energy is assumed.

and

T(,

~ 5-6 Tq is required if no turbulent

T^.

For the 600 pc model, these values become

~ IOTq respectively.

T^,

~ 5Tq

If one considers only the region defined

by the main clump B227M, with R =

8'

and M ~ 28 Mq at 400pc, then the

turbulent energy alone is sufficient to prevent collapse, while
T^ - 2T«

is

needed to stabilize the 600 pc model.

The details of the

temperature structure of globule envelopes is not definetly known, but
the above results lend credence to the conclusion that clouds without

rotation require turbulent support to assume equilibrium configurations*

There is some indication that greatly increasing temperatures in

globule envelopes may provide more energy than is needed to bring the

model clouds into equilibrium.

This need not be too worrisome for a
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number of reasons.

The magnitudes of the other terms in the virial

expression 5.10 are also uncertain.

For instance, the energy supplied

by the ambient medium depends on the representative ambient pressure P

and on R
volume.

,

and turbulence need not be uniform throughout the cloud

More importantly, it is shown in Appendix 5.6 that the LTE

method can systematically underestimate the cloud mass.

The amount of

this underestimate depends on the gas temperature distribution, but it

can be as high as a factor of

2

for a nearly

unifom temperature

cloud.

Note that additional (but much less) mass could exist in the form of

atomic material.

Consideration of the cloud temperature, mass structure, and
energetics described above raises an interesting possibility.

The

higher envelope temperatures may cause the envelope to be more stable
against collapse than the inner core.

This suggests a model in which a

small, collapsing core is embedded in a larger quasi-equilibrium envelope; similar results are given by numerical collapse calculations

(Black and Bodenheimer 1976, Larson 1972) for rotating clouds.

The difficulty in distinguishing between turbulent and collapse
line broadening, and the resulting ambiguity in calculating cloud
It seems unlikely that

energies, was noted earlier in this chapter.

the clouds are presently undergoing free-fall collapse at all radii.

This is true in view of the possibly large thermal energy content of
the envelopes, and the reasonably symmetric

(Appendix 5.4) observed line profiles.

^

^CO (Myers 1980) and ^^CO

A more plausible model is one
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in which the linewidths are produced by slow collapse and
turbulence;

with quasi-equilibrium envelopes surrounding
core.

a possibly collapsing

The basic conclusion reached in this section remains the same;

clouds without rotation are likely to be in equilibrium only if tur-

bulence plays an important role in their energetics.

10. The

Energetics of the Rotating Clouds

The results given in Table 11 strongly suggest that rotational

motion is dynamically significant for the program clouds that possess
it.

In this section, the energetics of each rotating cloud is

discussed separately.

B361- The differential nature of the B361 rotation must be included in
the calculation of its rotational energy.

The SV diagrams (Figs. V.2)

show that the rotation velocity is approximately constant in the envelope, with Vq ~

1

km s~^

,

so that in this region

o)

~

oi^VQ/r,

Here Wq

is the angular velocity of the rigidly rotating core seen in the SV

diagrams.

If Y

= 2 in the envelope, one has

2Er = (2/3) (MR^^o^),

5.17

about three times the energy of a cloud rigidly rotating with w = Wq.
Eq. 5.17 overestimates the rotational energy somewhat, since the veloc

ity of material near or in the core is lower than Vq.

This should not

be too serious an error; the core mass is likely small compared to the
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envelope mass, and therefore makes only a small contribution
to the
cloud's total rotational energy.

Now consider eq. 5.10 with

pc

= 350 pc).

(d

e

=

1,

M = 98 Mq,

= 10 K, and R =

1

Then the rotational energy is sufficient to prevent

collapse toward the rotation axis, while the thermal energy makes
only
a small contribution to cloud stability (E^ ~ 1/5-1/6
Er).

pable of stopping collapse in the orthogonal direction.

It is inca-

Even if d =

600 pc, the rotational energy is only slightly below that needed for

equilibrium in at least one dimension, and this deficit can be made up
by higher T^in in the envelope.

The ^^CO lines of B361 are broad, implying a possibly la rge quan-

tity of turbulent energy.

However, before a reliable limit can be set

on the cloud turbulent energy content, the linewidths must be corrected
for rotational broadening at least to first order.

Since the cloud is

large compared to the beam size, only geometric projection effects

along the line of sight need be considered.

In the equatorial plane

outside the rigidly rotating core, the maximum difference in the radial
velocities along a line of sight is given by

^Vios ~

where

p is the

cloud center.

.

- (p/R)]

5.18

distance of closest approach of the line of sight to the
The maximum value of AV^qs ~ 0.9 km s"^

thermal broadening for

km s"^

[1

T^^xN

~

found for p/R ~

(including some
0. 2

and Vq ~

Thermal motion should add little to this linewidth if

Tj^x^

1
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rises in the envelope, since

V-j;

a

and Vt ~ 0.1 km s"^ at 10 K.

Note however, that this statement may not be true at the large

p,

where

only the cloud edge is sampled.

The situation is more complicated when the cloud core is observed,
since the velocity gradient across the beam may then be important.
Fortunately, the apparent decrease in rotational velocities in the
core, the fact that the envelope gas is moving nearly perpendicular

to these lines of sight, and the observed maximum radial velocity of

~

1

km s~^ due to rotation all suggest that the line broadening for the

core probably does not exceed its greatest value for the envelope.

In view of the results given by eq. 5.18, a simple correction pro-

cedure is adopted here.

Rotation cannot broaden the lines by much more

than the total observed velocity shift of AV ~

1

km s"^.

Since T^nj

can increase in the envelope, and since line saturation may enhance the
effectiveness of the rotation in broadening lines, a more generous

estimate

AVj^qq

~ 1.5 km s~^ is used, giving Oq ~ 0.9 km s~^ (consistent

with the C^^O linewidth reported by Myers, Linke, and Benson 1983).
The turbulent energies so derived are listed in Table 11.

The resulting turbulent energies can prevent collapse toward the

equatorial plane.

However, such a result is not entirely consistent

with the earlier statement that rotation + thermal energy can stabilize
the cloud against collapse in the orthoganal direction; turbulence is
just not necessary in that direction.

This difficulty may be due in
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part to an under-estimate of the cloud mass, and in part to
the nonuni-

form nature of the turbulence inferred in B361 (§4).
There is a possible tendency for the LIE method to underestimate

cloud masses (Appendix 5.6), the worst case (for

T^^i^

approximately

constant throughout the cloud) resulting in an underestimate of a fac-

tor of

2.

What happens if the mass of B361 is doubled?

The quali-

tative results for the 350 pc model do not change, while for the 600 pc
model, the gravitational energy dominates the energetics, and tur-

bulence is now needed to support the cloud in any direction.

mind that this extra mass

is

Bear in

added at all radii; only adding mass to

the core could lead to much different results, as will be seen below.

In summary, the envelope of B361 appears to be stable against

collapse toward the rotation axis.

There is also possibly enough

turbulent energy to prevent envelope collapse in any direction,

although systematic motions other than rotation probably contribute
significantly to the ^^CO line widths.

These qualitative results apply

even if the mass is doubled, the 600 pc model requiring significant
turbulent support to achieve equilibrium in this case.

L1253- The parameters of the LI 253 model used to calculate the energies
listed in Table 11 are:

T^,

= 9 K, M = 7 Mq, R ~ 0. 5 pc, and Y = 2.

The

L1253 SV diagrams show rigid body rotation, and the energy computations
are more straightforward than for B361.
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The total value of the binding energy terms exceeds that of the

supporting terms by a small amount (~ 20%).

This small deficit can be

made up by increasing the thermal energy by ~ 50%

(

i.e.

,

by raising the

envelope kinetic temperature), or by assuming an inclination of the
rotation axis to the plane of the sky of

i

= 30°, or by assuming that

the linewidths are produced mostly by turbulent motions.

There appears

to be more than enough turbulent energy to prevent collapse in any

direction.

The linewidths are not corrected for rotational broadening

because the total velocity shift across the entire cloud is small (0.5

km

s"^

compared to AV ~

1

km s~^ for an individual line), and because

there is no velocity gradient along the line of sight in a rigidly

rotating cloud.

Therefore, it is likely that the envelope of L1253 is

at least quasistable against collapse in all directions.

It is instructive to consider the effects on the energetics of

doubling the cloud mass.

From the dependence of the terms in eq. 5.10

on the mass, and from energy values listed in Table 11, it is seen that
the cloud can then be stable against collapse toward the rotation axis

without turbulence or increasing enveloping

Tj^jjg.

This happens because

the ambient pressure, which is independent of the mass (but does depend

critically on cloud radius), dominates the binding energies.

However,

both thermal and rotational energies double as the mass doubles, and
this increase more than offsets the larger gravitational energy.

Thus,

the cloud actually becomes more stable against collapse as its mass is

increased.

As stated in the discussion of the B361 energetics,

this
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situation occurs because mass is added everywhere in the cloud; if
only
the mass of the inner core (where the rotational energy is small) is
doubled, the cloud would be more likely to collapse.

effect will not occur in the absence of rotation.

Also, such an

Clearly, the

influence on the energetics of a change in a cloud's mass or radius

must be considered carefully; one's initial intuitive analysis may
prove to be incorrect.

L1257M - The velocity field of LI 257 is indicative of rigid body rotation, but the irregular, flattened cloud shape makes the energy calcu-

lations difficult.

Consider a gas disk with Y =

1

in the equatorial plane, and no

density gradient in the direction perpendicular to this plane.
Tc =

9 K,

Let

M = 14 Mq, R = 1.8x10^^ cm (~ 14'), and h = 1.4x10^^ cm,

where h is the disk's total thickness.

Note that the assumed radius

includes some of the diffuse material between L1257M and the northern
clumps, as well as gas around the more southerly condensations (Figs.
III. 2).

Thus, these parameters can be thought of as defining a "large"

model for L1257M (which has its center at (ARA = -5', ADEC = +5').

For the disk geometry described above, the rotational energy is

given by
2Er = (1/3) MR^o)/.

5.19

A homogeneous ellipsoid yields a similar numerical result (Strittmatter
1966).

The gravitational energy listed in Table 11 is in fact that of
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a homogeneous ellipsoid with eccentricity e ~ 0.85, and
is obtained

from the equation given by Strlttmatter (1966).

The density gradient

should raise this value somewhat, but analogous to the spherical
case,
the increase should be small.

The energy due to the ambient pressure

is calculated using a disk geometry, but again the value is only

slightly (higher) different than that given by an ellipsoid.

Thus,

this mixing of geometric models is unlikely to effect the results of
the calculations significantly.

For the "large cloud" model it is found that rotational energy by
itself is more than sufficient to prevent collapse toward the rotation
axis.

There is possibly also enough turbulent energy to support the

cloud in all directions.

It is worthwhile to investigate the origin of

the apparent overstabilty of L1257M further, as this problem bears on
the acceptability of the rotating cloud model for the source.

To do this, consider a "small" model for L1257M, with M = 8.5 M0,

R = 0.25 pc, and

T^,

and h the same as previously assumed.

Then the

energies given by the geometric models used above are

= LSxlO**^ ergs

Eg = 1.7x10'* 3
2Er =

1. 1x10^*3

2Et = 1.8xlO'*3

••

(ambient pressure)

(gravitational

"

(rotational)

"

(thermal)

The gravitational energy now exceeds the rotational energy.

In

addition, doubling the mass of L1257M causes the total binding energies
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to exceed the supporting energies by

are not due to turbulence.

~ 15-20%, if the full linewidths

The latter assumption is certainly reason-

able, given the large velocity shifts observed for this source.

In

view of the uncertainties involved in estimating the magnitudes of the
energies in eq. 5.10, it appears that the rotating cloud model need not
be abandoned, at least for the core of L1257M.

It is not surprising

that difficulties arise when a larger volume is considered, since both

the Ay map (Fig. III. 2) and ^^CO column density map (Fig.

HI. 3) show

that L1257M is near the edge of a large region of low-level extinction;
it is certainly not isolated.

Therefore, the simple calculations per-

formed here, which neglect the influence of the nearby mass, cannot be

expected to yield entirely self-consistent results.

B163-B163SW- It has been shown (Chapter III. 2) that both of these
clouds have highly asymmetric column density maps (Figs. III. 3),

suggesting that their velocity fields may not be produced by rotation.
Since the flow models must be considered as unproven at present, the

energetics of the rotating cloud models are considered in this section.

Both objects are assumed to have Y =

2

density distributions.

The

observations support this mass distribution for B163, but for B163SW it
is used merely to increase the ability of the binding energies to con-

fine the gas.

Spherical geometry is assumed, and a radius sufficient

to yield the LTE -determined mass is adopted.

This radius again

corresponds to "large cloud" source models; calculations are also done
for radii of 0.25 pc (400 pc distance), or "small cloud" models.
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In brief, the virial calculations indicate that the
envelope of

B163 is stable against collapse toward the presumed rotation
axis.
Only the "small cloud" 700 pc model shows any tendency to
collapse,

with the total binding energy exceeding the total supporting energy
by

~ 50%.

The "large cloud" 400 pc model is overstable by approximately

the same amount, and the remaining two models are close to equilibrium.

The above results do not include the contributions of the tur-

bulent energies to the energetics of the clouds.

The turbulent

energies in Table 11 are obtained by subtracting the observed velocity

gradient across the beam AV^Qg ~ 0.26 (km s""^ arcmln"^ from the

central linewidths.

The turbulent energies so calculated are found to

be large enough to prevent collapse toward the equatorial plane in all
models except the "small cloud" 700 pc model; in this case it can only

prevent collapse toward the rotation axis.

These qualitative results

do not change greatly if the cloud mass is doubled, but increasing the

envelope

Tj^jjg

does make the models significantly more stable against

collapse in the direction of the equatorial plane.

Thus, the consider-

ation of the energetics of B163 sheds little light on the suitability
of the rotation kinematic model for this object.

It does,

however,

show that the cloud envelope is likely to be relatively stable if the
cloud is rotating.

In the case of B163SW, only the "small cloud" model is considered,

since this model is quite consistent with the

Model characteristics are M =

4. 8

Mq, R =

7.

^CO column density map.

7x10^

cm,

T^,

= 8. 5 K
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(constant throughout the cloud), and

(Uq

= 9. 7x10-1

of these values applying for a distance of 400 pc.

stable by a factor of

2

rad s"^, with all

The model is over-

for the 400 pc distance, but is only slightly

so for the more distant (700 pc) model.

Increasing the cloud mass

makes the models more stable in this case, since the gravitational

energy is the dominant binding term; since the angular velocity is high

and the ambient pressure term small, increasing the radius does not
help confine the globule's gas.

In addition, the inclusion of the

turbulent energy makes the cloud overs table for both distances.

The energy calculations do not really provide good evidence for

either confirming or rejecting the rotation model for B163SW, although
the model does have a tendency towards overstability .
not completely unjustified to draw an analogy to L1257.

However, it is

One might

wonder what the appearance of L1257 would be, if that complex were much
more distant than 140 pc.

11.

Summary of the Energy Calculations

The virial equation has been used to explore the equilibrium of
the program clouds.

It is found that the clouds without rotation can

be stable against collapse only if turbulence plays an important role
in their energetics, i.e. if the cloud linewidths are produced by tur-

bulent motions.

For the rotating clouds, rotation and thermal energies

are capable of preventing envelope collapse toward the rotation axis
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in almost all of the models examined in this study.

Turbulence, or

Increasing T^in in the envelopes can stabilize the globule
envelopes
against collapse in the orthogonal direction as well.

Therefore, the

results of the present investigation suggest that most globule
envelopes are at least in quasi-equilibrium, with perhaps an
evolving core

embedded deep within them.

Some rotating models show a tendency toward

overs tability, but the discrepancy is not considered to be of suf-

ficient magnitude to force the abandoning of the rotation model for
these objects.

CHAPTER

VI

CLOUD ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONTENT AND CLOUD EVOLUTION

1.

Introduction

The cloud density distributions and kinematic models determined in

Chapters IV and V are used in this chapter to calculate the angular

momentum contents (rotational and orbital) of the appropriate program
clouds.

The results are compared to theoretical calculations of

fragmentation and collapse (reviewed by Bodenheimer 1981), and to
investigations (reviewed by Mouschovias 1981) which Invoke magnetic

braking to dissipate cloud angular momentum.

Relationships between the

rotational properties and other cloud characteristics are considered,

and the major conclusions of this thesis are reviewed in the context of
cloud formation, evolution, and star formation.

2.

Cloud Angular Momentum Content

This section is Intended to describe the calculations of program

cloud angular momentum contents; evaluation of these results in light
of theoretical investigations is reserved for subsequent sections.

Cloud parameters used in this chapter are taken mostly from Tables
and

5

(Chapter III), Table 8 (Chapter IV), and the discussions of

kinematics (Chapter V.4).

4
cloi

For clouds with two plausible distance est
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mates, results are given for both distances with those pertaining to

more the remote models enclosed in parentheses (this notation has
already appeared in Chapters IV.

7,

and V).

Also, as in previous chap-

ters, the inclination of the rotation axis to the line of sight is

neglected for the reasons stated earlier (Chapters IV.

~

1

is assumed.

=«

J_/M)

V.4); sin 1

Program clouds are discussed individually below, and

results (mass M, total angular momentum
j

7,

are summarized in Table 12.

J[,

and specfic angular momentum

Table 12 also lists the param-

eters estimated by Goldsmith and Arquilla (1984) for other clouds (or

cloud complexes) believed to be rotating.

B361- The calculation of the angular momentum of B361 relies essentially on the equatorial equilibrium density and velocity distributions

derived in Chapter IV. 7, except that the cloud mass obtained from LTE
^^CO column densities (Chapter III. 2) is used.

p(r) a r~^

(y

= 2) and

oo

For an envelope with

a r~^ one has

J = (roa)oM/3)

[R

+ r^] + (m^r^^o^JS).

6.1

Subscripted quantities in eq 6.1 refer to the hypothetical uniform

density core (Chapter IV. 7).

Assuming that the core angular momentum

is a negligible fraction of the total cloud

J_,

and that the envelope

rotational velocity is approximately constant at

V^^

~

0. 9

km s"^, eq.

6.1 becomes
J ~ (1/3) V14MR.

6.2
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TABLE 12

CLOUD ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONTENT

OBJECT

COMMENTS

M
Mq

JxlO-5 6

gm cm"^

gm

2

cm"^

jxl0"2 2
s

-1

2

-1

Program Clouds
B361

L1253

L1257M

B163

cloud. 350 pc
core

98
12

cloud, 600 pc
core

Cloud
core

230
2.6

12
1.1

288

0. 7

14

15.0

630
4.4

21
1.5

7

0.9
42.4

4.2
0.002

3.0
0.04

0.

Large Disk
Small Disk
core

14
8.5

17
1.9

6.1
1.2

0. 2

6.4
770

0.0003

0.007

Complex

45

2.1

160

18

Large, 400 pc
700 pc

8

1.4
0.8

4.7
Zd

2.9

25

8.5
4.8

1.4
7.6

0.9
1.5

10.0
6.0

0.04

0.3

15

5.0
3.2

1.2
6.1

1.2
2.1

0.4
1.1

4.1
2.1

0.04
0.2

0.5
0.9

Small, 400 pc
700 pc
core.

B163SW

1.6
45.0

400 pc
700 pc

cloud. 400 pc
700 pc
core,

400 pc
700 pc

8

25

0.7

5

J. i
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TABLE 12 (continued)

Object

Comments

M

PmXlO^^

M0

gm cm~^

JxlO-5

6

gm cm2

jxlO'-^^
s

-1

2

cm"^

s

From Goldsmith and Arquilla (1984)
I

Taurus

Complex

5600

0.1

3.3x10^

B18

1100

0.1

13000

B5

500

1.0

1800

200

15.0

280

7.1

150

14. 0

79

2.8

LI 544

42

25.0

15

1.9

L134

30

31.1

4.6

0.8

Cloud

20

20.7

7.9

0.2

core

0.7

90.6

0.02

0.1

B213 NW

14

Til

1.5

0.6

B68

1.1

10.3

0.08

0.4

TMC-1

Ring

L183

L1535

300

62

18.6

-1^
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For a cloud distance of d ~ 350 (600) pc, M ~
99 (288) Mq, R ~ l.l
(1.9)

PC

To ~ 5.0 (7.7)xlOl7 cm, and

~ 1.1 (0.64)xlO-13

^-i
^

one obtains J ~ 2.3 (6.3)xl058

cm^ s'^

~ 1.2 (2.1)xl023 cm^ s'^.

[j

Considering now only the core angular momentum, parameters
listed in
Table

and

8

give

~ 11.8 (14.3) Mq [larger than for some program clouds]

~ 2.6 (4.4)xl056 gm cm^

s'^ with Jq

~ 1.1 (1.5)xl022 cm^ g-^.

These core results are uncertain because the core models are
highly
idealized, although they do support the neglect of the core
angular

momentum when calculating that of the total cloud.

Part of the total B361 angular momentum may arise from orbital

motion of the small subcondensation visible SE of the cloud center
(Fig. III. 3),

If this clump has a radius r ~ 1.5*,

column density of N(^^CO) ~ 6.5x10^^ cm"^ one has

M^,

then for a uniform

~

8

(24) Mq, so

that a projected orbital velocity of 6V ~ 0.5 km s~^ results in
jJc

2.4 (12)xl0^^ gm

cm*^

s~^

.

This angular momentum is not really

distinct from the total estimated above; the clump mass is included in

calculating the total cloud M and £.

Unfortunately, this condensation

has not been mapped with sufficiently fine spacing to detect rotation
of the clump itself.

As is shown later in this chapter, an obser-

vational determination of the ratio of clump to total angular momentum

would be of great interest for theories of cloud evolution.

L1253- The results discussed in Chapters IV.

5

and V.4 show that L1253

is apparently characterized by a Y = 2 density distribution and rigid

body rotation.

For such a cloud
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J = (2/9) Ma)oR2 - (4/15) n^u^o^^^

6.3

assuming spherical geometry, and core angular momentum can again be
neglected.

With d ~ 140
one has

J_

PC

~ S-yxlO'^** rad s"^

~ 4.2x10^^ gm cm^ s"^ and

j

,

M ~

7

Mq, and R ~

~ 3.0x10^^ cm^ s~^.

0. 5

pc.

Core values

are extremely uncertain, but Mq ~ 0.2 Mq and Jq ~ 1.5x10^^ gm cm^
[jo

~ 3.8xlo20 cm^ s~^].

These values likely underestimate the inner

envelope and core angular momentum content, since

^

^CO is not the best

tracer of mass in high density cores (Chapter IV. 6).

Although it would

be of very great interest to know how much angular momentum is contained in the diffuse gas seen in Ay map Fig. III. 2 north of L1253, the

region is insufficiently mapped in molecular lines to allow this calculation.

L1257- As in Chapter V.7, disk geometry is assumed for L1257M, with
Y = 1 in the equatorial plane and a constant density perpendicular to

this

plane.

Results obtained for uniform density spheroids are not

significantly different from the disk values, and geometry considerations are not discussed further here.

As in the case of the virial

calculations (Chapter V.IO), both "large" and "small" cloud models are
investigated, with models distinguished by the extent to which they

include the diffuse material around L1257M.

Cloud parameters for the

large and small globule models respectively are M ~ 14 Mq, R ~ 1.8x10^
cm,

and M ~

8. 5

Mq, R ~ 0.25 pc for d ~ 140

pc

Both models are
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rigidly rotating with an angular velocity of

have a thickness h ~ 1.4x10^^ cm.

~ 5.6xlO~l'+ rad s"^ and

General expressions giving the disk

angular momenta are
J = (2TT/3)

(R^

[Poa)oroh]

- r^^

+ (1/2)

)

r^^'i^p.u^Ai

6.4

or
J ~

(1/3) MR^Wq

6.4a

= (1/2) MoRo^a,^.

6.4b

and

Eq. 6.4a gives values of £(large) ~ 1.7x10^^ gm cm^ s"^ and
J_(small) ~ 1.9x10^^ gm cm^ s~^

~ 6.1x10^2 cm^
listed in Table
crai^

s"^

]

,

and specfic angular momenta of j(large)

s"^ and j(small) ~ 1. 2x10^2 cm^ g-l
8

lead to

with Mq ~ 0.2 Mq.

~ 3.1x10^^ gm cm^ s"^

Core parameters

.

[j^

~ 1.2x10^^

These core results are very uncertain, but

probably represent lower limits to the inner envelope and core angular

momentum content since the core mass is likely underestimated (Chapter
IV. 6).

The maps of visual extinction (Fig. III. 2) and LTE

^

^CO column

density (Fig. III. 3) show numerous subcondensations north of L1257M.
As a result of the coarse spacing (~ 3', Chapter II. 2) of the obser-

vations over most of this region, there is little point in attempting
to estimate J for the individual clumps (crude estimates do place
10^^ gm cm^ s"^

).

However, it is possible to estimate the angular

momentum content of the entire region mapped in ^^CO.

M0 and R ~
cra^

s"^

[j

1

J^,

pc (Table

5,

Chapter II), one has

~ 1.8x10^^ cm^ s"^

].

J_

Taking M ~ 45

~ 1.6x10^^ gm

These values resemble the results

obtained for B361, and are lower limits since the gas seen in the

Ay map has not been completely mapped in

1

^

CO.

<
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B163-B163SW~ The rotation models for B163 and B163SW (Chapters IV.
V.4) have rigid body rotation and Y =

2

their angular momenta are given by eqs.

density distributions.
6. 4-6. 4b.

5,

Thus,

Both "large" and

"small" cloud models are considered for B163 (see energy calculations,

Chapter V.IO), although equal masses are assumed in both cases.

The B163 large cloud (including all material mapped in ^^CO, Fig.
III. 3) parameters for a distance d ~ 400 (700) pc are M ~ 8.1 (24.7)

M0, R ~ 1.4 (2.4)xl0l8 cm, and

(Uq

~ 6.6 (3.8)xl0-l'+ rad s"^.

values yield J ~ 4.7 (25)xl0^^ gm cm^ s"^

[j

These

~ 2.9 (5.1)xl02^ cm^ s"^.

If attention is restricted to the denser regions of B163 (the small

cloud model), then R ~ 7.7 (13.5)xl0^^ cm and J ~ 1.4 (7.6)xlo5^ gm
cm^ s~^ with

j

= 8.6 (15)xl0^^ cm^ s~^

.

Recall that the virial

calculations (Chapter V.IO) indicate that only this "small cloud" model
is gravitationally bound at both possible cloud distances.

One model adequately describes the B163SW

^

^CO observations.

The

inferred cloud characteristics are M ~ 4.8 (14.7) Mq [assuming a uni-

form Tx(^^CO) for all positions. Chapter V.IO],
rad s"^, and R ~ 7.7 (13)xlO^^ cm.

and

j

~ 1.2 (2.1)xl022

^,^2

~ 9.7 (5.5)xl0"^'+
^^2 g-1

Then J ~ 1.2 (6.1)xl05^

g-1.

To the extent that the rotation and Y = 2 models are applicable to

B163 and B163 SW, both clouds seem to require substantial uniform density cores (Table

8,

and Chapter IV. 6).

Rq ~ 3.2 (5.6) xlO^^ cm, giving

For B163, Mq ~

0. 7

(2.2) M0,

~ 3.8 (21)xlO^'* gm cm^ s"^

[Jq

~ 2.7
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(4.8)xl021 cm2 s~l], while for B163SW, Mq ~ 0.4 (1.1) Mq, Rq ~ 3.6

(6.3)xlOl7 cm giving

~ 3.8 (20)xl05'* gm cm2 s"! and

~ 5.0

(8.7)xl021 cm2 s~l.

It has been suggested (Martin 1976) that B163 and B163SW are

undergoing orbital motion about one another; the amount of possible
orbital angular momentum can be estimated.

The system reduced mass is

Mp ~ 3.0 (9.2) M0, with a projected orbital velocity of 6V ~ 0.5 km s"^
and cloud separation Ar ~ 3.7 (6.4)xl0^^ cm determined from coordinates

in Table
iORB

1

(Chapter I).

Then Jqrb ~ 1.1 (5.9)xl05^ gm cm^ s"^ and

^'3 (7.5)xl022 cm^ s~^

Since the observed orbital velocity and

.

cloud separation are related to the actual values V and

quantities by AV = V sin

i

and Ar = r cos

i,

where

i

r of

these

is the angle

between the line of sight and the line joining the cloud centers, one
has J(observed) /J(actual) =

^ORb/£rOT ~

sin 2i for circular orbits.

1/2

Note that

~ 0*2 for both clouds, with a total system angular

57 gm
mome ntum Jj ~ 1-6x10^'

2

cm'^

„-l

s

B227- Although it was argued in Chapter V.4 that the subcondensations
seen (Fig. III. 3) north and south of B227M are probably not undergoing
simple orbital motion about the main globule, it may be worthwhile to

estimate the possible orbital angular momentum contained in the system.

The observations (Chapter V.4) indicate that 6V ~ 0.5 km s"^ for both
the northern (N) and southern (S) clump, with

Ms - 3.2 (7.2) Mq,

rfj

~ 2.9 (U,3)xlO^^

cm,

~

3. 7

(8.3) M0,

and rg ~ 2.1 (3.1)xl0l8
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for a distance d ~ 400 (600) pc.

The main globule mass is M ~ 28 (63)

M0, giving reduced masses of M^(N) ~ 3.3 (7.3) Hq and Mjj(S) ~ 2.9
(6.5)

M0, resulting in J^Rg

-1.6

~ 2.2
(5.1)xl057 gm cm^ s'^ and
joRg

(3.3)xl02^ cm^ s"^, not unlike the B163-B163SW values.

Note that if

the ratios of the spin to orbital angular momentum are equal in the two

complexes, then eq. 6.3 predicts a rotational angular velocity for the

larger and more massive B227M of at most 0.3 that of B163; and perhaps
as low as 0.03 that of the "small cloud" model of B163 or of B163SW.

Such rotation might be difficult to detect in the program observations
[velocity resolution of 0.27 (km s~^

)

chan"^], even though the

globule's angular momentum content would not be negligible.

3.

Cloud Angular Momentum Content and Cloud Fragmentation

Since the masses and angular momenta listed in Table 12 are

generally much larger than the inferred values for main sequence stars
(J

~ 10^^-10^*^ gm cm^ s~^,

j

~ 10^^ cm^ s~^

;

Carrasco, Roth, and

Serrano 1982), clouds must dissipate excess angular momentum during the
star formation process.

One way to do this is through successive

fragmentation of large globules into subcondensations, until objects
near stellar mass are formed.

The average cloud characteristics pre-

dicted by this theory (Bodenheimer 1981) are now compared to observations of the program clouds.

Briefly, the main points of nonmagnetic fragmentation theory are
that (a) rotating, collapsing clouds are susceptible to division
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(starting at approximately one free fall time) into two or more pieces

due to internally or externally imposed density perturbations, and (b)
that most of the parent's body angular momentum goes into orbital

rather than rotational motion of secondary cloudlets; thus both the
average mass and angular momentum content of the resulting globules are
reduced.

The factors by which these quantities are reduced during

fragmentation, as crudely estimated from numerical fragmentation calculations for isothermal clouds, are: representative cloudlet mass

~ 0.1-0.2 of the parent mass and specfic angular momentum ~ 0.05 -0.1
of the specific angular momentum of the prefragment cloud (Bodenheimer
1981, but see also Miyama, Hayashi, and Narita 1984 for evidence of

more efficient dissipation of J).

Fragments seem to form mostly in the

inner cloud envelopes or cores, where real cloud conditions are nearly

isothermal (Chapter IV. 8).

Is there evidence in the observational results presented in this

chapter for reductions of cloud masses and angular momenta below that
of some parent body by discrete factors?

in two ways.

This question is approached

A large, low-density cloud (hereafter called a diffuse

cloud; it may itself be a secondary clump) model is adopted as a parent

cloud, and a fragment's

Jj^

(below),

j^,

and

are calculated for

fragmentation epochs n using the above criteria.

Also, model hypothet-

ical parent complexes are constructed directly from the observational

results using the parameters for large complexes listed in Table 12.
Naturally, the characteristics of real parent complexes would be
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expected to have some dispersion about these mean values,
but this

method Is sufficient for the rough calculations considered
here.
What are the expected properties of fragments formed from
these
larger bodies?

If the midpoints of the ranges given above for pre-

dicted cloudlet mass and specfic angular momentum are interpreted as
representing average values of these parameters for an ensemble of
fragments, one has

in ~ 0-075

6.5a

Mn ~ 0.15 Mn_i,

6.5b

and from the definition of specfic angular momentum

J^^

^qs,

=»

6.5a and 6.5b
Jjj

~ 0.011 J^-i

6.5c

where n denotes the fragmentation stage to which the characteristics
apply

( i.e.

,

n = 0 for parent clouds).

Using the ranges of cloudlet

mass, angular momentum, and specfic angular momentum obtained from the

numerical calculations (above), estimates of the possible variations of
individual clump parameters around the mean values are:

(Aj/j)n - (AM/M)n ~ 0.33

6.6a

(AJ/J)n ~ 0.47.

6.6b

The dispersions in relevant quanties clearly become quite large at

later stages of fragmentation.
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Parent diffuse cloud properties, taken mostly from
Spltzer (1978),

are R =
(Oq

5 pc,

~ 10-15

cm^

M = 300 Mq (uniform density), and rigid rotation
velocity
g-l

and Jq ~

9.

These values give Jq ~

(Field 1978).

5x10^2 cm^ s"!

.

Although

5.

7x10^8 gm

is appropriate for a

cloud initially corotating with the Galaxy, it

is not

necessary that

angular momentum be transferred directly from galactic rotation to
cloud rotation (Goldsmith and Arquilla 1984).

What is assumed here is

that the corotation values of Jq and jg are reasonable starting values

for n = 0 clouds no matter how they obtain their angular momentum.

Initial conditions for the parent complexes are derived from data
in Table 12 by taking geometric means (to avoid weighting the prop-

erties of any one complex too heavily) of the characteristics listed
for the two and three most massive objects (Taurus complex, B18, and
B5).

The Inclusion of B5 is somewhat questionable because its mass

does not greatly exceed that of B361 (600 pc).

However, since it is

not desirable to make a priori assumptions about B361*s evolution, and

since some parent complexes may surely have low mass, this fragmen-

tation sequence is still of interst.

The characteristics of nth order

fragments are calculated using eqs. 6.5, and are listed in Table 13.

Note that the results for the sequence with

a diffuse cloud as the

parent body have been extrapolated to earlier as well as later epochs
of fragmentation.

Comparison between

J_

values listed in Tables 12 and 13 suggests

that the observational results are compatible with a fragmentation
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TABLE 13

Properties of nth Order Fragments

n

Mn (Mq)

Jj^

2
jn cm^ s

gm cm^ s~^

-1^

Parent Body = Diffuse Cloud
0

2000±660

(5.2±2.4)xl0^0

(1.3±0.43)xl02'*

1

300

5.7x10^8

9.5x10^2

2

45±15

(6.3±2.9)xl05^

(7.2±2.4)xl021

3

6. 8+4- S

(ft

S^vl 0^'+

(5.4±3.6)xlo20

4

1.0±1.0

(7.6±10.7)xl052

(4.0±4.0)xl0^^

Q+f»

Parent Body = Geometric Mean of Taurus, B18, B5
1.7x^0

5.9xl02 3

217+72

(1.9±0.9)xl058

(4.4+1.4)xl022

2

33±22

(2.1±2.0)xl05^

(3.2±2.1)xl0^1

3

5±5

(2.3±3.2)xlO^'*

(2.3±2.3)xlo20

A

0.8±1.0

(2.5±4.7)xl052

(1.6+2.1)xlOl^

0

1445

1

Parent Body = Geometric Mean
6.6x10^0

of Taurus,

BIB

0

2480

1

372±124

(7.3±3.4)xl05Q

(9.8±3.2)xl022

2

56±37

(8.0±7.5)xl05^

(7.1±4.7)xl021

3

8±8

(8.8±12.4)xl05'*

(5.5±5.4)xlo20

4

1±1.3

(9.7±18)xl052

(4.1±5.4)xlO^^

1.3x102'+
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scenario, especially with diffuse clouds or complexes
of moderate mass

serving as parent bodies.

The inferred cloud angular momenta appear to

segregate into four groups with (a) J > 10^^, (b) J ~ SxlO^^,
(c) J
5x10^^, and (d)
2,

and

3

J_

~

5x10^** gm cm^ s~^

epochs respectively.

,

perhaps representing n =

0,

1,

The most common values are J ~ 5x10^^ gm

cm^ s"l, suggesting that many clouds in Table 12 are tertiary
fragments
if globules originate from the breakup of large complexes.

If somfe

globules form directly from the collapse of diffuse clouds, than n
n-1 in this analysis.

Larger objects, such as B361, L1257, and L183

have characteristics similar to n =

1

cloudlets (very large complexes

are defined to have n = 0), while small objects (B68, L1535 core) may

represent an epoch n =

3.

The very poorly determined angular momentum

contents of the cores of the program clouds are conqiatible with even
later stages of fragmentation.

indicating n =
= 2 objects.

4,

These regions have J ~ 10^^ gm cm^ s~^,

except for the B361 (core) which is reminiscent of n

Of course,

the observations cannot be expected to define

completely distinct cloud groups; observational uncertainties and
variations in the real n = 0 starting conditions will make groupings
less distinct even if the sequential fragmentation theory is valid.

However, the possible ambiguities in determining the fragmetation stage

for any one cloud are less important than the ability to approximately

reproduce the properties of the cloud ensemble by assuming fragmen-

tation of some class of parent objects.

The specfic angular momentum values also lend general support to a

fragmentation evolutionary model, with more massive clouds possessing
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higher

j

(see also next section).

Because differences In

between

j

fragmentation stages are factors of ten less than those for

J,

groups classified using the former quanlty are less distinct.

cloud
It is

interesting to note a possible systematic tendency (especially
at low
masses) for
n.

j

to exceed somewhat its value predicted by its J-derlved

This effect may be due to underestimates of masses of dense,
low

angular momentum (Bodenhelmer 1981, this chapter) cloud cores due to

saturation of the ^^CO spectral lines (Chapter IV. 6).

Like

j,

the values of the masses listed in Table 12 only generally

support the fragmentation calculations.

However, additional support

can be obtained by comparing clump masses Inferred from the Ay and LTE
^^CO column density maps (Figs. III. 2, III.

3,

Chapter III) to the total

masses of material visible in the Ay maps (L1257M, L1253), or of larger

nearby clouds (B227N, B227S, B361SE).

Ratios M(f ragment )/M (complex)

~ 0.1-0.2 are obtained, in good agreement with the results of numerical
fragmentation calculations (Bodenhelmer 1981, this section).

The

possible effects of the underresolutlon of the smaller clumps does not
change this fact; these subcondensatlons may simply represent a later

stage of fragmentation.

The predicted

values listed in Table 13 for n = 4 clumps are

similar to typical angular momentum values for binary systems, although

an additional epoch of fragmentation may be necessary to produce single
stars directly from cloud collapse.

However, insistence on equality

between protostellar and stellar angular momenta may be unreasonable;
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system mass and angular momentum can be shed in
a number of ways after

formation of a main sequence or premain sequence
star.

These methods

may involve planet formation, mass outflow due to
high velocity stellar
winds, or magnetic braking of stellar rotation by
an internally gener-

rated magnetic field.

With the possible exception of high velocity gas

flows (Chapter I.l), these phenomena do not necessarily
place strong

constraints on the structure or evolution of clouds at evolutionary
epochs considered in this investigation.

Thus, the production of

fragments having a stellar mass and rotation rate is not a prerequisite
for establishing the probable validity of the fragmentation theory.

In summary, the crude numerical results of collapse and fragmen-

tation calculations are reasonably capable of accounting for the

inferred dark cloud angular momenta and masses.

Most of the clouds

listed in Table 12 have properties similar to those predicted for first
or second order fragments of larger complexes, but some objects may

represent later stages in cloud evolution.

After four stages of cloud

breakup, average cloud angular momentum, specfic angular momentum, and

mass are reduced by factors of 10^,

lO'*,

and lO^-lO'* respectively.

These reductions are obtained from calculations for nonmagnetic clouds,
and involve only cloud properties currently subject to observational
constraints (the effects of magnetic fields on
in §4 of this chapter).

J_

will be discussed

It is not possible at present to accurately

judge the importance of possible selection effects in the obser-

vationally determined cloud characteristics; low-mass or slowly
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rotating clouds may be drastically underrepresented in the currently

available data.

Additional systematic examination of globule proper-

ties, along with more elaborate theoretical calculations, can do much

to shed light on cloud evolution and star formation and to assess the

validity of fragmentation theory.

4.

Cloud Angular Momentum - Universal Mass-Angular Momentum Relation

Wesson (1979, 1983) and Carrasco, Roth, and Serrano (1982) discuss
an empirical relation between the masses and angular momentum contents
of objects ranging from asteroids to clusters of galaxies.

that Q =

^Pxa

proportional to M^/^ (where

p^^

They find

is an object's mean

density) for a particular class of objects, and Q a M when all types of
bodies are considered together.

In this section, the possible implica-

tions of this relationship for cloud evolution are discussed in light
of globule observations.

A possible origin for this correlation can be seen by considering
the "derivation" of Wesson (1983).

Balancing gravitational and

centrifugal forces for a cloud of mass M, radius R, and characteristic
rotational velocity

V,

and from definitions of the relevant quantities;

V2 a M/R

6.7a

a M/r3

6.7b

J a MVR.

6.7c
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Note again that eq. 6.7a is an equilibrium condition for the
equatorial

plane of a rotating cloud.

V can be eliminated in eq. 6.7c by use of

6.7a, and R expressed in terms of M and

eq.

j

which leads to Q a

M^^/^.

sitive to mean density.

using eq. 6.7b, yielding

= J/M a m2/3

6.8

For any one type of object Q is very insenHowever, as one proceeds to larger bodies mean

density may decrease in such a way as to produce Q a M (Wesson 1983).

The main questions considered here are (a) do Q and M values

inferred for dark clouds satisfy eq. 6.8,

(b) if so, what class of

objects do the clouds most resemble and, (c) are cloud Q-M values

reconcilable with cloud fragmentation theory (previous section).
VI.

1

Fig.

shows the positions of observed rotating dark clouds (Table 12) in

a Logio Q " Logio ^ plot

1982).

(adapted from Carrasco, Roth, and Serrano

All models described in Table 12 are plotted in this figure, so

that individual clouds may be represented by more than one point.
Also, the position of CRL437 is plotted in Fig. VI.

1,

using the density

model and upper limits to the rigid rotation velocity given in Appendix
1.

The significance of this data point is discussed below.

Examination of Fig. VI. 1 shows that dark clouds and cloud
complexes apparently obey a mass-angular momentum relation like that

found for other objects.

This is confirmed numerically by performing

linear least-squares fits for (Log M, Log Q) points using the data in

Table 12.

Fitting to all data points gives a slope of 0.69, very near

STARS

32

40

36
og

M

Figure VI. 1 Positions of rotating dark clouds and
cloud complexes (Table 12) on the universal massangular momentum relation. This figure is adopted
from Carrasco, Roth, and Serrano (1982) and Sky
and Telescope 1982, 64, 229.
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Dark Clouds Plotted
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)
(G)
(H)
(I)
(J)
(K)
(L)
(M)
(N)

Tauirus Conqjlex

BIB
B5
TMC-1 Ring
L183
L1544
L13A
L1535
B213NW
B68
L1535 core
L1253
L1257
L1257 Complex

Fig. VI.
(0) B361 600 pc
(P) B361 350 pc
(Q)
(R)
(S)
(T)
(U)
(V)

B163SW 700
B163SW 400
B163 small
B163 small
B163 large
B163 large

pc
pc
cloud
cloud
cloud
cloud

700
400
700
400

pc
pc
pc
pc

(X) CRL437 upper limit

L1253 core
L1257 core
B361 core 600 and 350 pc
B163 core 700 pc
(f ) B163 core 400 pc
(g) B163SW core 700 pc
(h) B163SW core 400 pc
(a)
(b)
(d)
(e)
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the value of 0.67 predicted by eq. 6.8.

When attention is restricted

to those clouds having unique distance and radius
estimates, a slope of

0.67 is derived,

(fortuitously) in exact agreement with prediction (eq.

6.8).

In Fig. VI.

1

it is seen that massive complexes occupy positions

within the middle and lower star cluster regions, consistent with an
evolutionary history (§3) in which complexes fragment into many smaller
clouds which in turn form many stars, i.e. a star cluster.

Possibly,

these smaller clouds are represented by objects like B361, L183 and

L1257 (con5)lex), which hold lower star cluster positions, or are intermediate between the star cluster and binary (or multiple) star regions.
These objects are the n =

1

clouds of the last section, and are presum-

bably subject to additional fragmentation.

A large number of globules

fall into the middle or lower binary areas, and most of these objects

were classified as tertiary cloudlets in the previous section.

Still

smaller clouds (B68, L1535 core, and the crudely modeled B163-B163SW
cores) are located below this tertiary group, while the L1253 and
cores are at even lower Q-^ postions.

H257

Thus, there is some evidence

that clouds are located in three to five distnct groups in Fig. VI.
as suggested by fragmentation theory (previous section).

1,

Note that the

multiple representation of individual clouds does not necessarily
invalidate this observation; the elimination of erroneous cloud models
might as easily make groupings more rather than less distinct.

There are three additional points to make concerning Fig. VI.

1.

No clouds fall in the region defined by single main sequence stars.

In
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part this fact

my

be due to the underestlinate of the
masses of the

small cloudlets or cloud cores, but more likely
it results from post

cloud stellar evolution (§3, and Carrasco, Roth,
and Serrano 1982).

It

is worth emphasizing again that eq. 6.7a
assumes equilibrium between

cloud gravitation and rotation.

Thus, the agreement between the
Q

a m2/3 relation and the globule observations
is further circumstantial

evidence that clouds (and even cloud complexes) are
globally close to
equilibrium; free-fall motion appears increasingly less
relevant to gas

kinematics in the interstellar medium.

Finally, it is important to consider the possible positions
in the

Q-M plane of the clouds

(

e.g.

,

CRL437, B227, etc.

.

Chapter V.4) not

identified as rotating at the limit of the velocity resolution of the

present study (Chapter II. 2).
two channels (~ 0.55 km

s"M

If one places a rather generous limit of

on the shifts in the velocities of the

line peaks across these clouds, then they can fall within the same

region in Fig. VI.

1

containing the rotating objects.

However, veloc-

ities of spectra centroids may be measured more accurately than those
of line peaks.

The centroid velocities are obtained by considering

many channels instead of just one. and are thus less susceptible to

random noise affecting any single channel.

If the limit on possible

shifts in the line centroid velocities across the clouds is set at some

small value, say ~

channel, then the clouds without detected rotation

fall somewhat below the area occupied by the rotating globules.

This

is particularly apparent for CRL437 (Fig. VI. 1). where the high degree
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of central condensation (Appendix
1) causes the cloud to fall well

below the positions of the large rotating
complexes even for the

generous upper limit (Appendix 1) placed on the
possible rigid rotation

velocity of the cloud.

In any event,

the above discussion suggests

that caution be used in interpreting Fig. VI.
1. since it is not clear

that clouds with and without confirmed rotation occupy
distinct areas
of the Q-M plane.

However, note that a rotational shift of only one
or

two channels (0.3-0.5 km s"!

)

across the program clouds "without" rota-

tion is sufficient to allow them to satisfy the Q-M relation
(this
section).

This fact suggests that a careful search for rotation in a

large, unbiased sample of clouds, using a high velocity-resolution

spectrometer would be of great interest for theories of globule
evolution.

5«

Cloud Angular Momentum and Magnetic Braking of Cloud Rotation

The previous sections discussed the redistribution of globule

angular momentum through the process of cloud fragmentation.

In this

section an alternative means of solving the angular momentum problem

is

considered: magnetic braking of cloud rotation (Mestel and Spitzer
1956,

Spitzer 1978, review by Mouschovias 1981).

Consider a rotating, collapsing cloud threaded by a uniform magnetic field which also pervades the external medium.

If the cloud ion

density is high enough, field-ion coupling produces field-neutral
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collislonal coupling between the ions
and the neutral particles.
This
coupling has two possible consequences.
Cloud collapse results in
the

compression of the field lines, resulting
in an amplification of the
field strength B at a cloud density
n so that (Mouschovias 1979)

B = Bo(n/no)V2,

6.9

where Bq and ng are values of the field
strength and density respectively at the epoch when lateral (perpendicular
to field direction)

compression of field lines began.

Also, the field is coupled to the

external medium by the high ion density outside the
cloud.

Therefore,

the cloud rotation sets in motion material in a
cylinder which expands

in length [or radius, depending on whether the cloud
rotation axis and
field direction are aligned or perpendicular (Fig. VI.
2), Mouschovias
1981] at the Alfven velocity

Va = B/(47ipo)V2

6.10

for an ambient density pq and cloud field strength B (assumed con-

tinuous across the cloud surface).

As this cylinder expands, the increasing total moment of inertia
of the rotating material and the conservation of angular momentum

require that the cloud angular momentum must decrease; the globule's
rotational velocity gradually slows during some characteristic time t3.
If the rotation axis and field direction are aligned, the cloud's angu-

lar velocity decreases exponentially (next subsection), but if the
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Figure VI. 2 Relative orientations of ambient field lines and
cloud rotation axes considered in the magnetic braking calculations.
The field and rotation axis are either perpendicular (top, viewed along
the rotation axis) or parallel (bottom). Coupling of the field to the
neutral gas of a rotating cloud causes the ambient material, also
coupled to the field, to rotate. The rotating material forns a disk
(top, dashed circle) or cylinder (bottom), which expands at the Alfven
velocity V^.
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field and rotation axis are perpendicular,
rotation can cease.
ever,

How-

theoretical calculations (Mouschovias and
Paleologou 1979) for

this latter case indicate that since the
torques due to magnetic

braking do not instantaneously disappear,
it is possible for the cloud

rotation to reverse direction with a much
reduced magnitude one or more
times.

For a cloud with a well defined core-envelope
structure, this

reversal might lead to the possible counter
rotating cores reported by
Clark and Johnson (1981) and Young et^ al^
(1981) [also Appendix 5.4].

Magnetic braking cannot continue indefinitely, since
the high-density interior cloud gas is effectively shielded from UV
radiation,

reducing the ion abundance and the ion-neutral collisional coupling.
Thus, the distorted field lines begin to straighten, with ions
slipping

past the neutral hydrogen molecules; this "ambipolar diffusion" removes
fields from cloud interiors on a time scale

tj),

and magnetic fields

eventually become dynamically unimportant.

In this section, the tg and t^ estimated for program clouds are

compared with one another, and with other relevant time scales, to
assess the possible importance of magnetic braking for cloud evolution.

Note that numerical calculations for rotating, collapsing, magnetic
clouds are virtually nonexistent (see Scott and Black 1980 for calculations for a nonrotating cloud).

The simple calculations used here rely

mostly on the analytical work of Spitzer (1978), Mouschovias (1979),

and Mouscovias and Paleologou (1979, 1980) for idealized cloud models.
The results presented in these references (especially the latter three)
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can be interpreted in terms of cloud evolution,
because they apply to
clouds having a wide range of densities
compared to the ambient medium;

such models can represent many clouds with
different densities, or one
cloud at various stages in its evolution. Even
so,

they give at best

rough estimates of appropriate time scales, and
should not be expected
to yield entirely unambigous results.

Magnetic Braking Time Scale. This subsection discusses
the calculations
of the characteristic times required for magnetic fields
to signifi-

cantly reduce the angular momentum contents of the program clouds.

Although the numerical results are obtained using the analytical
expressions found in the above references, it is worthwhile to first

consider a crude method for estimating the relevant time scales for

magnetic braking.

These crude estimates help illustrate the dependence

of the braking times on the physical properties of the clouds and of

the ambient medium, and demonstrate an important result pertaining to
the effect of the relative directions of the field and the cloud rota-

tion axis on the braking time.

Consider a spherical, rotating, uniform density, isothermal cloud

with a mass M and radius
strength

B,

R,

having a uniform, ordered magnetic field of

with the field direction and rotation axis aligned (paral-

lel rotation case).

The total volume of the rotating material defines

a cylinder of radius R expanding along the rotation axis at velocity
(eq.

6.10).

The characteristic braking time tg should be given
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roughly by the time required for the moment of inertia
of the external

rotating material to become equal to that of the cloud
(Mouschovias and

Paleologou 1979).

In this case one has

(1/2) MgR^ = (2/5) Mr2

6.11

where Mg is the ambient mass contained in the rotating cylinder.
the ambient density

p

is assumed constant,

If

then eq. 6.11 can be written

as
= (2/5) M,

TrpV^tR^

6.11a

and using eq. 6.10 to eliminate the Alfven velocity results in

tB(par) ~ 4M

Note that for R ~

1

pc,

(irp

[5

M ~ 10 M0,

p

)V2 r^B]"!.

~ 1.67xlO~2'+ gm cm"^, and

6.11b

8-30

yG = 30x10"^ Gauss (eq. 6.9), one has tg ~ 8x1 0^ yrs.

If the magnetic field direction and cloud rotation axis are or-

thogonal, then the rotating ambient material is contained in a disk of

thickness 2R with a radius expanding at the Alfven velocity.

One then

has
upRiWp^tt = (2/5) Mr2

6.12

so that
tB(per) ~ [(2MR)/(5ttp)]V4

[

(Airp

)/b2 ] V2

6.12a

which is shorter than the braking time given by eq. 6.11b because of
the rapid increase in the disk's moment of inertia as its radius

increases.

To see this, consider the ratio of tB(per) to tB(par):
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tB(per)/tB(par) ~

2 M'^

A

(ttp)3A rS/'*

^^^3

or for a uniform density cloud of density

tB

~ 1.6

(P/Pn,)^/'*

which Is Independent of the magnetic field strength.

6.13a

For the cloud

parameters used above to estimate tg (paralell), one has tgCper) ~ 0.09
tgCpar).

Thus, magnetic fields will be more efficient at braking cloud

rotation when the field direction and cloud rotation axis are orthogonal than when they are aligned.

More rigorous calculations of the braking times involve balancing
the angular momentum gained by the rotating cylinder (or disk) per unit

time against that which must be lost by the cloud to conserve angular

momentum.

For the case in which the field direction and rotation axis

are aligned, this procedure results in a differential equation (Spltzer
1978, Mouschovias 1979) of the form

(2/5) Mr2 doj/dt =

-ttpcoV^r'*

6.14

where the cloud radius has been assumed to remain constant over time.
This assumption may not be strictly correct (see Chapter V.IO, virlal
energy calculations), but in the absence of numerical collapse calculations for magnetic rotating clouds, it is sufficient for the purposes

Intended here.

Upon solving eq

the e-foldlng time

[

i.e.

,

.

6.14,

one arrives at an expression for

the time for the globule angular momentum to

be reduced by exp(-l) ~ 65%] that is (fortuitously) identical to eq.
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eaib.

Mouschovlas (1979) also shows that for an oblate
equilibrium

configuration, eq. 6.11b can be written as

tB = 8.24xl05

(T/20K)V2 (Bo/SpG) yr

6.15

where the initial field strength Bq is measured in pG =
lO'^ gauss.
For a diffuse cloud like that discussed in the previous
sections,
one has M ~ 300 Mq, T ~ 100

no ~

1

K,

B ~ 10 yC (eq.

6.9 if Bq ~

cm"3; Spitzer 1978 and Mouschovias 1981),

cm"3, and R~ 5 pc yielding tg ~ 3x10^ yrs.

p

3

yG and

~ 1.67X10~2'* gm

Repeating this calculation

for a large globule like B361 (600 pc), with M ~ 288 Mq, R ~ 1.9 pc,
B ~ 61 mG (eq.

6.9, using the mean cloud density for n) which also

gives tg ~ 3x10^ yrs from eq. 6.11b (tg

10^ yrs from eq.

6.15).

Note that B361 has its rotation axis in the Galactic plane (Chapter
V.3), and can be quite close to this parallel rotation case if the

Galactic field direction follows the spiral arms (Spitzer 1978).
smaller cloud like LI 253, M ~
in

~ 10^ yrs.

7

For a

Mq, B ~ 70 mG, and R ~ 0. 5 pc results

Thus a characteristic braking time of tg ~ 10^ yrs is

obtained for a wide range of objects.

Recall that tg is an e-folding

time only; J is reduced to 1% of its initial value in 4.6tg ~ 5x10^ 10^ yrs.

If the field direction and rotation axis are perpendicular,

than

the moment of inertia of the external rotating material increases

faster than in the parallel case (above).

Although a simple analytical

formula for tg cannot be easily derived in this case, calculations by
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Mouschovlas and Paleologou (1979) indicate that
tg is reduced by

a few

times for clouds with low density contrast
with respect to the ambient

density, and perhaps by as much as a factor
of ten for higher density

contrasts

(e^,

loP-

or 10^

).

Therefore, e-folding times of t^ ~ 10^ -

5x1 0^ yrs can be obtained depending on the
relative field-rotation axis

orientation.

There are two additional comments to be made concerning
the

braking time scales calculated from eqs. 6.11b.

An embedded magnetic

field can couple cloud cores to their envelopes rather than to
the

external medium, causing

p

»

1.67xlO"2'+ gm cm~3 in eq.

6.11b.

For a

B361 (600 pc) core with Pq ~ 1.5x10-20 gm cm-3, r ~ y.yxlO^^ cm,

Mq ~ 14 M0, B ~ 285

mG,

and

p

~

p^i

~ 6.8x10-22 gm cm'^, one has

tg ~ 10^ yrs for rotation parallel to the field direction and
tg ~

10**

yrs for the perpendicular case.

These are significantly

shorter than the times required to slow global cloud rotation, although

an envelope might not be entirely at rest initially, having some rotational velocity of its own.

There is an additional ambiguity concerning the appropriate value
of pq in eq. 6.9.

Fleck (1983) argues that initially gas will collapse

along field lines, with lateral field compression starting only after a

globule density of n ~ 100 cm"^ is achieved.

If this is so,

then all

the field strengths used in this section in eq. 6.11b are reduced by a

factor of ten (eq. 6.15 also must be altered), and all the tg derived
above must increase by this factor.

This results in e-folding times

of tg ~ 10^-10^ yrs, or 4.6tB ~ 10^-10^ yrs.
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Ambipolar Diffusion Time Scale.

It Is Impossible to assess the
signif-

icance of the calculated braking times without a
knowledge of the ambi-

polar diffusion time scales

tj^;

diffusion limits the time available for

magnetic fields to slow cloud rotation.

Unfortunately, it is difficult

to define a unique diffusion time, since the fields
may never entirely

leave the outer cloud envelope (Mouschovias 1983), or
may become dynam-

ically unimportant before substantial flux has been lost
from the inner

cloud regions (Black and Scott 1982).
tg,

only rough estimates of

tjy

As was true for the braking time

are given here.

Spltzer (1978) defines the diffusion time as

tj)

~ R/wp for a

region with radius R and ion-neutral drift velocity wq.

Using an ion-

neutral collision rate of 2.2x10"^ cm^ s"^ he finds

to ~ 5x10^3

where

n^^

(n^^/njj)

yrs

6.16

and n^ are the cloud ion and hydrogen densities respectively,

assumed constant over the region.
to and eq. 6.9 Mouschovias (1979,

Using a similar definition for
1983) derives

to ~ 1.2x10^0 (noni) (Bo/3 mG)-2

(M/Mo)^/^ n"2/3

s

6.16a

where ng and Bg are the density and field strength at the epoch of
commencement of lateral field compression for a cloud of present mass M

and density

n.

Note that tp for a fixed n^ Increases with Increasing

no» as ion-neutral collisional coupling becomes more efficient.

For a diffuse cloud characterized by
cm~3, M ~ 300 Mq, Bq ~

3 pG,

and with ng ~

Xj^

1

= ^i/^u.

cm"^

~

^xlO"**,

n ~ 30

(Spltzer 1978), one

has to - lO^-lQlO yrs, which is considerably longer
than tg calculated

previously for this cloud model.

Thus, it is probable that magnetic

fields are capable of making diffuse clouds corotate
with the Galaxy at
0)

~ 10~15

j.^^

g-i

(FigjLd 1978).

For a lower dark cloud ion density

10-^-10-8 (Wooten, Loren,

and Snell 1982, Guelin, Langer, and Wilson 1982), giving a
representative value of Xi ~ IQ-^,

is shorter.

For B361 (600 pc), with

M ~ 288 M0, R ~ 1.9 pc, and a mean number density

n^^

~ 450 cm"^, one

has tD ~ 5x10^-5x10^ yrs using the values for Bq and uq given above,

while a core of

~ 4500 cm"^ has tp ~ 10^ yrs.

L1253 has a shorter diffusion time tp ~

3x10**

yrs.

The smaller globule
In general,

these

diffusion time scales are similar to the braking times derived in the
previous subsections, considering the uncertainties affecting both
calculations.

Such results appear to indicate that fields are lost by

clouds after an e-folding braking time (note that tp is not an

e-folding time), and that the calculated tp's are shorter than the
4.6tB (above) needed to reduce a cloud's angular momentum by 99%.

In order to judge the above conclusion's significance,

it is

necessary to examine factors that might alter the calculated diffusion
times.

Average densities have been used in eqs. 6.16, but the density

at cloud edges could be much lower than these values (Chapter IV. 8).
In these regions the ion density could also be high, and tp could be

substantially increased compared to the values calculated above;

magnetic fields might be lost by the cloud cores but remain "frozen" to
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the outer envelopes (Black and Scott
1981, Mouschovias 1983 and

others).
cin-3

Also, it was suggested in the last subsection
that nQ ~ 100

is a more appropriate than than
no ~

1

cm-3

.

if this is so,

and

if Xi does not drop appreciably below lO'^,
than eq. 6.16a shows that
to - 10^-10^ yrs can be obtained, similar to the times
estimated (last

subsection) for a cloud's angular momentum to be reduced
by 99%.

This

similarity occurs because tg increases only as
(no)^/2 [eq. 6.9 and
6.11b], while to a nQ.

If

is reduced to IQ-^ or less, within the

above quoted limits, then the increase in tQ with increasing nQ is
more

moderate (eq. 6.15a), and the diffusion times again fall below
4.6tB.
However, even for low ion abundances there is a physical process
that could increase the diffusion time: the coupling of charged grains

(Spitzer 1978, Elmgreen 1979) to the magnetic field, with subsequent

grain-neutral coupling due to a viscous drag force (similar to the

ambipolar diffusion discussed above for ions).

Elmgreen (1979) argues

that the charge of a given grain should oscillate between 0 and -e at

low temperatures

temperatures).

(Tj^in

~ 10-30

K,

the charge could be greater at higher

He finds that grains should be more important than ions

in coupling the gas to the field at

X-[

< 5x10"^,

and that at densities

relevant to the present study tQ can be increased by an order of magnitude compared to values inferred without considering the presence of

charged grains.

Nakano and Umebayashi (1980) also find that charged

grains dominate the gas-field coupling at X^

< 5x10"^.

However, their

results indicate that this coupling is very inefficient at densities of
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n(H2) < 10^ cm-3, partly because the number
density of grains is very

low at low densities.

If this is so,

then charged grains cannot

(Chapter IV. 8) greatly effect the diffusion times
calculated for the

program clouds (this section).

Note that the above grain-field cou-

pling calculations were carried out for clouds in
quasi-equilibrium;
the possible presence of collapse, turbulent, or
rotational motions has

been neglected.

Such kinematics introduce inertial forces which,
along

with the effect of photoelectric emission from grains (Spitzer
1978),
could considerably alter the derived results.

In view of the contra-

dictory results presented in the literature thus far, it seems best to

conclude that the possible influence of charged grains on the diffusion
time is still an open question.

Discussion.

Clearly, a definitive comparison between tg and t^

requires a better knowledge of the globule ion densities and of the

early evolutionary history of rotating clouds containing magnetic
fields; present results are subject to significant ambiguities.

no

^

100 cm~^ and

X-j^

>

10""^,

If

then magnetic braking may have an oppor-

tunty to dissipate a considerable portion of a cloud's initial angular

momentum.

However, for a wide range of cloud parameters, it is also

found that tg ~ tp, so that magnetic braking could reduce a globule's

angular momentum by only a factor of two.

Given the observational

uncertainties in determinations of cloud angular momentum contents,
such a reduction in

might go unnoticed in fragmentation scenarios

like that developed in this chapter (§3,

§4).

In any event,

it is very
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premature to assume that the angular momentum
problem has been "solved"
by magnetic braking theory, or that such
a theory has been confirmed by

dark cloud observations.

Even so, magnetic braking retains some attractive
features for
explaining certain dark cloud observations.

There appears to be little

doubt that fields can act to maintain corotation between
diffuse clouds

and the Galaxy, providing some justification for the value
of
10"^
5

(Dq

~

rad s~^ used above as a starting value in the fragmentation

calculations.

More iiq)ortantly , Mouschovias and Paleolgou (1979) argue

that the efficiency of magnetic braking should eliminate differential

rotation in a relatively short time for clouds with small density
contrasts with respect to the ambient medium [say p(cloud)/p(ambient)

~ 10].

This might provide an explanation for the apparent rigid body

rotation in clouds having an inferred density distribution p(r) a r"^
and which are apparently near equilibrium

(

e.g.

,

L1253); these clouds

might be expected to have uniform density (Chapter IV. 7).

In such

clouds, the mean density probably considerably exceeds the ambient density, but the coupling of the cloud core to the extended envelope

(Chapter IV. 5) by a magnetic field (§5) can satisfy the above low density contrast criterion, especially during early cloud evolution.

In

addition, magnetic braking provides a means of producing counter rota-

ting cores, as discussed above.

These cores should occur in clouds

with much reduced angular momentum content (Mouschovias and Paleologou
1979), so that

J_o

(Young et. al. 1981, Table 12) may have been
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closer to values for large pref ragmentation
complexes than its present
value.

Unfortunately, there are other possible explanations
for these
phenomena.

Clouds possibly possessing counter rotating
cores (B5,

L134) can have complicated density structures, and
equally complex

velocity fields.

As was seen in Chapter V.4, it is often difficult
to

separate rotational motion from other kinematic activity.

Therefore, a

judgement of the possible relevance of the reported counter
rotation to
the problem of the dissipation of cloud angular momentum should be
held

in abeyance until such motion is more completely confirmed.

Also, it

is unclear that magnetic fields are necessary to produce rigid body

rotation in clouds with density gradients.

In Chapters IV and V it was

shown that globule structure need not be simple; clouds can have

substantial envelope temperature gradients, (possibly inhomgeneous
turbulence, and density inhomogeneities as well as rotational and

magnetic support.

The true equilibrium density and velocity config-

uration for such a cloud is not at all easy to deduce.
chaotic

(

i.e.

,

In addition,

turbulent) motion may hinder the developement of a well

ordered magnetic field within a cloud.

It is important to state again

that theoretical calculations considering these effects are few in

number.

Of more interest is the fact that tg is often larger than typical

cloud free fall times, and that numerical collapse calculations for

nonmagnetic clouds (previous sections) indicate that rotating clouds
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begin to fragment in approximately a
free fall time, with fragments

tending to form in the inner cloud regions.

In these dense regions

ambipolar diffusion should be efficient
(this section).

Although

magnetic braking may also be quite efficient
there, it is possible that
fragments form most often in gas of low
magnetic field strength, as
suggested by Dickman and Clemens (1983) in
their detailed study of a
small globule.

In addition, if the field strength
increases with den-

sity as slowly as B a pV2, then magnetic fields
can reduce the effective
Jeans mass in a cloud (Mouschovias 1981 and references
therein), so
that magnetic clouds may be even more prone to
fragmentation then their

nonmagnetic counterparts.

Although the Jeans mass is not a very

meaningful quantity for a rotating cloud, it is quite resonable
to
expect this result to apply qualitatively to rotating globules
also.

An additional important point is this: because rotating program
clouds are close to equilibrium (Chapter V), it is somewhat doubtful
that they can accomodate a higher rotation rate or substantial magnetic

energy without becoming unstable against expansion.
true since rotational energy Er a

co^.

This is especially

Using eq. 6.9 and energies

listed in Table 11 (Chapter V), it is possible to estimate the field

strength necessary to bring the program clouds "exactly" (within the

observational uncertainties) into equilibrium.

Consider a cloud with p(r) a r~^, radius

R,

and mass M, with the

local field strength B(r) related to the precollapse field strength

Bq by eq. 6.9.

Then the magnetic energy within the cloud is given by

(Spltzer 1978)

%

R
~ /[b2/(8tt)]

dr

4Trr2

6.17

so that
Bo ~ 2x10-22 [noAEM/(M/M0)]l-^ pG,

6.17a

where AE^ is the residual magnetic energy
needed to balance the
compressional forces after the inclusion of the
rotational, thermal,
and in some cases turbulent energies.

For the B227 models, eq. 6.17a gives Bq ~ 0.2-0.5
no^2, implying

initial field strength far below the currently accepted
3uG if ng ~
cm-3

.

However, if no ~ 100 czT^

,

1

then Bo - 2-5 yC is obtained, reason

ably close to currently accepted ambient field strength estimates.

B361 (600pc) energies (Table 11, ignoring turbulence) result in

Bq ~ 0.8 no^/2 pG to produce equilibrium along the rotation axis, and

Bq ~ 0.3

no^/2 pG in the

orthogonal direction, leading to conclusions

concerning the initial field strength similar to those for B227.

The

results for the small globule L1253 are Bo ~ 0.34 no^2 pG along the

rotation axis, with no field required for equilibrium perpendicular to
the rotation axis (also neglecting turbulence in both cases).

The

former value is approximately in agreement with B227 and B361 results.
Thus, for a range of cloud types it is seen that globules could have

formed in regions of normal ambient field strength if lateral compres-

sion of fields is delayed until no >>

form in regions of very low Bo*

1

cm"^

;

otherwise clouds must

Bear in mind that the possible energy

contributions of rising envelope kinetic temperatures and turbulence
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(Chapter V.IO. ignored above for the rotating clouds),
have been neg-

glected in most of these calculations, and that other
clouds (L1523,

H257, B163, B163SW) are very near equilibrium with
energy sources.

Therefore, it is possible that globules form
in

regions of low Bq even if

Summary.

no additional

tiq

is high.

Estimates of the magnetic braking and diffusion times are
not

at present unambigous indicators of the possible importance of
magnetic

braking for cloud evolution.

This situation is due to a paucity of

observational constraints on cloud field strengths and orientations,

and a lack of precise values for globule ion densities.

If lateral

compression of fields does not begin until a cloud's density has risen

well above the ambient density, and if a globule's ion density is not
too low (n£

»

10"^), then braking times can be substantially lower

than times required for fields to diffuse out of clouds.

However, this

result depends crucially on the ion density and the neutral density at
the commencement of lateral field compression.

For a wide range of

these parameters, the braking and diffusion times are comparable, so
that magnetic braking can at most reduce a globule's angular momentum
by a factor of two.

In any case, the braking times appear to be longer

than the times necessary for clouds to begin fragmentation, and fragments may selectively form in the dense cloud regions where ambipolar

diffusion is efficient.

The details of the redistribution of the ini-

tial field strength among fragments are unclear at present.

It is also

found that the program clouds could have formed in regions of "normal"
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(i^. ~

3 mG)

ambient field strength if

viq

~ 100

cin-3

;

if it is much

below this value than the initial field Bq must be much
lower.

6»

Viscous Damping of Cloud Rotation

In this section the feasibility of viscous damping
of cloud rota-

tion is discussed.

Two sources of viscosity are considered:

(a) rota-

tion of a bar shaped cloud embedded in a diffuse medium (L1257,
Chapters III. 2, V.4), and (b) internal viscosity caused by a velocity

gradient in a differentially rotating globule (B361, Chapters IV.
V.4).

7,

Characteristic time scales for dissipation of angular momentum

by these phenomena are estimated.

Viscosity Due to an Ambient Medium .

Consider a rigidly rotating bar of

total length 2L, width h, mass M, and of uniform density, otherwise at
rest in an ambient medium of density p.

The cloud sweeps up ambient

mass as it rotates, and angular momentum gained by this mass is pro-

vided at the expense of cloud rotation.

The ambient medium replenishes

matter in swept up volumes during the cloud rotation period
yrs.

A cloud element hdl at a distance

I

t

>

3.5x10^

from the center of the bar

feels a force
dF(Jl) = dP/dt

~ Zhui^i^pdif

6.18

where P is the linear momentum of element dl for an angular velocity
0)

at time t.

This force results in a braking torque AdF(X,), which must
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be integrated over the bar to obtain the
total effective torque for the
cloud.

If the bar rotation axis and major
axis are perpendicular,

(l/3)L2(Ma) +M(I)) = torque
^

, ,
with

M -

then

6.19
u.

L^pojh.

6.19a

Substitution of eqs. 6.19a and ji.dF(l) = torque (eq.
6.18) into eq.
6.19 leads to a relation between the initial bar values Mq and
uq and

values M and

at some later time:

o)

M = (a)o/w)2/5 Mq.

If eq.

6.19b

6.19b is now differentiated with respect to time, use of eq.

6.19a yields a differential equation for

o).

The solution to this

equation relates the instantaneous cloud angular velocity

lo

to the time

tyg since the onset of viscous braking:

tvE = (2/7)

[Mo/(L2pa,Qh)]

[(1 - e)/e]

6.20

[(1 - e)/e],

6.20a

or alternatively
tvE = (2/21)

where

e

[Mo^/ChpJ^)]

is the ratio of the angular velocity at time tyg to the initial

angular velocity (eq. 6.20), or is defined similarly for the angular

momenta (eq. 6.20a).

For L1257M, M ~ I^Mq, h ~ 1.4x10^^ cm, and Jq ~ 1x1 0^^.
1.67x10"^** gm

cm'"'^,

then

ty-^ie

= 0. 5) ~ 1x10^ yrs.

If p ~

This time exceeds

the typical fragmentation and magnetic braking time scales discussed
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previously (§3, §5) by at least a factor
of ten.
a

factor of 30

(i^,

If p

u

increased by

for a globule within a diffuse
cloud), then

tvE(e = 0.5) ~ 3xl07 yrs, rather long compared
to other braking mechanisms, but not excessively so.

Note that these times are required
to

reduce a cloud's angular momentum by only
a factor of two.

Also, the

parameters used above are similar to those for
a large cloud model of

L1257M (Chapter V.IO); small cloud model
parameters result in even
larger

tyj;*

Independent of the estimates of tyE, there are other
reasons to

doubt the importance of this mechanism in braking cloud
rotation.

It

is questionable whether such a bar structure would be stable
for any

significant period of time; shear forces might lead to the formation
of
a disk, which would no longer sweep up ambient mass (this mechanism

does not appear to be efficient for disk or spheroidal clouds).

Also,

relative motion between the cloud and the ambient medium would cause

unequal torques on opposite half-lengths of the bar, and it is not
clear what effect this inequality would have on cloud structure or
kinematics.

In view of these difficulties, it appears unlikely that

dark cloud angular momentum can be dissipated through interaction with

an external medium [but see discussion of B163 and B163SW kinematics
(Chapter IV. 4) for other possible effects of an ambient medium on cloud

structure]
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Viscosity Due to Differe ntial Rotation .

The velocity field of a dif-

ferentially rotating cloud Is characterized by
the presence of velocity
gradients.

These gradients produce shear (viscous) forces,
which tend

to bring about rigid body rotation.

The braking time scale tyi for

this mechanism Is now estimated.

The (thermal gas) viscous force acting on a unit
volume of cloud
gas Is (Lang 1980)
F = nV2v(r)

with the coefficient of dynamic viscosity

n

~ (3kTm)V2

6.21

n

given by

(Tia2)-1,

6.21a

where m and a are the mass and radius respectively of an H2 molecule, T
Is the gas kinetic temperature, and k Is the Boltzmann constant.

In

the absence of radial motion, and In the equatorial plane of a cloud,
eq.

6.21 reduces to
F =-0(2(0' + rw"),

where

o)

'

6.21b

= dtu/dr and w" = d^ui/dr^

The torque acting on a gas volume at radius r from the cloud
center Is rF.

This torque disappears as rotation approaches rigid body

motion, but here It Is assumed to be constant over time.

Therefore,

the tyx estimated below Is an underestimate of the true braking time;
I.e .

,

the efficiency of this mechanism Is generously overestimated.

the B361 equilibrium velocity field eq. 4.4b Is substitued into eq.
6.21b,

the torque

x

Is

If
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- -(n/ro) K {(2/3)x2[l-(2/3)X]-V2 + (l/9)x3 [l-(2/3)X]-3/2}

T

5.22

where

K = (4TTPoro2G)V2
and

X = ro/r.
The characteristic time for removal of the cloud's angular
momen-

tum is approximately
6.23

For a B361 density law eq. 4.1b with
tvi

r

= 2,

this expression becomes

(Po^o^/^) W(X)

6.24

where
W(X) = [l-(2/3)X]2

[(2/3 )X - (1/3)X2]-1

is a function of order unity for X > 0.1-0.3.

6.24b

Therefore, an estimate of

tyi sufficient for the present purposes is given by (eqs. 6.24, 6.21a)

tVI ~ Po^^o^/n ~ (Po^^o^T^a^) (3kTm)-V2.

6.25

For a - lA (Lang 1980), Pq ~ LSxlO'^O gm cm"^, Tq ~ 7.7x10^^ cm
(Chapter IV. 7), and T ~ lOK, tyi ~ 7x10^^ yrs.

This value far exceeds

time scales for fragmentation and magnetic braking (§3, §4), and
remains so for a wide range of parameters in eq. 6.25.

Since the t^i

calculated above is a lower limit only, it appears that internal viscosity cannot remove a significant fraction of a cloud's angular momentum, nor does it appear likely to bring about ridgid body rotation in

an interestingly short time scale.
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Note that a number of possibly important
phenomena have not been

discussed in this section.

These include turbulent viscosity and
con-

version of rotational to turbulent energy by coriolis
forces present in
a rotating cloud.

Such effects may be important in determining
cloud

structure, but are beyond the scope of the simple
calculations

considered here.

7»

Cloud Structure and Angular Momentum Content - Review and Summary

In this section, the major results of this investigation per-

taining to dark cloud structure and kinematics are reviewed, and their
relevance to a simple picture of globule evolution is discussed.

No

claim to completeness is made here, since many of the implications of
these results will become clear only after future work.

The section

concludes with a list of some possible extentions of this research.

Cloud Structure and Kinematics .

A cursory examination of the LTE ^^CO

column density maps (Fig. III. 3) and Ay maps (Fig. III. 2) is sufficient
to show that clouds do not evolve in isolation.

Program clouds are

embedded in larger regions of gas and dust, and themselves contain
small condensations.

The ratios of the masses of the condensations to

the masses of the larger surrounding gas clouds approximately agree
(§3) with values obtained from numerical fragmentation calculations.

Clouds can apparently strongly interact with the ambient medium; it

helps to confine cloud gas (Chapter V.6) and can perturb the outer
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cloud envelopes (B163-163SW, Chapters III.
2, V.4; B361, Chapter V.4).
Also, tidal effects caused by nearby material can be
dynamically important.

This complicated problem has not been discussed at
length in

this work, but its possible importance is illustrated by
the fact that
the SE condensation visible (Fig. III. 2) in B361 lies approximately

near the cloud's inferred Roche limit.

The globules are found to be centrally condensed (Chapter IV.
5),

with most program clouds characterized by density distributions p(r)
a r~2

(or y = 2).

The large star-forming cloud CRL 437 has the

steepest inferred density gradient Y =

3

(Appendix 1), while the flat-

tened, rotating globule L1257 has the shallowest with Y =

equatorial plane.
et. al.

with Y =

1

in its

Interestingly, the star-forming globule B335 (Keene

1983) also appears to possess an envelope density distribution
3

(Ferking and Langer 1984).

The presence of such gradients,

along with the accompanying core - envelope structures (Chapter IV.
IV. 6,

5,

IV. 7) indicate that the program globules are dynamically evolved.

Using the inferred density laws (Chapter IV. 5) and estimated distances of the clouds (Chapter III.l), local H2 space densities can be

calculated (Chapter IV. 8).

Densities are found to be low [n(H2)

<

few

hundred] over a large fraction of a cloud's volume and, in the absence
of a substantial envelope of dust surrounding the molecular cloud

(Appendix 4.4), are inefficient at shielding the cloud envelopes from

ambient UV radiation.

Thermal balance calculations (Chapter IV. 8)

suggest that the gas temperature rises throughout cloud the envelopes;
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only in the dense cores is
Trin - 10 K appropriate.

Radiative transfer

calculations (Appendix 5.7) show that such a cloud
model is not inconsistent with observed line properties, and provide
circumstantial evidence in support of existence of very warm envelope
gas.

Note that the

globule models developed in this investigation depart
significantly

from the isothermal, uniform density clouds sometimes assumed
for
theoretical calculations.

Virial theorem calculations (Chapter V.9, V.IO) suggest that the
cloud envelopes are quasistable against collapse.

Rotation appears to

be capable of preventing cloud contraction toward the rotation axis,

while turbulence and thermal energy can halt collapse in the orthogonal
direction.

Clouds without rotation require significant turbulent

energy for equilibrium; the presence of such energy is possible, but
cannot be confirmed unambiguously at present.

The rising envelope

kinetic temperatures can provide additional thermal support in cloud
envelopes, making thermal energy an important component of cloud

energetics, while the importance of magnetic fields (§5) for supporting
clouds is currently difficult to assess.

A very important result is the apparent lack
program globules (Chapter V.4).

of rotation in most

Only three of six program clouds iden-

tified as rotating in the literature likely possess such motion; one

cloud (CRL 437, Appendix 1) contains a bipolar outflow, and the rotation model is in doubt for two others (B163, B163SW, Chapters III. 2,
V.4).

This result indicates that rotation may be an even rarer phenom-
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enon than previously believed.

It is important to stress that
this

conclusion applies to a very biased sample of dark
clouds; almost all
of the program clouds were known to contain interesting
velocity struc-

ture at the outset of the investigation, and they have some
of the

largest velocity gradients observed to date for globules.

Note also

that the absence of rotation in B163 and B163SW is possible, but

remains to be confirmed.

A more definitive answer to these questions

must await future observations (below).

A Synopsis of Globule Evolution. The above results can be used to
develop a simple picture of globule evolution.

Somehow a large region

of gas and dust with average density above the ambient value forms in

the interstellar medium.

The manner in which this occurs is not yet

fully understood, but could be related to spiral density waves, shocks

from supernovae or large HII regions, the Galactic magnetic field, or
simple gravitational contraction around a seed density inhomogeneity
This hypothetical region either forms initially with several centers of

density enhancement, or subsequently fragments into a complex of dif-

fuse clouds due to internal or external perturbations.

These clouds

proceed to fragment into smaller cloudlets, with sequential fragmentation ultimately producing small globules and objects near stellar
mass.

Throughout this fragmentation process, the mass and angular

momentum of the initial complex are redistributed among the cloudlets.
Most of the latter goes into orbital rather than rotational motion,

with the average cloud angular momentum content reduced by many orders
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of magnitude in three or four fragmentation epochs (§3).

In this way,

the "angular momentum" problem (Chapter I) is solved during cloud evolution.

What is the origin of cloud rotation?

Initially, the large pre-

fragment gas cloud (and perhaps also a diffuse fragment) is constrained
by embedded magnetic fields to corotate with the Galaxy at

rad s~^

o)

~ 10"^^

(§5), but the transfer of angular momentum to later fragments

presents a more subtle problem.

The apparent paucity of rotating

clouds, and the failure (Goldsmith and Arquilla 1984) of the directions
(as projected onto the sky) of cloud rotation axes to correlate with

the Galactic plane direction suggests that smaller globules do not

derive their angular momentum directly from differential Galactic rotation, although it is not inconceivable that external torques can change

the rotation axis direction after cloud formation.

Goldsmith and

Arquilla (1984) note that a con5)arison of the total velocity shifts
across rotating clouds to cloud sizes yields a relation similar to the

Kolmogorov-like correlation found by Larson (1981) between observed
cloud total line velocity dispersion and size.

This result suggests

that rotation may represent a fluctuation in an otherwise stochastic

velocity field (see also Fleck and Clark 1981).

In the present work an

intermediate situation is assumed: the angular momentum derived from

Galactic rotation provides reasonable starting values for investigating
cloud evolution, but no assumptions are made concerning the mode of
transfer of angular momentum to later fragments.
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What is the history of an individual globule within a
complex?

Initially the fragment collapses, developing a dense core and an
envelope density gradient.

The envelope collapse is halted, presumbably

within a free-fall time

t

mal energy.

- 10^ yrs, by rotation, turbulence, and ther-

The dense, cold cloud core may continue to contract, or

may be in critical equilibrium (Myers and Benson 1983), and thus

vulnerable to further collapse or fragmentation due to additional perturbations.

Fragmentation is probably significant by approximately a

free fall time (§3), forming either smaller cloudlets or objects of

protostellar mass.

This equilibrium envelope - collapsing core struc-

ture has two important consequences:

(a) rapid collapse motions would

be difficult to observe in dark clouds, since most easily recognizable
globules would have large equilibrium envelopes and only small, dynamic
cores, and (b) only a small percentage of a cloud's mass (that in the

core) is available for star formation; the inferred masses for the

cores of program clouds are approximately 10% of the total cloud mass.

This value could be underestimated (Chapter IV.

6,

Appendix 5.6), but

not all of the core mass is expected to go into star formation in any
event.

Thus, star formation efficiency is very low in such clouds.

As stated above, most of the angular momentum of the prefragment

complex goes into the orbital motion of the cloudlets.

Although this

provides a simple mechanism for reducing a globule's angular momentum
content, reduction of cloud angular momentum by magnetic braking (§5)

cannot be ruled out.

The latter method is feasible for a range of
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cloud densities and ion abundances for which the
magnetic braking time
is shorter than the time required for the field
to diffuse out of the

cloud.

In particular, it appears that lateral
compression of fields

must be delayed until the cloud density has risen well
above the

ambient density (§5).

Even in this case the braking time may exceed

the time for initiation of fragmentation.

A far more serious problem

with magnetic braking is the almost complete lack of observational
constraints on dark cloud field strengths and orientations.

In view of

this situation, the sequential fragmentation theory, which explains

many dark cloud characteristics using only reasonably well understood

physical processes, is preferred here to one involving observationally

unconstrained parameters.

At some point in a fragment's history, star formation begins in
the core.

It is very probable that star formation is not entirely

coeval in a complex; globule evolutionary time scales may vary de-

pending depending on the mass of a cloud and local conditions in its
environment.
in the cores.

However, it is probable that stars will form mostly withThis is true because envelope density and temperature

gradients cause the Jeans mass (eq. 5.8) to rise to large values out-

side the core; in the outer envelope it exceeds the total cloud mass.

Once single, binary, or multiple stars have formed, a final epoch of
mass and angular momentum redistribution takes place during early post-

cloud stellar evolution, while the cloud envelope material is returned
to the interstellar medium to be incorporated into some other cloud

complex.
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One may note that this star formation sequence describes

a rather

"classical" evolutionary sequence invoking long debated
fragmentation
theory.

This may seem somewhat disappointing at first, but that
is

what these research results indicate; simple fragmentation theory
has
considerable success at accounting for the observationally inferred
properties of dark clouds.

Observations may eventually verify that

magnetic fields indeed play an important role in determining dark cloud
kinematics and structure, but this is not the case at present.

Perhaps

the main purpose of this work is to provide an extensive observational

basis from which investigators may begin to fill in details of a theory
of cloud evolution and star formation, especially the formation of

stars like the sun.

Future Work . In no way has this investigation solved, nor was it ever

intended to solve, all of the major problems associated with developing
a coherent picture of cloud evolution and star formation.

Below are

listed a few of the more obvious areas that would profit by additional
research.

A) The frequency and structure of rotating molecular clouds can be

important in identifying and understanding phenomena relevant to cloud
evolution.

A larger, less biased sample of clouds should be examined

for the presence of rotation-like velocity gradients, and those pos-

sessing such gradients should be fully mapped.

The data should be used

to investigate the density distributions of all clouds in the sample.
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B) Although ^^CO is an excellent tracer of large
scale cloud struc-

ture, it is less useful as a probe of dense cloud cores.

These cores

should be examined using a more density sensitive molecule (CS,
HC3N,
etc^), evg. Myers and Benson (1983).

Such data can shed light on con-

ditions in these regions (Chapter V.6, this chapter).

C) Observational constraints on dark cloud magnetic field strengths

and directions are badly needed.

A systematic polarization survey of

stars near dark clouds, perhaps using infrared techniques, would be of

great interest.

D) The application of tracers of globule mass and temperature

distributions other than low frequency molecular lines might help
resolve ambiguities in molecular data, and aid in the verification of
the cloud models presented in this work.

Such data could include

infrared observations (especially IRAS satellite data), high frequency

molecular line or continuum data, or even microdensitometry and photographic enhancement techniques.

E) Finally, this information should be used to motivate more sophis-

ticated and realistic analytical and numerical chemistry, collapse, and

fragmentation calculations.

It is particularly important that a better

understandinding of the nature and influence of turbulence in the
interstellar medium be developed; this phenomenon can have a major
bearing on cloud morphology, energetics, and line formation (Chapter
this chapter. Appendix 5), and on cloud kinematics (this section).

V,

Theoretical calculations help in the interpretation of
observations,

which in turn further refine the theory.

Through such interplay

between observation and theory a more complete understanding
of cloud

evolution and star formation hopefully will emerge.
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APPENDIX

1

THE MOLECULAR CLOUD ASSOCIATED WITH THE INFRARED
SOURCE GL437

The following reprint from the 1984
664,

Astrophysical Journal, 279,

describes program observations and analysis of the
sturcture and

energetics of the large, star-forming cloud CRL437 (= GL437).

Results

appearing in this publication are also discussed throughout the
dissertation.
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IS
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size studied

by Schneps et al. (1978) The '^CO
(hereafter CO) emission from the
cloud showed a strongly
enhanced temperature at the location of the
IR cluster In
addition, the asymmetries m the
CO line profiles were
attributed by Schneps et al. (1978) to
rotation of the cloud
about an axis passing nearly through the IR
cluster. Molecular
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full
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system, calibrations employing an ambient
temperature load
|Perizias and Burrus 1973) are quite
accurate even at the
frequency, if the source is above 30° elevation
as

CO

was

maintained in the present observations The center
position of
the source was periodically reobserved,
but no systematic
trends were found. The forward beam
coupling efficiency for
GL 437 IS estimated from the maps of the source and antenna
power pattern to be close to 0,5 for both the CO and
'^CO
transitions.

points were taken at I spacing, with the
central
= 03*X)3"'3i:3, decl.(1950) = 58°1919";
our beam size at this position encompasses all of
the infrared
sources detected to date. The '^CO data were
obtained

this

R.A.(I950)

by
frequency switching with an oflfset of 10 MHz at
a rate of
s
The majority of '"CO spectra were collected by
position switching between
reference
positions
located

GL

I

and

observations which indicate that there is no clear
evidence for this form of motion. In
II we describe the
equipment and observational procedures used. In
III we
describe the large-scale characteristics of the cloud
structure
including estimates of its distance, and in !} IV we
discuss the
cloud kinematics. In V we analyze data concerning

'

alternately 15' east and west of the map
center. When
corrected for the coupling efficiency the maps had
tvpical rms
noise 0.5 K and 0.15 K in
and '-"CO. respectiv'ely.
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CO
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III.

LARGE-SCALE CHARACTERISTICS OF CLOL D STRLCTL RE

localized

a) Distance

broadening seen in CO. This appears most readily
explainable as a bipolar outflow having a modest velocity
and
accompanying long characteristic time scale. In ^ VI we address
the question of cloud energetics and thermal
structure.
line

11.

mapping
'"^^^^^'^

The map

question; the results will be published
separately (Arquilla
1984). On the basis of the previous '^CO
data, the
437 cloud was one of the prime candidates for a
rotating object, but in the present work we
report

CO

no

KHz filter-bank as the primary
width to half-maximum beam size was
the receiver was a cooled
50
Schottky-barner receiver
employing a single sideband filter For a
single sideband
with a
spectrometer. The

position

and Goldsmith
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.He

Previous distance estimates for the molecular cloud
have
been based on virial theorem and excitation arguments,
or
assumptions about
column density (Schneps ei al.

CO

1978).

Since the distance must be known in order to evaluate
various
aspects of the cloud dynamics, we have considered a number
of other techniques for determining this quantity

OBSERVATIONS

The observations were made between 1981 November and
1982 March using the Five College Radio Astronomy 14 m

The kinematic distance from the Schmidt rotation curve
approximately 3 kpc. There is, however, evidence that this
1

IS
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—Contour map

coupling) taken
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03'«3'"31'3. decl.(l950)
to 0.6 pc. TTie

model
so that

is

of peak

CO

spacing.

(arcm

temperature

The

central

in)

m GL

position

=

58°1919- At a distance of
contours are at temperatures 2 K. 4 K

ARA
437 (corrected

for

R A (1950) =

is

2 kpc.

1'

corresponds

24 K.

inappropriate for the Perseus arm (Roberts 1972),
the 3 kpc result heavily (see point 3'.

we do not weigh

2.

The

galactic longitude

H

the parameters of a

catalog of

11

and

velocity of

GL 437

are similar

IC 1848 and IC 1805;
of such objects are given in the

regions, notably

number

and Stark (1981). Distance estimates for
the H II regions come mostly from main-sequence fitting or
spectroscopic parallaxes and range from 1.7 to 2.5 kpc (see,
e.g., Murdin and Sharpless 1968 and Osterbrock 1957). The
value of 2.2 kpc is representative for the results in this category.
3.

The number of foreground

POSS

stars seen projected

onto the

print yields a distance to the cloud,

assuming that the cloud itself acts like an opaque screen.
We count 15 stars in a 4' x 4' box centered on the central
position of the source, and from the relationship given by
Herbst and Sawyer (1981) we obtain a distance of 1.7 kpc. If
the distance were 3 kpc as suggested by point 1, the number
of stars would be 41.
4. We can construct a plot of color excess versus distance for
stars within 5° of GL 437. Spectral classification and photometric data are taken from Kennedy and Buscombe (1974)
and Buscombe (1980), while the intrinsic stellar parameters
are obtained from Schmidt-Kaler (1965). We find a break
(which does not necessarily represent a rise in extinction)
in the star distribution between ~
kpc and 1.5 kpc. The
significance of this gap is unclear, but it may well represent
the interarm region between the local spiral feature and the
I

mm)

CO

Perseus arm. In any case we consider
distance for

2

GL

1.5

kpc as a minimum

437.

Given the results presented above, we adopt a distance of
kpc to GL 437. with an uncertainty of the order of

0.5 kpc.

Blitz, Fich,

cloud on the blue

a rc

FiG.^ I-Dislribution of
line widths (full width to half-maximum,
km s ) in GL 437 The area mapped is indicated by the solid curve; the
data extend beyond these positions where numbers are
shown, but line widths
are not very well determined due to the low signal-io-noise
ratio

below).
to those of several

(

b)

CO

Results

we present a contour map of the CO peak line
intensity. The cloud possesses two well-resolved local intensity
maxima. The southern cloud (hereafter GL 437) is the object
In Figure

1

previously observed by Schneps el al. (1978) and others. We
its radius to be close to 2.5 pc and the maximum kinetic
temperature, rk,„, is 30 K, assuming thermalization of the CO.
The maximum emission from the southern cloud occurs at the
position of the infrared cluster, whose extent of - 15 fits easily
find

"

within our
(hereafter

beam

The northern cloud

GL

temperature

We

at the (0. 0) position.

suggest

437B) has a radius of 0.6 pc and peak
K and lies 4 pc north of the larger cloud.
that an additional infrared source may be

Ti„„ s: 15

assooated with this object.
The line width varies systematically with position in this
cloud with enhanced values (FWHM 3-5.5 km s"') present
within 2' of the central positions and values 1.5-2.5 km s"'
found over the remainder of GL 437 The CO line widths
are

shown

in

Figure

2.

The

velocity of

maximum

emission

is

between -39.5 km s"' and -41,0 km s"' for this cloud;
there does not appear to be any systematic change of peak
velocity with position (see ^ IV for discussion of cloud
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Jh

motion of material in the GL 437
cloud is
in the spatial-vclocity
diagrams of Figures 5 and 6
There does not appear to be clear
evidence for any large-scale
systematic motion such as rotation.
There is clearly spatially
ex ended line broadening near
the IR cluster; as
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^^'^'"^

'

dot

The
shown

of

"

f
'f
close to uniform
density.

<

GL

I

(I)

,

assume a uniform den'u
compared to the value 6 9

cm

wS a ri^°'".'T"'°

0.58 pc

1.1

'

'

the cloud

maps show

asymmetry. In particular, the NE-SW
cut shown in Figure 5d. which is
perpendicular to the rotation
axis in the rotating model of .Schneps
ei al (1978), shows no
shifts m the line peak velocity
greater than ±0.2 km s"'
little

profile

437B.

"CO

c)

Results

40

'^^ distribution
very nearly symmetric
about the infrared cluster and that of the integrated
Intensity
even more perfectly so. The only perturbation
is a slight
elongation in the direction of
437B. The line widths follow
the same pattern as for CO. but with
widths 2.5 3.5
km s within a region 2' diameter centered on the IR
'°
off?"^r^'^°
CO peak antenna temperature

1

r

r

"I

is

nl«qrol o( ^
Dtnsily Low

)

I

39

(

r

GL

FWHM

30

'

and widths

The

km

1.5-2.5

velocity

cluster

"

s

'

in

the outer portions of the cloud.

maximum

between

25

and -41 km s ', but as discussed further in
IV there is no evidence of large-scale systematic
motions.
Using the CO and '^CO data we calculate the LTE
'-"CO
column densities in the manner described by Dickman (197S),

20

The results are shown in Figure 3. The maximum optical depth
of the '^CO IS -0.8. By summing the column density within

15

-39 km

s

of

the

emission

varies

'

()

each

region and assuming a fractional abundance of
relative to
of 2 x 10 *, we derive a total mass for
437 of 1500 M,, The apparent circular symmetry of the
1'

X

1'

CO
GL

circular

symmetry of

the

column density

10

distribution suggests

that a spherically symmetric mass distribution may be appropriate for this source. In Figure 4 we show the Hj column
density as a function of projected offset from the cloud center at
the IR cluster. The solid curve represents the integral along

5

-

^

chords through a spherical cloud for a r
density distribution
forr > r, constrained to reproduce the mean column density at
3' from the center. The
fit
is
very good, but a density
distribution r

'

with

=

and

also reproduces the data for
These more slowly varying densities fail, however, to
>
give the rapid column density increase seen between 1' and 3'
r

ot

2

from the IR

cluster.

p

(orcmin)

1

3'.

Obviously (he density

rise

must

level off

Fig

Distribution

hydrogen column densiiy, assuming
n(
rO)/H(H,)-2 « 10
as a function ol projeclcd distance from Ihe cloud
center at the IR cluMcr The solid curve is the integral of a r
density law
along the line of sight The curve is Ht to the data at an offset of 3
75 pc)
4.

(poinis)

of

'

( I
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Fio. 5 - Spairal-vclociiy diagrams of '"CO in GL 437 lakcn along four cuts through the cloud center -the posilion of the IR cluster There does not
appear lo be any evidence of large-scale sysiemaiic motion, such as roiaiion. The line width near the IR cluster is enhanced- as further discussed in ^ V

km s"' The differential rotation model predicts line
broadening toward the cloud rotation axis; what we find is an
increase in the line width toward the cloud center which can

The presenl data are thus consistent only with a very small
rotational component to the velocity field of the cloud.
The presence of cloud rotation was deduced in the previous
study of this object primarily as a result of asymmetry in the

0.5

'^CO

difficulty in

Schneps ei al. (1978) adopt a rotational
velocity field of the form r = V„(R/d), where d is the distance
the rotational
of a point from the axis of rotation and
velocity at the cloud edge at distance R from the origin. They
'
= 0. 15 km s '. However, even this relatively
concluded that
small value of V,, produces shifts in the ''CO line peak
velocities which are in excess of those seen in our more
extensive data. We set an upper limit to K„ of 0.05 km s'',
in the context of this particular model, while for a rigid
=
we can set an upper limit to Vn of
rotator with
line profiles.

i-

be clearly seen in Figure 2. This behavior, together with the
obtaining any significant line width increase with
the very small values of ('„ allowed, strongly suggests that
there is another explanation for the enhanced line widths at
the center of the cloud.

V

The

VELOCITY STRLCTLRE

line

width

variations

IN

THE CLOLD CORE

together

with

the

relative

displacement of the peaks of the red- and blueshifted wings
suggest that peculiar mass motions are occurring at the center
of the cloud. To further delineate the form and extent of the
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4 0

4.0

Fio. 6c
Fic. 6

perturbed gas, we have

made maps

— Spatial-velocily

diagrams of

of the integrated intensity

wings, shown in Figure 7. The red- and blueshifted
peaks are displaced along a N-S axis by 1.25. corresponding
to 0.7 pc. The (0, 0) position, containing the IR cluster, is
located close to the midpoint between the two peaks. Maps
in the line

in

the intervals

show
in

Figure

more

-46

essentially the

-44 km

to

s"

same behavior

'

and -36

to

-38 km

as the larger intervals used

and blueshifted regions appear somewhat

7; the red-

lower signal-to-noise ratio precludes

distinct, but the

any firm statement about the sizes of the emitting
Spectral of CO, '^CO, and the ratio of the two
are

shown

in

reflection of

Figure

modest

s"

'

The

8.

limiting ratio of

CO optical depth

(t

~

~

4) in

regions.
intensities

could be a
the line wings

15

if the ratio of isotope abundances is
'^-Kcnir.il > 4 km s"
approximately terrestrial. An isotopic ratio less than
terrestrial,
produced, for example, by photodestruction
processes (Bally and Langer 1982) would imply a lower
optical depth in the line wings.
'

I

"CO

taken as

in Fig. 5

The ratio plot suggests that the '^CO line is somewhat
optically thick in the inner portions of the intervals used in
Figure 7. A lower limit to the
obtained by assuming that the
further

assume

that

all levels

CO

mass involved

lines are optically

are populated in

is

thin.

thus

We

LTE: changing

K to 50 K produces less than a factor
emission per molecule. Adopting an intermediate value of 30 K, we find that the total red- and bluethe temperature from 15

of 3 change

in the

M

wing integrated intensities indicate a mass of 23
(with [COp'fH,] = 10"*). The ratio of mass in the red wing
to that in the blue is 1.2. An approximate dynamical time-

shifted

is obtained by dividing the spatial separation of the
by a charactenstic velocity spread of the wings,
approximately 10 km s'' (Lada and Harvey 1981). We find
that the time scale thus obtained is close to 6 x 10* years.
The force required to drive the flow is on the order of
Ml//r^ = 0.004
km s"' year"' (2 x 10' L,,-c-) The
mechanical energy content of the flow is 2 x 10** ergs, while

scale

lobes

235

ARA
bluesh.ried

'"'«"»''V

.J,'°„

wmgs m

(

mm

arc

central porl.on of

GL

437

The

velocity intervals are selected

the required rate of energy input over the
2.5

L^ Thus,

the flow in

GL 437

lo exclude the

dynamical time scale

of relatively low current
energy content, large physical size, and low velocity dispersion,
is

.

is

when compared to those in the compilation of Bally and
Lada (1983). The mechanical energy is a significant fraction
of the gravitational energy (see
VI). Hence, the embedded
1}

stars

may

major role in stabilizing their local
environment, as suggested by Norman and Silk (1980). The
total luminosity of the IR cluster, at our estimated distance of
2 kpc is between 2000
(Kleinmann et al. 1977) and
10* Lo (quoted in Wynn-Williams ei al 1981). The outflow
thus shares with the other sources in Bally and Lada (1983)
the characteristics MV^z^ p L„„„Jc and iMV^fr^
L„„„.|.
Despite the agreement of the characteristics determined for
the core of GL 437 with those of the outflow sources discussed
by Bally and Lada, the relatively narrow veloaty width
precludes a definitive elimination of other motions such as
rotation
as being responsible. However, from our '^CO data
we estimate that the total mass within the ^1' region of the
well play a

—

—

M

~ and calculate that the maximum velocity
core is - 300
dispersion for bound material in rotation is 1.5 km s"', a
factor of 3 less than the otTset from the cloud velocity of the

high-velocity wings observed. Thus, this explanation appears

Considerable uncertainty in the characparameters in the outflow model exist; the mass may
be underestimated by a factor as large as ~4 due to saturation
and choice of inner velocity, and the velocity is affected by
projection effects, with the apparent dynamical time scale
difl'ering from the true time scale by a factor tan 0. where 9
relatively unlikely.
teristic

-

Fig

8

50

- 46

—'-co

[R. A, (1950)

red cluster

=

and

- 42

"CO spectra

taken

03'H)3"'3I'3. decl (1950)

We

also present a plot

function of velocity

-

=

38

- 34

30

at the center of the

GL

437 cloud

5S°19I9"], which includes the infra-

of the

ratio

of the

two

lines

as a

the inclination of the flow axis to the line of sight. Even
with these uncertainties, the outflow picture appears to be the
best description of the motions in the core of GL 437.
is
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VI.

CLOUD ENERGETICS AND THERMAL STRUCTURE
a) Energetics

Without having

to

make

detailed models, some insight mto
the overall energetics of the
437 cloud can be obtamed
the basis of the mass distribution
determined in § Ilia we
can determine the total gravitational
potential energy by
dividing the cloud mto concentric
spherical shells The result
IS t/ = 6 X lO*" ergs.
Similarly the thermal energy is obtained
by assuming that the gas kinetic temperature
can directly

GL

On

be

obtained from the ^CO. We assume these lines
to be optically
thick and thermalized; as the outer portion
of the cloud where
this may not be the case includes only
a small fraction
'

mass

of the

below), the

(cf.

uncertainty

thus

The

introduced is not
4 x 10*' ergs The

resulting energy is T =
energy contributed by the pressure of the external
medium
approximately half of the thermal energy and thus can
significant.

On

neglected.

is

be

cloud is not globally stable. If,
however, we include the effective temperature produced
by the
turbulent stress indicated by the '^CO line widths
(Dickman
this basis, the

and Clemens 1983), (AK:whm = 2 km s" '), we obtain a total
thermal and turbulent energy of 3.5 x lO"" ergs which
is
adequate to stabilize the cloud. The line width used in this

C"0

calculation

is consistent with our observation
of the
line at the (0, 0) position, which is presumably
little affected
by the bipolar flow, and also the CS line width reported by
Schneps et al. (1982). The line width used hence is a reasonable
indication of the turbulent stress present. Thus, the question
of
stability cannot be answered from this viewpoint alone.
If we assume that the line widths are due
to systematic
motions rather than turbulence, it is plausible that the cloud

on the whole

is

collapsing (excepting the outflowing material

near the IR sources).

If

we

further

assume

that the radial

motion

is symmetric and that the '^CO is everywhere
thick,
use the line profile at the cloud center together with
the temperature variation as a function of distance from the
cloud center to derive the velocity as a function of distance.
To deal with the data extending out to a radius of 5' (2.9 pc)
requires only a very minor inclusion of the velocities of the line

we can

wings

Vol. 279

means exclude

the spectrum of the central position. The data are
well fitted by a velocity law y(r)= 1.6 [i-(pc)]'^ km s"'.
The free-fall collapse velocity field derived from the core +r'^
in

mass distribution discussed in IIlc matches this fairly well out
to 3' (1.7 pc) from the cloud center but is flatter than required,
for distances greater than this. A more gradual r
for r > 3'
density falloff, consistent with the column density distribution,
gives better agreement in the exterior portion of the cloud but
still does not produce a sutficiently large rise in y(r). indicating
that more mass in the exterior portion of the cloud would be
required. If the '^CO/Hz abundance ratio decreases at the
ij

'

edges of the cloud by a factor of 5 to 10 (cf. Young et al.
1982), the derived free-fall collapse velocity law does agree
fairly well with that derived from the central profile. Con-

the possible significance
of other energy sources
(such as turbulent dissipation)
it appears
plausiblf'that t^e
hea input rom collisions with the
warm dust should dominate
he thermal input to the gas if the
density is sufficient to couple
the

gas and dust temperatures.

The dust temperature

distribution has been investigated
by
several authors (Scoville and
Kwan 1976; Leung 1976) for
spherically symmetric clouds heated by
central sources Despite
the apparent symmetry of the
'^CO column density distribution in
437. the assumption of spherical symmetry
for the
IK radiative transfer must be adopted
with caution. The total
visual extinction through the cloud
center implied by

GL

CO

our

data

(Fig. 3) is 40 mag; visual images
of the infrared
objects in the cluster are visible on the
POSS-E plate (Kleinmann et al. 1977) and a visual extinction of only 66
mag has
been inferred (Wynn-Williams et al.
1981). The low extinction
suggests that the infrared sources may be
located toward the
edge of the cloud rather than in the core.
Calculation of the
dust temperature distribution is significantly
complicated by
the absence of spherical symmetry but
has been carried out
for a source offset from the cloud
center by

Natta

'

GL

r(IOO /im) = 6 9 x 10" '>(' ^CO). Together with our peak
column density ,V(0,0)= 7 4 x 10" cm"^ we thus find the
100 ;im optical depth through the cloud to be 0.5. The dust

temperature as a function of the distance from the cloud center
is shown in Figure 9. Estimates for the
luminosity of the
infrared cluster as given in
lO* L
we have adopted
;

curves

in

Figure

9.

theoretical curves

from the '^CO y
that transition

is

to

1

gas

in the

GL

the

kinetic

and thermalized.

optically thick

We

include

only positions for which '^CO data are available as well. The
predicted temperature distributions (with and without correction for the cloud IR opacity) agree with the data out to 2';
beyond this the upper envelope to the data falls quite close to
the theoretical curve, but at many points the gas temperature
clearly appears to be well

The

optical depths for

below that predicted

^CO

'

calculated by the

found to be appreciable > 0 ) out to
These can, however, be significantly
I

(

weakness of the '^CO

an obvious source of heating for the
437 molecular cloud. Although we can by no

lO''

temperatures obtained
-.0 intensities in CRL 437 assuming

optically thick. Thus, a

Thermal Structure

range from 2 x 10^

the

L =

represent

=

V

L,

demonstrated.

is

i}

L
for calculating
The data points shown along with

detection of

h)

We

between 350 fim optical depth and '^CO column density of
Righini-Cohen and Simon (1977) with r scaled as /i " ^ to obtain

collapse, but this cannot be said to have been conclusively

infrared cluster

al.

calculations available are for a r " density distribution, which
is reasonably close to that for
437.
use the relationship

sidering the uncertainties in this analysis, particularly the effect
of asymmetries, it is possible that the cloud is close to free-fall

The

et

The dust temperature distribution is essentially symmetric about the heating source, but the
dependence of the
temperature on distance from the source, source luminosity,
and optical depth through the cloud is very similar to the
spherically symmetric case. For the present discussion we
thus
adopt the express' -t of Scoville and Kwan ( 1976) for the upper
bound to dust temperature distribution and use their results to
estimate the correction for the finite infrared opacity. The
(1981).

column density

will still

'^CO

5'

for the dust.

LTE model

are

from the cloud center.
in error although the

be substantially correct. Nevertheless,
'-CO is almost certainly

indicates that the

more

lines

is

plausible explanation for the
subthermal excitation together

with inadequate gas-dust coupling— both due to the relatively
low densities in the outer part of the cloud.

At a distance of 1' from the cloud center, the H, density
(from the model developed in
Ilk) is 7000 cm ' and by
ii
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)

I

I

8
I

I

10
I

I

^'^P*''"'

fr"Z?h"^^'°T

14

'he

number

of positions far

8^ temperature apparent!;
cC tn'^r*^P^^dicted
T'LT}'"'
dust temperature. This could

II

'"'h^^

simply be
due^
due
to the presence of
additional heating sources
but one
interesting possibility is
enhanced dust-gL coupi ng withm
denser condensations m which the
CO is more exci.ed^s

weU

TTie presence of density
inhomogeneities (or clumping) has
been inferred from comparison
of different
molecular
i"''''
examination o
cloud thermal
Joud
thermL balance may ultimately
shed light on this
important aspect of cloud structure.
VII.

CONCLUSIONS

Extensive mapping in '^CO and
'^CO of the molecular
cloud associated with the IR cluster
GL 437 indicates that
the

mass distribution is quite symmetrical
about the infrared
objects. Assuming a constant
'^CO to H, abundance ratio
we hnd n(r) - r
over the inner
portion of the cloud with

the same, or possibly a
radii.

J
R

-Gas

Fio. 9

cloud

(

arc mi

n

falloff at large

M

total

'

1

)

and dust temperaiures as a function of
distance from the

The data are for the southern cloud
(GL 437) only
are dust temperatures calculated using eq
(9) of Scoville and
1976) with dust emissivity - 0 02 (50 ^m/X). L, = 10"
L
Curve A is
for z ( 100
= 0 and curve B for r ( 100 ^m) ~ 0.5, the latter being dose to
our estimate for
437 The points are from ' 'CO and should be equal to
the
gas teiTiperature if the J transition

Kwan

more gradual density

mass of the cloud is 1500
using a
distance of 2 kpc, derived from a number
of lines of evidence.
Neither the ^CO or ^CO spectra show
significant shifts of the
line peaks indicating that any
systematic component of the

center.

A and B

Curves

The

(

m)

GL

^0
is optically thick and thermahzed
The leftmost point is actually the (0,
0) position of the cloud but plotted at the
Gaussian weighted average radial position.
1

'

cloud velocity field is small. There
broadening toward the IR cluster which

is

noticeable

line

appears to have a
this to be an outflow
it
has
charactenstics (size ^0.7 pc; mass >23 .V/-;
line width
-10 km s
lifetime -6 x lO* yr: mechanical
energy
content 2 x 10** ergs) of a relatively well-developed
example
bipolar

structure;

taking

.

type of energetic activity associated with
voung stars
The global energetics of the cloud suggest that this
object
could be in a quasi-equilibrium configuration if
the line widths
indicate turbulent motions. The velocity
field may also arise
from the bulk of the cloud still being in essentially
freefall
ol this

balancing the cosmic-ray and gas-dust heating rates
against
the cooling rate given by Goldsmith and Langer
(1978),
we find a gas temperature of ~ 17 K, This agrees quite well
with the four positions observed, but being slightly less than
the
data may indicate the presence of other heating sources. At 4'

collapse. For this to be true in the outer
regions of the
cloud, a drop in the '^CO fractional abundance
would be
required, which could be produced as a result of
the changing
chemistry at the cloud edges.

from the cloud center the density is only - 200 cm " and the
\
gas-dust coupling is negligible. Thus, the kinetic temperature
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APPENDIX

2

LTE COLUMN DENSITY ALGORITHM

This section is a short sumn>ary of
the Local Thermodynamic

Equilibrium (LTE) approximation used to
calculate the molecular column
densities.
(1976,

The application of the method here
follows that of Dickman

1978).

Reference should be made to that work for
a complete

formulation of the problem and derivations of the
relevant equations.
If the

excitation temperature (T^) is assumed to be uniform
along

the line of sight, the solution to the radiative
transfer equation can

then be written as:

Tr = To [f(Tx) -

f

(2.7)]

where

[1

- exp(-To)]

To = hVo/k

A2.1a

A2.1b

and
f(T) = l/[exp(To/T) - IJ.

In eqs. 2.1, Tr is the line peak radiation temperature,

A2.1C

is the opti-

cal depth at the line center frequency Vg, and h and k are the Planck

and Boltzmann constants, respectively.

The brightness temperature of

the cosmic background has been set at 2.7 K.

The integral of the opti-

cal depth over the line profile can be expressed in terms of the column

density of molecules in level J (Nj) and the Einstein A coefficient
(Spitzer 1978 and Lang 1980):

/t^ dv = (hv^/c) BjK

[1

where

239

- exp(-To/Tx)] Nj

A2.2

240
^ [c3/(8.hv,3)j

and

(g^/g^)

gK =

2

K +

gj =

2

J + 1,

1

K being the upper level of the
transition.

/tv dv

=

To AV

It is assumed that

vjc

A2.3

where AV is the full width at half maximum
intensity of the line profile.

Setting eqs. A2.2 and A2.3 equal and solving
for the total molec-

ular column density NC^^CO) gives

N(13co) =C(J) (QTqAV) [exp{Ej/(kTx)}/{l - expC-T^/T
x') }
"

and

C(J) = (3h)/[8Tr3p2

(J

]
J

A2.4

+

and Q is the partition function.

For carbon monoxide the permanent

dipole moment

Debye = 10"!

\i

~ 0.112 Debyes

(1

above the ground state of the lower level

J.

8

esu cm).

Ej is energy

The partition function Q

is obtained by assuming thermalization of the level populations
and

explicitly summing over the rotational energy levels.

Q = I

(2J + 1) exp[-hBJ (J + l)/(kTx)]

A2.5

J=0

where B ~ 55.1 Ghz is the rotation constant for ^^CO.
J =

1

-»

0 transition, Ej = J = 0,

and the appropriate form of eq. A2.4

is simply that given by Dickman (1976,

1978).

In practice the method is applied as follows.

assumption that TqC^^CO) >>

1

For the

The standard

is made, and eq. A2.1a is solved for
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Tx using Tr(12co).

With this result in hand, eq. A2.1a is solved
for

To(13co) using Tr(13co), and the value of Q is obtained from eq.
A2.5.

This process assumes that

is the same for both isotopes.

The sum in

eq. A2.5 was truncated when the next calculated term changed
it by
<

0.1%.

file, N(

With these results and the value of AV from the ^^CO line proCO) is calculated from eq. A2.4.

Finally, the molecular

hydrogen column density (which presumably makes up most of the cloud
mass, Chapter I.l) is obtained from

N(H2) = N(13co)/X(13co)

A2.6

where XC^^CO) is the ^^CO fractional abundance to molecular hydrogen
(Appendix 4).

It is clear that the assumptions made in the above calculations

are unlikely to hold rigorously in dark clouds.

The value of T^ is

not uniform along a line of sight [as is clear from the variation of
Tg^(^2c0) over a given map], equal for both isotopes, nor for all

levels of a given molecule.

In short, the excitation conditions are

unlikely to be those assumed in the LTE approximation.

However, the

motivations for adopting this procedure are its empirical basis and its
self -correcting nature.

It is apparent that generally Tx(

CO) <

Tx(^^CO), due to the differing optical depths, and hence differing

effectiveness of radiative trapping, of the isotopic transitions.

In

such a case, the value of Tq(^^CO) given by eqs. A2.1 is lower than the

actual cloud value (Appendix 5.6).

But the value of Q calculated from

eq. A2.5 Is slightly higher than it should
be, and the exponential term

in the denominator of eq. A2.4 is somewhat too
low.

These discrepan-

cies tend to oppose one another, with the
result that their combination

defines an empirically reliable value of the
column density (Dickman
1978, and Appendix 5.6).

1976,

Also, when excitation conditions are

far from LTE, the value of T^Cl^co) inferred from
T^O^CO) is below the
gas kinetic temperature, providing an additional first
order correction
to the calculation.
1

For this reason, every effort was made to obtain a

CO line tenqierature for every position observed in ^^CO.

It is very important to point out that there is a potential
source

of error that can not be accomodated by this method.

abundance X(

If the fractional

CO) appearing in eq. A2.6 varies significantly along the

line of sight, the calculated column densities can be substantially in
error.

This same caution is relevant to the calculation of T^ from

Tr(^^CO); strong variations of the ^^CO abundance could likewise lead
to abberent results (but see Appendix 5.6 for some interesting results

pertaining to this problem).

The lack of precise knowledge of the

correct value of X(^^CO) is perhaps the major limiting factor in the

analysis described above.

The approach chosen in dealing with this

uncertainty is discussed in other sections (Chapters III. 3, V).

APPENDIX

3

STAR COUNTS

This appendix contains a short description of the
methods used to

obtain and reduce star counts of fields containing the
program clouds.

The procedures are similar to those applied by Dickman
(1976, 1978);
those works give a much more detailed exposition of star counting

techniques

Most counts were made from the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey
(POSS) red prints with the aid of a stereo microscope (lOx).

The

proximity of B163 and B163SW to the HII region IC1396 rendered the red
prints useless for these objects, and a blue POSS print was used
instead.

Both coarse and fine mesh reseaus were used for the counts.

The coarse reseau consisted of a 30x30 grid of 2mm squares (2mm ~ 2.25'

on the scale of the POSS prints), and covered an area of 67.5' x 67.5'.
The fine mesh reseau was made up of 30x30 1mm squares (1mm ~ 1.125*).
Usually only a 13x13 element area of this reseau was counted.

Extinctions are determined by a comparison of star numbers in the

cloud region and the nearby background.

The background value was

determined by counting all stars (without regard to apparent magnitude)
in five to ten reseau elements, in each of several regions near the

cloud which were judged to be unobscured.

Whenever possible, reference

fields were chosen north, south, east, and west of the cloud center.
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and the average star number per element
in each region was calculated.
No attempt was made to search for. or to
treat gradients in the back-

ground star numbers in a given area.

This decision was made partly due

to the difficulty in distinguishing such
gradients from large scale,

patchy extinction, but largely because the
reality of such gradients
seems unlikely from star count data (see eg^.
van Rhijn 1929).

While

localized variation in the backgrounds could be seen,
the removal of a
smooth gradient is unlikely to correct this.

All reseaus were postioned to include the centers of the
molecular
maps by using transparent, computer-generated overlays based upon
the

positions of bright SAO stars.

The accuracy of the reseau locations

was quite good; positioning errors were <
0.5' for the 1mm reseau.

1'

for the 2mm reseau and <

Every effort was made to maintain a uniform

bias throughout the counting procedure, counting every reseau element
to the same limiting magnitude (as denoted by the size of the star

images).

Typical limiting magnitudes were found to be mg ~ 19-20

magnitudes using equation A3.1 below, which are reasonable values com-

pared to the nominal limiting magnitude of the POSS plates mg ~

21.

Raw counts are reduced to values of Ay using the tables of van

Rhijn (1929).

These provide a sequence of Log N(X,3,m) vs.

m,

where N

is the number of stars per square degree brighter than apparent B

magnitude m at old Galactic latitude and longitude (X.3)«
tionship is found to be very linear between m ~ 13-18.

reference field

This rela-

Then in a
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LoglO No = Hb + bBmB(O)
with the background count, N^, normalized to

1

^3.1

square degree.

A simi-

lar equation applies to an obscured region,
but the limiting magnitude,
m(l). corresponding to the number of stars counted
must be smaller than
m(0), since the faintest stars can not penetrate
the obscuration.

The

difference in the two magnitudes is the extinction in the
reseau element, and is calculated from

Ab = (l/bfl) Logio (Nq/N)

where N is the number of stars in the obscured region.

A3.2

In eq. A3. 2,

counts Nq and N must be normalized to the same total area.

Note that

the result (A3. 2) depends only on the total number of stars counted in
a reseau element.

In practice, the value of slope b^ is obtained from

a least-squares fit of the data on the linear part of the van Rhijn

sequence.

Some clouds contain regions in which there are no stars in several

adjacent reseau elements.

For these areas, a lower limit to the

extinction is found by assigning a count of one star to the entire
simply connected opaque area, and scaling the background count for a
single reseau element by the total area of the opaque region (measured
in units of the element area).

Extinctions derived according to A3.

2

refer only to the B band.

Conversion to visual extinctions is accomplished by assuming that
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bB = bv and by applying a correction
factor obtained using a
value of

the ratio of total to selective
extinction R = Av/E(B-V) ~ 3.2,
where
the color excess E(B-V) =
In general, the visual
extinction
is related to the extinction at
any other wavelength by

Ay = {R/

where

[f

(X"!

)

+ R

] }

A^

A3.

f(X-l) = E(X - V)/E(B - V)

A3. 3a

is determined from the standard
reddening curve (see eg^, Osterbrock

1974).

The correction factor is 1.21 for counts made
on red prints and

0.76 for counts from blue prints.

The justification for this conver-

sion method is discussed in Dickman (1976).

This yields the average

extinction for the field in a given reseau element.
The 2mm reseau was too coarse to resolve the small-scale
structure
of several clouds; opaque cores, filamentary structures,
and sharp

cloud edges were often lost in averaging the extinction over an
indi-

vidual reseau element.

The more opaque areas were thus recounted with

a finer mesh (the 1mm reseau).

However, since the background star num-

bers per reseau element were four times lower for the 1mm reseau, the

statistical noise frequently became large [the uncertainty in the count
for an area is given by AN ~ (N)V2].

Since a small difference in star

numbers makes a big difference in the derived extinctions, the lower

reference count also introduces artificially sharp gradients between
opaque areas and regions that contain a few stars.

To overcome these

difficulties, the values of Ay obtained from counts with the

Imra

reseau
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were smoothed by calculating a weighted
mean, using the eight
elements
adjacent to the one under consideration.
For squares at the reseau
edge, as many of the eight adjacent
elements as were available were

used.

The central element was given a weight
of unity, and the others

were weighted by (d'rVz. were

d is the distance of the neighboring
ele-

ment from the one being smoothed.

It was found that weighting by

(d')-! made no significant difference in
the results.

It is important

to remember that any physically real sharp
gradient will also be

removed in this process.

This fact is relevant to the interpretation

of the star count results of very small clouds
(B163SW, B163, Chapter
III. 2), where even the 1mm reseau may be too coarse
to produce reliable

results.

APPENDIX
RATIO OF

1

4

^CO TO MOLECULAR HYDROGEN

!•

Introduction

In order to obtain hydrogen column densities from

^

^CO obser-

vations, one must know the number abundance of ^^CO relative to
molecu-

lar hydrogen,

[XC^^cq)].

a determination XC^^co) ~ 2xlO-& was made by

Dickman (1976) using LTE column densities and star count-derived visual
extinctions for a large sample of clouds, none of which were fully

mapped in molecular lines.

In the present study an extensive data set

is available for each program cloud, and it is worthwhile to estimate
X(

CO) in each source for which star counts were made (B361, L1253,

L1523, L1257, B227).

The procedures used to obtain the column den-

sities and extinctions are decribed elsewhere (Appendices

respectively).

2

and

3

The discussion below deals mainly with techniques used

to obtain X(^^CO) from this data.

Consideration of the Implications of

possible systematic radiative transfer effects for abundance estimates
is reserved for Appendix 5.7.

Before describing these results, it may

be helpful to briefly summerize previous work on this subject.

2.

Abundance of

^

^CO - the Literature

Previous determinations of X(^^CO) often make use of LVG radiative

transfer models (Chapter IV. 2), and involve clouds larger than those
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considered in this work.

Wooten et^ al^ (1978) find X(13co)

«

2x10-^

(assuming collapse velocity gradient of AV/Ar =
2.5 km s"! pc'^ for a

number of giant clouds, and present empirical
evidence for a decreasing
abundance with increasing density (Chapter IV.2
and Appendix 5.7).

Solomon and Sanders (1980) also find low
detected in their Galactic survey:
s"^ pc-1.

^

^co abundances for the clouds

X^^CO) ~ 5x10-7 for AV/Ar

However, Huggins et^ al^ (1981) combine

^

^co J = 3

= 0.5

km

2

observations of OMC-1 and NGC2264 with lower frequency
transitions to

obtain vlues of xO^CO)/AW//^r ~ 1.4-2x10-^ for these sources.
tion. Young et^

km s"^ pc"^

)

al^ (1982) conclude that X(^3cq) _

1.8x10""^

In addi-

(AV/Ar =

1

toward inner regions of B5, with abundance possibly drop-

ping near the cloud edge .

In view of the difficulties in interpreting LVG results (Chapter

IV.2), studies relying on other methods of estimating

are of interest.

^

^CO abundance

This is especially the case for those techniques

employing an observed correlation between ^^CO column density and

extinction (§3).

Elmegreen and Elmegreen (1978) use star counts of

L43, and calculate column densities in a manner similar to the LTE

method, to derive X(^3co) ~ 1.6x10-^.

Blitz and Shu (1980) compare

infrared and ^^CO observations toward the Galactic center to find

X(^^CO) ~ 1.3x10"^, and suggest that a
in the Galaxy.

^

^CO abundance gradient exists

Frerking, Langer, and Wilson (1982), using star counts

and infrared measurements to estimate visual extinction, and LTE column
densities, obtain X(^^CO) ~ 1.5x10"^ for the Taurus region and
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~ 2.8x10-6 for the

p

Ophlucus cloud.

These last results bracket the

value given by Dickman (1976).

It is

worth noting that many of the above mentioned
investigators

also estimate X(^^CO),

This quantity is obtained either directly
from

the data or by calculating the ^^CO abundance and
assuming a value for
the

C/

C isotopic ratio.

Details will not be discussed here, but

results generally indicate xO^CO) ~

lO""^

Lucas 1974; Watson et^ a]U_ 1980, Young

etj_

(Encrenaz, Falgarone, and

al^ 1982; etc.).

It is reassuring to see that most abundance values quoted
above

approximately agree with one another, and that XC^^CO) ~

10"'+

is rea-

sonably consistent with conclusions taken from chemical calculations
(

g*8*

>

Langer 1976).

These facts suggest that the abundance results

are in fact a measure of the actual ^^CO abundance within the clouds,
and thus have implications for cloud structure, chemistry, and line
radiative transfer.

However, this observation should not obscure the

empirical foundation upon which conversion of ^^CO data to H2 column
densities, and hence the above abundance determinations, rests (Dickman
1976, Blitz and Shu 1980, and Appendix 2).

This point can be stated in

another way: in calculating H2 column densities from

^

^CO observations,

the choice of an appropriate conversion factor depends not only on

chemical conditions in a cloud, but also on the method used to obtain
^^CO column densities.

To see this, consider how a correlation between

Ay and the LVG column densities (eq. 4.15, Chapter IV) would differ
from that using systematically higher LTE column densities (Appendix
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Therefore, when comparing abundance
results described below with
past work, the X^'CO) determination
of Dickman (1976) is of
greatest
2).

interest.

3.

The

Method

and column density maps (Figs. III.
2, III. 3, III. 4) use the

same (0,0) position.

However, the widths of the star count reseau
ele-

ments are not an integer number of arcminutes (2.25'
for the 2mm reseau

and 1.12' for the 1mm reseau), whereas the characteristic
spacing of
points in the molecular line maps are.

Thus, the center of the tele-

scope beam does not generally coincide with the center of any
reseau
element, and the beam can simultaneously cover parts of several
elements.

For this reason it is necessary to use beam-averaged Ay's in

the determination of X(^^CO), assuming some model for the beam power

pattern.

The beam power pattern is assumed to be gaussian in shape, with

full-width at half-power FWHP = 50".

This simple model approximates

the main beam of the 14m antenna (Chapter II. 2), but ignores the large,

low-power error pattern.

The extinction value is checked at discrete

points in the beam; one point at the pattern center and the remainder

located in concentric circles about the center.
at

r = 2"

The inner circle is

from the power peak, and consists of 24 evenly-spaced points.

For other rings, located at 2" intervals in

r,

the number of points is
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increased to 24(r/2) to allow for the increasing
circumference of more
distant rings.

This increase is necessary because the
area of a 2"

wide ring increases with

r.

allowing the outer portion of the beam
to

contribute significantly to the average extinction
even though the
local beam power has diminished considerably from
its peak value.
largest ring has radius r =

2

The

FWHP; a value chosen to account for the

appreciable power in the gaussian wings of the beam pattern.

Using

this beam model, a power-weighted mean (Bevington
1968) extinction is

calculated for positions within the star-counted areas and
having

^

^co

spectra, where weights are given by

wjL

= exp[-4 In 2

(ri/FWHP)^].

A4.1

With this information in hand, X(^^CO) can be estimated in two ways.

In order to apply the first method, N(^^CO) is plotted as a func-

tion of beam-averaged extinction, and an unweighted linear leastsquares fit (Bevington 1968) is performed (Figs. A4.1a-lj).
of this line is AN/AAy.

The slope

Using the relationship between the E(B-V)

color excess and the hydrogen column density, a ratio of total to
selective extinction R = Av/E(B-V) =3.1 (Bohlin, Savage, and Drake
1978), and assuming complete conversion of hydrogen to molecular form

(Chapter I.l), one has

X(13cO) = [(AN(13co)/AAv)/(ANh2/AAv)]

A4.2

or
X(13co) = slope/9. 52xlo20.

A4.3
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Figure A4.1 (a)-(j) Plots of ^^co lTE column densities vs.
visual
extinctions obtained from star counts (Appendix 3) using res ei^I?
with
2.25' and 1.125' elements.
Lines are unweighted linear least-squares
best fits to the data. Unless otherwise indicated, fits are to
all
data.
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Some of the fitted lines have
nonzero Ay values at ^O^CO) =

0.

Most of these intercepts have
either negative or sn.ll
positive valu es
[Av < 0.25 at N(13co) = 0].
In view of the uncertainity
in extincti on
determinations (Appendix 3), the
significance of such an offset
debatable.

Positive intercepts, where Ay

> 0

when N(13co)

is

= o,

do have
a possible straight forward
physical interpretation; the gas
associated

with the dust that causes
Av

> 0 can be in atomic form.

The negative

Intercepts have no easily understood
physical meaning, and may be due
to small errors in background star
numbers used in the star counts,

saturation of ^^cq lines at high extinction,
or systematic errors in
LTE column density determinations near the
cloud edge (Schloerb and
Snell 1984, and Appendix 5.6, 5.7).

The first effect can influence

clouds with positive extinction intercepts as well.

This may be the

case for B227, where material belonging to the background
object S252

possibly contaminates the star counted area (discussion of
B227 kinematics. Chapter V.4).

It is very important to note that, with the

single exception of B227, there is no evidence for large,
positive

exinction offsets at points where N(13co) ~

o.

If the molecular clouds

were surrounded by substantial envelopes of dust and neutral gas (see
the discussion of cloud temperature structure. Chapter IV.
8), such offsets might be expected.

There is no reason to expect that the relation between LTE N(^3co)

and visual extinction will

a_

priori be linear for all ranges of Ay

(Dickman 1976, Frerking, Langer, and Wilson 1982, Schloerb and Snell
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Therefore U'^CO) Is esti^ced 1„
a second way not dependent
on
such a linear relationship. The
ratio eq. A4.2 Is calculated
for each
data point, the average of the
ense.ble of points for a given
cloud
yielding
1984).

X(13co) = <N(13co)/Av>/[N(H2)/Av].

A4.4

The value of N(H2)/Av is again taken
from Bohlin, Savage, and Drake
(1978), and the standard deviation of
<N(13co)/Av> gives the uncer-

tainty in X(13co).

Because this method uses absolute
measurements of

column densities and extinctions, rather
than the relative measure

AN/AAv used in the line fitting technique, the
resulting X(13co) can be
effected by large offsets in Ay at N(13co) =

Q.

Thus, even if the

N( 1 3 CO)-Av relation is linear, the two techniques
can give identical

results only if the least-squares line passes through
the origin.

For

this reason, the ratio method was not applied to
B227 and L1257 2mm

reseau star count data.

4.

Results

Table 14 contains a summary of results obtained from the methods

described above.

In most cases the two values are in reasonable agree-

ment and, within the obviously large uncertainties, indicate X(^3co)

~ 2x10"^.

Thus, the earlier estimate of ^3^0 fractional abundance made

by Dickman (1978) is basically confirmed in this work.

The highest
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TABLE 14

Estimates of XC^^j^q^ [xlO^]

2mm RESEAU
SOURCE

OJOI.

L1253

H257

B227

L1523

LS

J. 3

2.0

1.6

R2

0.8
0.6

R

V RANGE

3.0±1.2

All

2.8±1.6

All

0.27

3.2
1

J.

<3.0

1.5

0.18

<2.0

1.9

0.40

All

1.1

LS

0.64

1.9±0.7

All

1.9

0.55

2.1±0.6

<3.0

1.7

0.62

2.2±0.5

<3.0 d

c

1mm RESEAU
R2
R
A

0.8

2.5±1.5

All

7+1

All

i;

.

J

V RANGE

1

r\

1. 8

0.57

2.4±1.1

<2.5

1.9

0.84

2.610.7

All

2.2

0.33

1.7±1.6

a

1.1

0.74

1.3±0.5

<5.0 b

LS = X( 1 3 CO) results from linear
least-squares fit.
R2 = Linear Correlation Coefficient for
least-squares fit.
R = X( CO) results from <N(13co)/Av> ratio method.

Notes for Ay Range:
a) Three points with highest column densities
excluded.
'^^*' ^^^^Its ~ same for Ay < 4.5 mag., (5,5) excluded.
ty/o^*°
c) All
2mm reseau data included for fit; ratio excludes
(5,5) point.
d) Av < 3.0 mag. and exclude three lowest column
densities also.
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fractional abundance Is found for
B361, the largest true
globule a.ong
the program clouds (but note
the uncertainty on the
esti^te .ade

fro.

the 1mm reseau star counts).

For B227 and L1257 the
scatter in the

data from the 2mm reseau is
particularly large.

The problems plaguing

B227 extinction data have been
noted above; for L1257 the
2mm reseau
simply underresolves much of the
extinction fine structure present
in
the region (Chapter III.2).

The correlation coefficients
for the

least-squares fits for these data sets
are low. but the confidence
levels of the results are still above 97%.

That is. there is only a

probability of < 3% that the calculated
correlation coefficients

R2 (Bevlngton 1968) could be obtained
from a completely random set of
data points. Therefore, the data for
these two clouds yields useful
information, even though the scatter of the
points is large.
The results for the Taurus cloud L1523 are
of special interest.

The 2mm reseau data gives X(^^CO) ~ 2x10-^,
while analysis using 1mm
reseau Ay's leads to X^^CO) - IxlQ-^.

The latter data could possibly

be heavily weighted toward the cloud core, since it
covers a smaller

cloud area.

However, in the case of L1523 approximately the same

number of ^^CQ spectra are available for the 2mm and 1mm
reseau data
sets.

Hence, it is unlikely that the difference in the results is
due

entirely to physical causes, such as changing fractional abundance

within the cloud (or changing

T^jj^.

Appendix 5.7).

The disparity may

Instead have its origin in the nature of the star counts.

As discussed in Appendix 3.

the 2mm reseau can systematically

underestimate extinction values for small, dense regions; the 1mm
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reseau is less subject to

tMs e„or.

If the analysis of
the 2™. aata

is »o,e prone to the
underresolutlon of

s^ll

opa,.e areas of obscura-

tion than to the underestl^te
of the ^^CO colu.
density due to
saturation (Appendix 5.5).
then the calculated slope
m^^0O,/A^^
be increased over Its true
value.

sh«

that

U523

.l,s.

in.2 and

can

III.4 of Chapter III

has a sharp density
gradient outside of a dense
core-

exactly the type of cloud
structure that Is vulnerable
to the systematic error just described.
In any event. It Is
sufficient here to
ackowledge evidence that X(13co)
is lower In L1523 than
In other
progran clouds (Frerklng, Langer.
and Wilson 1982; Schloerb
and Snell
1984 present n,ore elaborate discussions
of ^^CO fractional abundance
In
the Taurus region).

There is one additional point to
be seen in the
data.

[Ay,

N(13co)]

Fig. A4.2 is a composite plot
of the results obtained using
the

1mm reseau Av's for B361, L1253, and
L1257.

It is clear from this plot

that an approximately linear relation
extends at least to

of extinction.

4

magnitudes

This conclusion is consistent with that
of Dickman

(1978). and supports the use of ^^CO LTE column
density as a tracer of

cloud mass outside of very dense cores.

In light of the rather substantial
uncertainty of any single

determination of xO^CO), there is little to be
gained by concerning
oneself with small differences in calculated
for different clouds.

program clouds.

^

fractional abundances

Therefore, X^^CO) = 2x10-^ is adopted for all

However, it is well to remember that this value could
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Figure A4.2 Composite plot of ^ ^CO LTE column densities vs
visual extinctions derived from star counts of three program clouds
using the 1.125' element reseau.
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easily be In error by ~
50% for a given cloud, and
especially for the
Taurus globule L1523, for which
lower fractional abundance
„ay be Indicated [but see Appendix 5.7 for
a discussion of the
Influence of cloud
temperature structure on the
derived value of X(13co)j.

APPENDIX

5

RADIATIVE TRANSFER CALCULATIONS

1.

Introduction

This appendix contains a summary
of radiative transfer calcula-

tions performed on model cloud mass,
temperature, and gas velocity

distributions similar to those described
in Chapters IV and V.4.

Such

calculations are important because correct
interpretation of molecular
line data requires comprehension of radiative
transfer processes

producing the spectral lines observed.

In particular, two topics of

special interest are considered.

It is clearly relevant to this investigation
to verify the ade-

quacy of 13co as a tracer of cloud kinematics.

That is, given rotating

clouds with density and temperature gradients, is rotation
decernible

in observed line profiles, and if so to what extent are
the inferred

and actual velocity laws identical?

Since these questions bear mainly

on the effects of kinematics on emergent line profiles, it is expedient
to investigate them using a simple transfer code (below, §2), not

involving detailed calculations of molecular excitation.
1

3

CO J =

1

->

Resulting

0 spectra are used to construct synthetic spatial-velocity

(SV) diagrams, which are compared to cloud observations and theoretical

expectations for velocity fields.
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A second goal, of considerable importance
in evaluating globule
density structure and energetics, is to
ascertain the reliability of
LTE 13co column densities as indicators
of mass distribution.

For this

purpose one desires an elaborate treatment
of molecular excitation, and
is less concerned with the influence
of kinematics
on line shapes.

Also, since ratios of line temperatures
for the J =

2 >

1

and J =

1

> 0

transitions of the carbon monoxide isotopes
can be used to investigate

cloud structure (Chapter IV.
2). calculations are done for both transitions.

It is shown that Large Velocity Gradient

(LVG) techniques

can shed light on physical conditions in dark
clouds even though the

LVG-derived models themselves are incorrect.

2-

Interpreting Observations of Rotating Clouds - LVG Transfer
Code

The computer code described in this section calculates line

profiles by direct integration along a line of sight, of the formal

solution of the equation of radiative transfer.

In order to carry out

such an integration, one must know the populations of the relevant

molecular energy levels, i.e. the local molecular excitation temperatures.

Because this code makes use (below) of the results of Sobolev

(LVG) excitation calculations to obtain the populations of the J = 0

and J =

1

rotational levels of carbon monoxide molecules for given tem-

peratures, densities, and abundances, it is hereafter referred to as

the "LVG transfer code."
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For a cloud immersed in isotropic
background radiation with

brightness temperature of Tgc = 2.7

K,

the solution to the transfer

equation has the form

Trj(v) = F(2.7) [exp(-T^)-l] +
/ f(T^) exp[-/ A(s
0

with

'

)

ds

'

]

A(s)ds

F(T) = (hVo/k) [exp(To/T) - 1]-1

where excitation temperature
length

s

into the cloud,

^l.la

is a function of line of sight path
= hv^/k. and h and k are the Planck and

Boltzmann constants respectively.
the profile function

Al.l

0

(J>v(s)

The factor A(s) is the product of

and the absorption coefficient at line

center <o(s):

A(s') =

<j,^(s')

<o(s'),

Al.lb

and the total optical depth through the cloud along the total
path

length

S is

S

Tv = / A(s) ds.
0

Al.lc

In eq. Al.l, Trj(v) is the equivalent Rayleigh-Jeans brightness tem-

perature at frequency v after removal of background radiation,
the total optical depth through the cloud at frequency

rest frequency of the transition of interest, and

temperature at an interior point in the cloud.

along a line of sight passing within

p

v,

is

Vq is the

is the excitation

Integrations are done

(measured in units of the total

cloud radius) of cloud center, starting at the near cloud surface and
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proceeding Inward a distance S to
the far surface In steps
of length
ds.

The profile function

cloud .odel.

It is the

contains the velocity Inf
oration for a

probability that a molecule will
absorb photons

at a frequency v, and Is
nor^llzad so that the Integral of
^(s) over
all frequencies Is unity (Spltzer
1978).
This function Is also assumed
to describe the probability
distribution tor photon emission
(this
assumption of compl ete frequency
redlstrlbut<n. is Implicit In all
that
follows). The form of the profile
function used here Is taken to be
a

gaussian (see Kwan 1980):

vCs)

= [(Tr)V2Av]-l exp[-{v -

- (v^/c) V(s)}2/Av2]

A5.2

where V(s) is the line of sight component
(as seen by an observer outside the cloud) of the systematic cloud
velocity field (not including

turbulent and thermal motion), and the linewidth
is given by

= (Vo/c)

[Vth^ +Vturb2].

A5.2a

In eq. A5.2a, V^h and
V^urb are the thermal and turbulent velocities

respectively, assumed to be uniform throughout the cloud,
and

c is

the

speed of light.

The absorption coefficient at line center <q is defined such
that

dTg =

<o =

ds.

From expressions given by Spitzer (1978) one has

[8Tr3vo/(3hc)]

[

(J+1 )/ (2 J+1

)

]

(l -

eiq>(-TjT^)]

A5.3
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where nj Is the local density
of molecules In lower level
J of the
transition of Interest, and
p Is the per,Mnent molecular
dlpole

moment,

equal to 0.112 Debyes

(1

Debye = 10-18 esu cm) for
carbon monoxide.

The density nj can be expressed In
terms of the hydrogen density
nCH^)
and the ^^CO fractional abundance
to molecular hydrogen X(13co)
using
the Boltzmann equation (Spltzer
1978):

nj = n(H2)

X^^CO) (2VT,)-1

(2J

+

1) exp [-Ej/(kT^)

].

A5.4

Note that approximate partition function
IT^/T^ has been used In eq.
A5.A.

Of the remaining terms, Ej Is the energy
above the ground state

of the lower rotational level of the
transition (Ej = 0 for the
J »

1

0 transition).

Inltlally, model density, temperature, and

^

^CO (or ^^CO)

firac-

tlonal abundance distributions are established, and
velocities for all

interior points are specified.

Even with such a predetermined model,

it is generally not possible to Integrate eq. A5.1 easily,
since non-

local radiative trapping makes the calculation of level populations
difficult.

This problem can be circumvented by using local excitation

temperatures obtained from Sobolev calculations for spherical clouds

with radial collapse velocities Vc(r) a

r,

where

r is the

distance of a

point from the cloud center, to obtain the desired populations.

This

procedure amounts to allowing nonlocal absorption of radiation for
calculating line profile intensities while neglecting the effects of
of this absorption on local molecular excitation.

Although not
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strictly correct, this model Is still very useful
In an approach that
is designed primarily to study the effects of
kinematics on line pro-

files, since It greatly reduces computational work,
and since excita-

tion should be primarily colllslonal at the moderate
optical depths
(Chapter II. 1) expected for ^^co.
1

3

Radiative transfer would often enter

CO excitation calculations as a second order effect.

Tx is obtained from LVG calculations

(

e.g.

.

Therefore,

Goldsmith, Langer, and

Young 1983) for specfic values of temperature, density, and abundance
covering the range required for a cloud model.

Least-squares fits

(usually logarithmic) to these data yield analytic functions of

versus n(H2) for intermediate densities.

Several such functions are

often needed to cover the entire cloud density range.

With all terms

in eq. A5.1 now predetermined or obtained by numerical (trapezoidal)

integration along a line of sight, the emergent brightness temperature
for Impact parameter p can be calculated.

Note that

ferent reasons.

In eq. A5.3 it is used to replace a ratio of the popu-

lations of the J =

represented by

is Introduced in eqs. A5.3 and A5.4 for dif-

1

to J = 0 rotational levels; this ratio is well

for the J =

1

level obtained from LVG calculations.

Thus, use of LTE formalism in this case implies little about model

cloud excitation conditions, but is merely a convenient numerical

representation of populations of the lower levels obtained in this
manner.

However, in eq. A5.4 T^ occurs in the calculation of the par-

tition function (2T^/Tq).

This approximation does assume equal exclta-

tion temperature for all levels.
in:plying LTE excitation
conditions,
which is unlikely to be true over
^.ch of the cloud interior.
Direct
reference to LVG excitation calculations
shows that the use of a
single
in
eq. A5.4 does not lead to
Tx
serious errors in the derived
nj (J =
0)'s.

For X(13co) = 1x10-6,
t^in = 10

K.

and n(H2) > 103 em-3,

obtained from T^(J = 1) equals the LVG
value, while for n(H2) = 562
cm-3 no is overestimated by 9%.

The largest error in no appears
to

occur at high temperatures (40 K) and
low densities [n(H2) = 100 cm'^],

where the J =

1

excitation temperature overestimates the
population of

the ground state by ~ 24%.

Since

is calculated from rough analyti-

cal fits to LVG results (this section), and
since these excitation

calculations are somewhat crude, the use of the T^(J =
1) for all J»s
does not represent a major deficiency in the
application of the LVG

transfer code to the cloud model described below.

Because the model cloud considered here is much larger
at its

assumed distance than the 14m antenna beam [R(cloud) ~

1

pc ~ 10 FWHP.

§3 and Chapter II. 2]. no integration of the telescope power pattern

over the source brightness distribution is carried out when calculating
line profiles.

Use of this "pencil beam" means that the brightness

temperature is directly related to the line antenna temperature T^*
(Chapter II. 2) at frequency v.

This approximation is sufficient for

most cloud models, but may fail when cloud conditions change greatly

with small changes in the line of sight impact parameter.

In most

cases, spectra were produced at intervals Ap = 0.2, with the p =

0.
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offset also Included.

When greater spatial resolution
was desired,

spectra were calculated for Intervals
of O.I in

p.

i„ any event.

It is

necessary to remember that these
transfer calculations using
local T.'s
are intended to highlight only
gross properties of line
profiles; the^y
Should not be used to examine shapes
of lines or resulting SV
diagrams
in great detail.

^-

LVG Transfer Code - Basic Cloud Model

The model cloud density distribution
used for most of the LVG

transfer calculations is similar to the 400
pc model of B227 (Chapter
IV.4), but has lower ^^CO fractional
abundance than that found in B227

(Appendix 4.4).

The total cloud radius is

core of radius 0.25 pc.

1

pc, with a uniform density

The core molecular hydrogen (H2) density is

n(H2) = 5400 cm'^ for a ^^CO fractional abundance
of xO^CO) = IxlQ-^

[XO^CO)

= 10-^], with the envelope density falling
off as

p(r) a r'^.

Hydrogen densities at the cloud edge are n(H2) ~ 320 cm'^,
somewhat
higher than for typical models of program clouds described
in Chapter
IV.

Kinetic temperature rises slowly through the model envelope, with

TrIN = 10 K for n(H2)

>

550 cm'^

(r/R

<

0.5).

The temperature is set

at 15 K for n(H2) ~ 315 cm"^, 25 K for n(H2) ~ 180 cm'^, and 40 K for

n(H2) ~ 100 cm~^.
edge,

Since density is approximately 320 cm~^ at cloud

the gas temperature never really rises above 15 K for this model.
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However, data for the higher
temperatures were useful for models
with
X(13co) = 2x10-6 (used occasionally),
and for carrying out the
leastsquares fits giving the molecular
excitation temperature as a function
of the H2 density (§2). The value of
10 K at a density of 550
cm-3 is

obtained from cosmic ray heating calculations
if the rates of Goldsmith
and Langer (1977) [see Chapter IV.8]
are used, but the assignment of

particular temperatures to other densities
merely reflects the organi-

zation of the available LVG excitation results.

The adopted tem-

perature distribution, although somewhat arbitrary,
is sufficient for
the purposes intended here.

A more detailed discussion of the implica-

tions of globule temperature structure for
molecular excitation and

interpretation of molecular spectral line observations
is reserved for
the description of results obtained with a Monte
Carlo transfer code
(this appendix).

The isotropic component the cloud's velocity field consists
of

microturbulent and thermal gas motions.

The turbulent velocity disper-

sion is Vturb = 0.3 km s"! for all cloud radii, and to this motion is
added (eq. A5.2a) a thermal velocity of

V-jh =

0.1 km s'^, which is

approximately correct for a gas temperature of 10 K.

Constant thermal

velocity is assumed over the entire cloud, even though the kinetic tem-

perature rises somewhat in the outer envelope.

This approximation has

little effect on the calculated line profiles, since the temperature

increases slowly at large radii, and since V^h a

The model cloud characteristics are now completely specified, with
the important exception of the systematic (nonisotropic

)

components of
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the line of sight velocity
fields (as seen by an observer
outside the
cloud). This component can
consist of some combination of
rotational

and collapse motion.

It is important to emphasize
that in all cases

where rotational motion

is discussed,

the cloud rotation axis is

assumed to be perpendicular to the
line of sight, and only
equatorial
spectra are calculated. Results
obtained for particular systematic
velocity fields are described in the
following section.

^*

LVG Transfer Code - Resu lts for
Systematic Gas Motions

A velocity field of great relevance to
the present study is
that of a rigidly rotating dark cloud.

angular velocity was set at

ca^

The model cloud rotational

= SxlO-l"* rad s'^, a value
character-

istic of rotating program sources (Chapter V.4).

included initially (see below).

calculated ^^co j =

i

No collapse motion is

The SV diagram constructed from the

> o profiles is shown in Fig. A5.1, and is

exactly that expected for a cloud undergoing rigid body
rotation; the
velocities of the line peaks increase linearly with increasing
distance
of the line of sight from the cloud center, and imply an angular
veloc-

ity of

oiQ

~

5x10"!'+

rad s"^.

Therefore, temperature and density gra-

dients apparently do not distort the percieved velocity fields of

purely rigidly rotating clouds.

This result could be anticipated by noting that there is no gra-

dient in the line of sight velocity component through a rigidly
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CHANNEL

(25 kHz/CHA)

Figure A5.1 13^0 equatorial spatial-velocity
diagram
constructed from LVG transfer code profiles for
a cloud
with rigid body rotation (no collapse).
Contours are
labeled by radiation temperature
P is distance (in
Tr.
units of the total cloud radius) along the
equatorial
plane; positions at which spectra have actually
been
calculated are denoted by tick marks and
p values.
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rotating cloud.

Thus, the molecular amission
Is highly constrained
to
emerge at velocities near the
rotation velocity of a point
at distance
from
the
P
cloud center, producing symmetric
line profiles and rather

straightforward SV diagrams like Fig
A5a.

This point Is Illustrated

analytically by writing the projection
factor that converts the rotational velocity to the observed
line of sight velocity
Vr at radius r

as (p/r), so that

VR(r) =

which

oj^r

(p/r) =

ojop.

A5.4

depends only on the line of sight impact
parameter

p.

Thus,

optical depth effects, excitation conditions,
or other radiative
transfer considerations have little opportunity
to cause the observed

and actual velocity fields to deviate significantly,
making it probable
that a rigidly rotating cloud will be so identified
observationally

Unfortunately, the reverse statement is not necessarily
true: an

apparent linear shift of line peak velocity with position
need not
indicate rotational kinematics (Chapter V.4, B163 and B163SW).

As

stated in Chapter V.2, all information available for a cloud
must be

considered when assessing the likely presence of rotation.

Not all program clouds possess a simple rotation law; B361 appears

to rotate differentially (Chapter IV.

7,

Chapter

V,

Fig. V.3a).

There-

fore, calculations were performed for a cloud model with a velocity

field similar to that inferred for B361, but with a density distribution identical to the above rigid rotation model.

Cloud rotational

velocities were chosen to balance the equatorial gravitational force,
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and „e.e derived

e<,s.

4.4a and 4.4b (Chapter IV).

yield a core an^lar velocity

a>„

The.e e,uaUo„.

= 7.1.10-1^ rad s'l,
and an approxi-

mately constant outer envelope
velocity Vm ~ 0.93
torial 13co SV diagram Is
displayed in Fig. A5.2.

s'i.

The equa-

Only half the

diagram is shown, since the
velocity field is exactly
antisymmetric
about p = 0.

Comparison of Fig. A5.2 with Fig.
V.3a (Chapter V) shows significant agreement between theoretical
and observational results.
In particular, three features are apparent
in both figures. The rigidly

rotating uniform density core is
clearly visible in the theoretical
results, tracable to the correct
radius of p ~ 0.25.

velocity is found to be

The core angular

~ 5.5x10-1'^ rad s'^ using a linear least-

squares fit to the velocities of the line
peaks, while

a)^

~ 7x10-1'^ rad

is obtained directly from the slopes
of the contours in Fig. A5.2

at p

<

This latter value is very close to the true
core angular

0.3.

velocity, and differs from the least squares
result because the lines

are not symmetric (below).

Outside the core, the observed rotation

velocity becomes approximately constant at
Vr ~
For p

>

0.3,

V^j

-

0. 9

km s'^.

the slopes of contours to the blue (with respect
to

the velocity axis) of the line peaks are more gradual
than those to the
red; i.e. the red side of the line profiles do not seem
to change

velocity with position.

This difference in slope is symptomatic of an

asymmetry in the line shapes, a feature also evident from the crowding
of contours redward of the line peaks at small offsets, and has a

Figure A5.2 l^CO equatorial
spatial-velocity
diagram constructed from LVG code
results for a
cloud with a B361-llke rotational
equtllbrlura
velocity field (eqs. 4a, 4.4b), and
approximately uniform kinetic temperature.
Contours
represent radiation tenqjerature
Tr.
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straightforward interpretation (see
also Schnepps et^ al^
1978).
Since
the envelope rotation velocity
is practically constant,
a gradient
in

the line of sight velocity through
the envelope

.n.st be

due almost

entirely to the sine-like term
(p/r) representing the
geometric projection of the true rotation velocity
at r onto the line of sight.

This

term varies slowly [except at small
radii] as one proceeds into
the
cloud, and always reduces the
observed line of sight velocity
below the

rotational velocity for a given point;
for the cloud hemisphere considered here emission is thus shifted
to the blue.
The only exception
to this rule occurs at the point of
closest approach to the cloud
center, where the rotational and observed
line of sight velocities are
equal, and where the density (and excitation
temperature) along the

line of sight are highest.

Thus, the line intensity rises sharply at

this velocity and falls off slowly to the
blue of the line peaks, pro-

ducing the SV diagram shown in Fig. A5.2.
at p

<

ro,

This phenonmenon is enhanced

since the emission is heavily weighted towards the
constant

core velocity (see the discussion of rigidly rotating
cloud results,
this section)

There is considerable fine structure visible in the ^^CO profiles

making up Fig. A5.2. especially towards the cloud center.
detail is undoubtedly due to self -absoption in

^

Some of this

^CO inherent in a

microturbulent cloud model, where the length scale characterizing the

random motion is assumed smaller than the photon mean free path, so
that widely separated molecules can radiatively interact with each
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other.

The apparent offset of the
position of ^xinn.. line
temperature
from the cloud center n^y be due
to the rising envelope
temperatures
(considered further below),
self-absorption of 13^0, or simply
to the

confinement of the molecular emission
to a small velocity range
due to
the unusual velocity field of
B361.
To test these possibilities,

spectra were calculated for a B361
rotation model (above) with temperature distribution given by eq.
5.14 (Chapter V), so that
Trin ~ 60
K at the cloud edge. The resulting
SV diagram
Fig. A5.3 is devoid of

the detail seen near
p = 0 in Fig. A5.2. such as a displacement
of the

line peaks to the blue of the line
centroids and prominent secondary

intensity peaks, but retains the qualitative
and quantitative features
of the differential cloud rotation
apparent in the latter figure.

In

view of the previous discussion of Fig. A5.2,
the symmetrization of the
line profiles by the rising envelope temperatures
is not surprising.

The gas emissivity is now no longer constrained
to peak at the point of

maximum line of sight density (also point of closest
approach to cloud
core), so that the spectral intensity does not rise
as sharply at this

velocity.

Thus, it appears that the profile structure seen at small
p

in Fig. A5.2 is due to self-absorption of

^

^co and to details of the

B361 velocity field, with the structure being removed by rising envelope temperatures as indicated in Fig. A5.3.

It is

unclear whether the offset from

p

= 0 of the peak brightness

temperature seen in Fig. A5.2 has any relation to the offset maximum of
Ta

(

CO) seen in Fig. V.3a, since real clouds are subject to external

Figure A5.3 ^^^o equatorial spatial-velocity
diagram as in Fig. A5.2, except that gas
temperature rises substantially through the
cloud
envelope.
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perturbations and internal density
inhomogeneities absent in the
models. Also, since the
theoretical calculations have
better velocity
resolution (by a factor of four)
than the cloud observations
(Chapter
II.2), and result from rather
crude excitation calculations,
there
is

little point in being overly
concerned with obtaining detailed
agreement between theory and data.
Suffice it to say that the
considerable
compatibility between the theoretical
and observational results
demonstrated above supports the differential
rotation model for B361.
In
addition, if the nothern peak in
the highest antenna temperature
contour of Fig. V.3a is merely a result
of the displacement of the
positions of highest 13co LIE column density
from the cloud geometric

center (Chapter III. 2), then the actual
observations of B361 yield
results bearing a considerable resemblance
to Fig. A5.3.

This agree-

ment provides additional circumstantial
evidence that the kinetic tem-

perature can rise throughout globule envelopes
(Chapter IV. 8).
There are indications in the literature (Clark
and Johnson 1981,

Young et^al^ 1981, Mouschovias 1978, 1979, and others)
that cloud
cores and envelopes can rotate in opposite directions.

Such "counter

rotation" is a possible consequence of the braking of
cloud rotation by

embedded magnetic fields (see Mouschovias 1978 for a review
of the
subject).

In order to explore the implications of this motion for

observations of rotating clouds, the direction of rotation of the B361

model core (above) was reversed, while the model's envelope kinematics

was left unchanged.

Fig A5.4 shows the resulting ^^CO SV diagram.

The
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Figure A5.4 ^^CO equatorial spatial-velocity
diagram as in Fig. A5.2, except that cloud
co
and envelope rotate in opposite directions
("counter rotating core" model).
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inferred velocity field is
entirely representative of
the actual .odel
kine^tics; the counter rotating
core is proMnent at
p < 0.3.
However, the broad, very
asy..etric theoretical line
profiles seen towards
the Cloud center do not
rese.ble the progra. data.
However relevant
this kinematic .odel
^y be to cloud evolution, it is not successful
at
reproducing the observations of
the progra. clouds, although
it does
resemble velocity structure seen
in B5 by Young et^ al^
(198i).
How might collapse motion
change the results presented
in this
section? Fig. A5.5 is a
spatial-velocity diagram for the B361
rotation
model (with the overall direction
of cloud rotation opposite
to that of
the above models), but with core
collapse Vc(r) = l/2Vff(r) [ff = free
fall] and envelope collapse
Vc(r) = 0.4 (r,/r)V2 superimposed (this
par-

ticular velocity field is chosen rather
arbitrarily).

The additional

doppler shifts due to the radial gas
motion remove much of the fine

structure previously visible in the line
profiles near p = 0 (Fig.
A5.2), and renders the differential
rotation law somewhat less
distinct.

Maximum antenna temperature

is

to the red of the cloud systemic velocity.

again found at

p * 0,

As noted earlier,

lying

the ori-

gin of this feature seems to be related to the
special rotational

velocity law of B361; calculations performed for
collapsing clouds

undergoing rigid body rotation do not exhibit this phenomenon.
However, asymmetries in the distributions of line
characteristics are
not surprising; collapse removes the exact antisymmetry
about the rota-

tion axis from the velocity field.

For both rotation laws, contour

-

20

-15

-10

-5

CHANNEL

0

5

10

(2.5 kHz/CHA)

Figure A5.5 ^^CO equatorial
spatial-velocity diagr
as in Fig. A5.2, except that radial
collapse is
superimposed on rotational motion.
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slopes for the rigidly rotating
parts of the collapsing clouds

reduced

librium

(1^ Av/Ail

be

is increased ) below values
found for the equi-

models, but the asymmetric line shapes
make this result dif-

ficult to verify numerically.

In any event, it should be
noted that

the above kinematic models are extreme;
rapid collapse is unlikely to
occur in clouds with substantial rotation
and turbulent energy content

(Chapter V.IO).

It is important to emphasize that
the line profiles produced by

collapsing clouds are notlcably asymmetric.
the

This is especially true of

CO lines, which have not been used for
constructing SV diagrams

because of their substantial linewidths (Chapter
I.l).

The line asym-

metries result because the model cloud collapse and
random velocities

are approximately equal, and because the excitation
temperature
decreases through the envelope (Myers 1980).

The near equality of the

characteristic collapse and random velocities means that optical
depths
are larger for interior gas which is red shifted (near hemisphere)
with
respect to cloud center than for the blue shifted material (far hemisphere), because doppler shifts due to the collapse motion prevent far

hemisphere and near hemisphere gas from radiatively interacting.

The

lower opacity at lower velocities allows one to see deeper into the

high excitation core at these velocities, producing mildly asymmetric
lines with emission biased to low (blue) velocities.

These line shapes can also give rise to apparent gradients in

velocities of the line peaks, as illustrated in Fig. A5.6 where rota-
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tlon has been removed
f.o. the above .odel. leaving
only the collapse
velocity field.
I„ this figure, shifting
of the line peaks by .-5
Channels fro. the cloud center
to edge can be seen.
Such velocity
structure cannot be confused
with rotation, since lines
shift 1„ the
sa^ direction for both cloud
he^spheres; It bears a greater
rese.blence to an oscillation
.ode o, a sphere. Although
the total velocity
Shifts are s.all. Pig. A5.6
does raise the possibility
of Identifying
this signature of cloud
collapse In high quality
molecular line data
for reasonably isolated clouds.

The n^in conclusions drawn
from the results of the simple
transfer
calculations summarized in this
section are as follows: radiative

transfer effects are apparently
not efficient at masking
rotational
motion even in dark clouds with
temperature and density gradients,

and

seem capable of altering the inferred
form of the rotation laws only
slightly in extreme (near free fall
collapse + rotation) kinematic
models.

The differential rotation model for
B361 receives additional

support from these results.

Finally, the introduction of rapid
radial

gas motions leads to strong asymmetries
in ^^CO and ^^CO line profiles,

and small shifts in the velocities of line
peaks.

Such features are

either not readily apparent in the observations
of the program clouds,
or cannot be separated from kinematics resulting
from external perturbations, such as tail-like appendages for B361
and L1523 (Fig. III. 2,

and discussion of cloud kinematics Chapter V.4).
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CHANNEL

(

25 kHz/CHA)

Figure A5.
13^0 spatial-velocity
6
diagra. as in
Fig. A5.5, except that
rotation is ^-L^n^nated,
eliminated
leaving only collapse
motion.
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Monte Carlo Radiative Transfer
Calcul;^H ons - Cloud Model

The Monte Carlo transfer code
used In this Investigation
Is that
of Bernes (1979), with so«
revisions. The necessary
^the^tlcal and

physical background Is developed by
that author, and will not
be
repeated here. The excitation
calculations In the Monte Carlo

code

Include corrections for the effects
of nonlocal radiative transfer
In a
cloud, and so are preferred for
the study of the dependence of
local

excitation conditions on cloud structure
discussed below.

The purpose

of this section Is mainly to describe
the cloud models on which the
code was applied.

The model cloud density structure is again
taken from B227 results

for a distance of d = 400 pc (Chapter IV.
5), with the total radius R =
2.9x10^8

g,^

^ uniform density core of radius r^ =
0.15R.

The core H2 density is n^ = 3376 cm'^

,

and the envelope density falls

off as p(r) a r'^ with n(H2) = 82 cm"3 at the cloud
edge, densities

being assigned to thirty discrete, concentric shells.

The shell widths

vary from Ar = 0.06R in the uniform density, uniform
temperature core,
to Ar = 0.03-0.04R for the inner and Intermediate envelope
regions, to

Ar = 0.02R near the cloud edge, where the temperature can change
rapidly (below) with distance from cloud center.

A constant

^

^CO frac-

tional abundance to molecular hydrogen X(^3C0) = 2x10"^ is asssumed for

all models, while xO^CO) =

10"'+

is used with one exception.

In order

to explore the consequences of lowering the ^^CO abundance, one "low

abundance" model has X(^^CO) = 5x10"^ throughout its interior.

Three model temperature distributions,
suggested by the thermal
balance calculations in Chapter IV.
8, are considered.
The temperature
structure for a "hot edged" cloud is
defined by eq. 5.14 (Chapter
V),

and has

9

K core and 93 K edge temperatures.

The reduced ^^CO abun-

dance model also possesses this
temperature distribution.

A "warm
edge" cloud is obtained by dividing
the hot envelope temperatures
by
two, until Tkin = 9 K is obtained;
within this radius the temperature

is assumed constant at 9K.

This model might correspond to a
molecular

cloud surrounded by a diffuse envelope
of atoms and dust attenuating UV

radiation (Chapter IV.8).

Finally, a "cool edged" cloud (perhaps
sur-

rounded by a substantial atomic gas and dust
envelope) is obtained by

setting Tkin =

9

K in the cloud core, and raising the envelope
tem-

peratures by 0.3 K per shell without regard to the
varying shell width.
This procedure leads to an edge temperature of 16.6

K,

much lower than

for the other models.

Since the main objective of these calculations is to study
the

effects of the local cloud properties on molecular excitation and
line
formation, no systematic velocity field is present in any model.

The cloud velocity fields consist entirely of isotropic components: a
thermal velocity appropriate for local gas temperature, and a turbulent

velocity of Oq = 0.6 km s~^ (Chapter V.7).

This model does in fact

approximately describe an equilibrium configuration (see Chapter V.9,

nonrotating cloud energetics).

Spectra were calculated for both J =

2

->

1

and J =

1

->

0 tran-

sitions of ^^CO and ^^CO at ten positions with respect to the cloud

center.

These positions had offsets
ranging fro.

p = 0 to p - 0. 9

units Of the total cloud
radius R), in steps of Ap =
o.l.
resolution is AV ~ 0.2 (k. s'l
)

channel'^ at the ^^CO J -

(in

Velocity
i

. o fre-

quency,

unlike the LVG spectra used
in preceeding sections.
Monte
Carlo spectral line profiles
were obtained by convolving
source brightness distributions with gaussian
antenna power patterns. Bea.
widths
were chosen to sinn^late the FCRAO
and Texas MWO telecopes
(Chapter II);
FWHM = 50" for FCRAO (J = 1 .
0) and 1.25' for MWO (J = 2 >
1) observations.
In this way, the theoretical
results can be compared more
directly to the cloud observations.
^

^*

Reliability of LTE Column Densities

Estimating the reliability of LTE ^^CO column
density (Appendix
3) as a tracer of mass distribution is an important goal
of these Monte

Carlo calculations.

The present section summarizes Monte Carlo
results

pertaining to this topic, and discusses the
implications of those
results for the density distribution models given
in Chapter IV.
In order to estimate the accuracy of LTE column
densities, the

theoretical ^^co and ^^cq j =

i

> 0 line temperatures and linewidths

are used to calculate H2 column densities in a manner identical
to that

used for the observational data (Appendix 3).

These values are then

compared to the actual line of sight column densities through the cloud
model, obtained by explicitedly summing over the contributions from the
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discrete cloud shells without
correcting for finite beam
width.
This
last approximation should
not introduce serious
errors when comparing
the derived and actual column
densities, since the cloud
radius far
exceedes both beam widths, and
since even the core diameter
~ 2 4'
d
~ 2FWHM(MW0). The ratios RN = (ratio
of derived H, for

-00^00^

density to model column density)
for the four cloud models
previously
described are listed in Table
15. and displayed graphically
in Fig.
A5.7.

Entries in Table 15 show that the
accuracy of the LTE column densities is model dependent, with the
closest agreement between derived
and model values achieved for the
"hot" envelope cloud.
This is not a

surprising result, since the high envelope
temperatures force level
populations towards LTE values over a greater
cloud volume than for the

other cloud models.

The LTE column densities become increasingly
inac-

curate as envelope temperatures are moderated;
LTE formalism is then
less able to correct (Appendix 3) for
subthermal molecular excitation.

What is more surprising is the overall success
of the LTE method in
tracing the mass distribution.

Column densities through the cloud cen-

ter are in error by significantly less than factors
of two even though
the

1

3

CO spectral lines at p = 0 are moderately saturated
(x

> 2.5,

as

discussed below); RN = 0.83 and 0.65 for the hot and cool edged
clouds
respectively.

The accuracy of the LTE column densities actually im-

proves at small and intermediate values of p.
those

This happens because

spectra are produced by material having a higher average

TABLE 15

Ratio of LTE to Actual Colunm
Densities for Cloud Models

HOT
EDGE

p

WARM

COOL
EDGE

LABD
MODEL

0.83

0.70

0.65

0.85

0.89

0.72

0.66

0.90

0.2

0.95

0.79

0.66

1.05

0.3

1.06

0.82

0.63

1.04

U. 4

0.

99

0.80

0.57

0.96

0.5

0.88

0.72

0.51

0.

0.6

0.81

0.68

0.47

0.79

0.7

0.73

0.62

0.44

0.72

0.8

0.68

0.59

0.43

0.69

0.9

0.62

0.56

0.41

0.64

0.0
0.1

86

P = Offset from cloud center in units of total c

radius.
HOT EDGE = Hot envelope cloud model.
WARM EDGE = Warm envelope cloud model.
COOL EDGE = Cool envelope (approximately uniform temperature)
cloud model.
LABD MODEL = Hot edge cloud model with X(^^CO) = 5x1 O'^
rather
than lO"** as in the other models.
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P fro. the cloud center.
LabeL of cu^S
models of envelope temperature
structurl!

refer'
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density-veighted temperature than that
along the

p = 0 line of sight,

and because a significant portion
of this n^terial
density to maintain near thermalization
of the

^

is at a sufficient

Uvel populations.

Hot edged column densities are even
slightly overestimated (RN =
1.06
at p = 0.3) at some positions.
The cool envelope cloud shows
only a
small rise in RN (RN = 0.66 at

p

= 0.3).

but worst case errors are

still significantly less than factors
of two at these positions.

Note

that the conclusions given above apply
to clouds with uniform molecular

fractional abundances (particularly ^^CO
abundance) only.
LTE techniques begin to fall more seriously
near cloud edges, a

result also found by Dickman (1976) using LVG
calculations.

The hot

envelope column densities are again more accurate
(RN = 0.62 at p =
0.9) than those for the cool cloud (RN = 0.41 for p =
0.9), worst case

errors being somewhat more than a factor of two.

However, this situ-

ation might be improved if xO^CO) drops towards cloud
edges.

Such a

reduction would lower T^O^CO), leading to lower calculated
excitation
temperatures and necessitating higher inferred

account for ^^CO line temperatures.

^

^co column densities to

This effect is seen in the greater

accuracy of the LTE column densities obtained for the "low abundance"
[X(

CO) = 5x10"

]

cloud model compared to those calculated for the

similar hot edge cloud [X(^^CO) = 10"^].

In Chapter IV. 4 it was seen that the determinations of power law

indices Y and local H2 densities for program clouds are most sensitive
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to data at sn.ll and intermediate
offsets fro. the cloud centers.

The

apparent reliability of the model LTE
column densities at these
positions supports the density models
(within the context of power-law
density distributions) derived in that
chapter.

It appears that the

inferred density indices y are not
likely to be seriously in error,
and
that local H2 densities are underestimated
by less

(and perhaps much

less) than factors of two. due solely
to any failure of LTE techniques

for calculating column densities.

This point can be investigated
numerically by repeating for the

Monte Carlo-derived column densities the
density fitting process
described in Chapter IV (Figs. A5.8a-8c).

The inferred density law for

the cool edged model is steepened somewhat
by errors in the column den-

sity determinations, but the resulting change
in y is generously esti-

mated to be Ay

<

0.2.

For example, when a y =

2

column density curve

is normalized to the calculated ii(^^CO) at
p = 0.5.
d ensity at p = 0.2 is

the implied column

~ 20% below the calculated value, i.e. the LTE

value is characteristic of an index y

> 2.

If instead the curve is

normalized at p = 0.3, then the inferred column density for

underestimated by less than 10%.

p

= 0.2 is

Since the column density rises

quickly toward the cloud center for y ~

2

(Figs.

IV. 2.

Chapter IV).

only a small change in y is required to correct these errors.

For the hot and warm envelope models, the sitauation is slightly

different, since the accuracy of the LTE column densities peaks at
p

~ 0.3; the Monte Carlo derived LTE column densities at all other off-
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Figures A5.8 (a)-(c) Plots of ^^CO LTE
column
densities inferred from Monte Carlo line
profiles
vsj_ offset p from the cloud center.
The curves
are predicted column densities for an envelope
density distribution p(r) a r-2 normalized
to fit
the data at p = 0.3.
,
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sets

one

fan

below the , .

2

^ght sl^ly „o,^a.e

curve nor^llzed at p - 0.3.

m

this case,

the curve to a slightly
lov,er column density

at this position, and It Is not
clear that errors In the
calculated LTE
column densities would change the
Inferred values of y by any
significant amount. Because of this
fact, and because observations
at large

offsets from (0.0) positions are
seldom critical In determlng
cloud
density laws (with the possible
exception of very shallow density
distributions); errors In calculated
LTE colunn densities for real
clouds probably effect the determination
of local H2 densities more

than the Index y.

In general, LTE column densities
underestimate the true cloud

column densities (this section, and Dickman
1976).

Since cloud masses

are determined from the column density
(Chapter III. 3) data, it is rea-

sonable to ask how badly the LTE technique
underestimates the model
cloud mass (35 Mq).

The LTE masses are obtained by summing over
rings

with uniform column density and widths Ap =
0.1, yielding values ranging from 33 Mq for the hot envelope clouds to 21 Mq for
the cool cloud.
The former value is quite close to the actual model mass,
while the
latter determination is in error by less than a factor of two.

It is

important to note that the preceeding calculation is relatively insen-

sitive in detecting mass underestimates caused by the existence of
small, dense cores; of the total number of calculated model profiles,

most are produced by the cloud envelopes.

In real globules,

consider-

able quantities of gas might be contained in small cores with very high

optical depths in the ^^CO lines.
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One additional point concerning
the LTE calculations merits
attention in this section. As illustrated
in Fig. A5.9. the LTE-derived
optical depths for 13co J = 1 . 0 lines
are substantially lower than
values given by the Monte Carlo
calculations (see also Appendix

Dickman 1976).

3,

and

The Monte Carlo optical depths
exceed the LTE values at

the same positions by

~ 3-5 Tlte, with

= 2.5-3 at p = Q.

Fortu-

nately, most of the 13co model spectra
do have moderate optical depths
(tm

<

2) even near p = 0,

suggesting that

x

~

1

assumed in Chapter V.7

when correcting ^^CO linewidths for saturation
broadening is not seriously in error.

However, it is worth remembering that line
optical

depths probably are somewhat higher for observed
lines, and turbulent

energies calculated in Chapter V.7 may thus be
slightly (although not

significantly) overestimated.

Thus far cloud temperature models have been adopted,
and their

implications for dark cloud observations explored.

The next section

considers the reverse question: to what extent can ^^CO and

^

^co

spectra be utilized to distinguish between alternative temperature
structures for globules?

7«

Monte Carlo Results and Cloud Temperature Distributions

This section explores ways of distinguishing between possible dark

cloud temperature distributions.

Monte Carlo-produced line profiles

are examined for the characteristic signatures identifying the alter-
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Figure A5.9

Plot of peak optical depths of Monte Carlo ^
^cq j = i
calculations vs_^ actual values obtained from the
M
Monte
Carlo transfer code.
by

™
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native cloud models, and these features are
compared to the observations of the program clouds.

The section begins with a discussion
of

a phenomenon conspicuous by its absence
from both the theoretical and

observational results.

Limb brightening in ^^CO line temperatures does not
occur for the
temperature and density models discussed above;
TrC^^^q) decreases
towards the cloud edges as is seen in real globules.

This result is

especially important for the hot envelope cloud, where
temperatures

exceeding 90 K occur.

The ^^CO line temperatures for both transitions

do increase away from the cloud center for the hot and warm
clouds, but

peak in a ring of radius p =0.3.
are higher by approximately only

Peak line temperatures in the ring
1

K for the hot cloud, and by 0.5 K

for the wairm cloud models, compared to p = 0 spectra.

At larger off-

sets TrC^^co) drops steadily, reaching 4.8 K [with X^^CO) = 10"^] at

the hot cloud edge.

Since many observational programs do not place

particular emphasis on collecting ^^CO data of very high quality, such
a bright ring might go unnoticed due to random noise in spectra or

inhomogenities in cloud structure.

Bear in mind that the line tem-

perature behavior described above applies only to ^^CO spectra for the
hot and warm edged clouds.

All the ^^CO emmision distributions, and

the ^^CO line temperatures for the cool cloud, peak towards the cloud

center.

The behavior of the ^^CO lines produced by high temperature cloud

envelopes is explained in the following way.

Higher envelope kinetic

teniperatures depopulate the lower
rotational energy levels, thereby

lowering the J =

1

. o optical depth.

Thus, at p = 0 one is able
to

see deep into the cloud envelope, but
not through the cloud core to
the

warm far-side material.

Therefore, the cooler inner envelope
gas con-

tributes substantially to the production
of the central line profile.
However, at p ~

0. 3

the line of sight does not pass through
the core;

the density-weighted average temperature
along this line of sight is

higher than for p =

0,

and the inner envelope density remains
suffi-

cient to thermalize ^^CO at the higher temperatures
found there.

results in an increase in line temperature compared
to p =

This

As one

0.

proceeds towards the cloud edges, the average line of
sight temper-

ature continues to increase, but the low envelope
densities cause the
CO excitation to become drastically subthermal
[TxC^^CO)

«

Tj.jjj].

This gives rise to a decrease in Tr(12co) at large offsets
from cloud
center.

However, the lower abundance of

^

^co makes it much more sen-

sitive to density than to temperature; the ^^CO line temperature is

highest when the column density is highest, i.e. toward the cloud core.
Generally, the ^^CO radiation temperatures for the hot cloud model

exceed those observed in B227 [at p =

0,

the model's J =

1

->

0 ^^^0

radiation temperature is approximately 10-11 K compared to the observed
value of 6-7 K], while TrC^^CO) ~

in X(

4. 5

K for both clouds.

A reduction

CO) below 10"^ in the outer envelope would make the theoretical

and observed ^^CO lines more compatible by lowering the Monte Carlo
1

CO line temperatures.

Since such a reduction is a frequent feature
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of cloud chemistry calculations

(e^,

Langer 1976. and others), the

high 12co model line temperatures do not
present an insurmontable

objection to the existence of very warm
globule envelopes.
Is

there any other way to distinguish
between cloud temperature

models using only J =

1

> 0 spectra?

Results pertaining to the

accuracy of the LTE ^^CO and H2 column densities
listed in Table 15
(§6) suggest one possibility.

Recall that visual extinction

measure of hydrogen column density N(H) [Chapter
III.

2.

is a

Appendix

3]

independent of the cloud molecular line data, a fact
used to obtain
X( 1 3 CO) for the program globules in Appendix

4.

Now using a ratio of

total to selective extinction R = 3.1 and N(H2)/Av =

9.

52x10^0 cm'^

mag-1 derived from Bohlin, Savage, and Drake
(1978), Ay (uncorrected

for finite telescope beam width) versus p can be obtained
for the model
clouds.

With this information, and the ^^CO LTE column densities

calculated from Monte Carlo profiles, X(^3co) can be derived for the
models using the techniques described in Appendix 4.3.
1

3

The inferred

CO fractional abundances so obtained are listed in Table 16.

Examination of Table 16 suggests a tendency for the inferred abundances to decrease as envelope temperatures are moderated.

because underestimates of the calculated LTE

^

This occurs

^CO column densities at

given positions are more severe for cooler clouds than for warmer ones
(§6), while Av is uneffected by kinetic temperature.

Therefore, it is

clear from eqs. A4.2 and A4.4 (Appendix 4) that the calculated X(^^CO)

will be lower for the cooler clouds.

The warm and cool edged clouds do
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TABLE 16

Fractional Abundances Inferred From Monte
Carlo Profiles

MODEL

LSF

R2

X(13co)

RATIO X(13co)

Using All Data Points

HOT EDGE

0.10 + 1.68 Ay

0.98

1.8

1.7

WARM EDGE

0.04 + 1.37 Ay

0.99

1.4

1.4

COOL EDGE

-0.22 + 1.29 Av

1.00

1.4

1.1

= 0 and
p

0.1)

Excluding Core Data Points

(p

HOT EDGE

-0.35 + 2.14 Ay

1.00

2.2

1.7

WARM EDGE

-0.16 + 1.58 Ay

1.00

1.7

1.4

COOL EDGE

-0.25 + 1.33 Ay

1.00

1.4

1.0

HOT EDGE
WARM EDGE
COOL EDGE
LSF

Hot envelope model cloud.
Warm envelope model.
Cool envelope model.
Linear least squares fit NC^^CO) = a + b Ay in
units of
10 15 cm
Note the positive and negative nonzero
intercepts at Ay = 0.
Linear-correlation coefficient (Bevington 1967) for
least-squares fit.
^^CO fractional abundance in units of 10"^ obtained from
least-squares fit (Appendix 4).
^^CO fractional abundance in units of 10"^ obtained from
ratio method (Appendix 4).
.

R2
X(^^CO)

RATIO

"

not really yield substantially
different results in all cases,
but the
results for the hot and cool edged
models are generally distinct.
This
is especially true when data
covering the cloud core (p =
0 and p =

0.1) are excluded from consideration, as
would be done if star counts
provided only lower limits to extinctions
for these opaque areas
(Av =

5.6 through the model core).

Although statistical noise in the
column

density and extinction determinations
would render the three cases
less
distinct, data in Table 16 suggests
that clouds appearing to have
a low
l^CO fractional abundance
L1523) might in fact have a high
frac-

(e^

tional abundance with a uniform temperature
structure.

One way to pro-

duce such a cloud is to embed it in a large,
rarified matrix of atomic
gas and dust which attenuates UV radiation,
thus producing a nearly

uniform temperature distribution (Chapter
Monte Carlo profiles for the J =

2

^

IV. 8).

1

transition may provide

additional means for probing a cloud's temperature
structure.

A5.10 shows that ratios RT of the J =

2

1

to J =

1

0

^

^qq

Fig.

Une

tem-

peratures at positions away from the cloud core decrease as
envelope

temperature is lowered, especially at large offsets.

This behavior is

expected; increasing kinetic temperature at a particular density
raises
the populations of the higher energy levels, resulting in stronger
J =
2

1

lines and a larger RT.

However, note that there is still a net

reduction in RT as one proceeds from the cloud center to edge.
large ratio observed for the cool cloud at small
= 2

1

optical depths for those

p;

J =

1

p

The

results from large J

> 0 lines are produced by
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cooler material somewhat closer to the core
[see the analogous discus-

sion of the distribution of TrC^^^o) above].
In Fig. A5.11,

of the ratios at p =

the line temperature ratios are expressed
in units

The reduction of RT for the cool envelope

0.

model is now very apparent.

Also, the double ratio RT(p)/RT(0) is

independent of the telescope-to-source beam coupling
efficiencies
(Chapter II), provided these efficiencies do not vary
greatly over the

extent of the line maps.

Fig. A5.9 suggests the possibility of

distinguishing between high and low temperature envelopes using
high
quality J =

1

> 0 and J =

2

1

1

observations of a reasonably sym-

metric cloud with a well defined center.

It is possible to do more than calculate simple line temperature

ratios.

There is sufficient Monte Carlo line data to determine LVG H2

densities and ^^CO abundances (Chapter IV. 2) for the model clouds.

The

LVG results reported in this section were obtained by first calculating
grids of LVG models giving line temperatures (and ratios) for ranges of

density, temperature, and abundance wide enough so that a result can be

obtained for every set of profiles, and interpolating within this grid
to find the n(H2) and X(^ ^CO )/ (AV/Ar ) for the model spectra (Brewer
1984).

Most of the results presented below assume thermalization of

^^CO, so that Tx(^^CO) =

Tj^jjj

everywhere in the cloud is assumed, but

calculations were also carried out using other measures of gas tem-

perature (the line of sight density-weighted temperature, the temperature of the point of closest approach to cloud center at a given

p.
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Figure A5.10 Plot of the ratios of Monte Carlo ^
^co j = 2
1
0 peak radiation temperatures vs. offset p from cloud the
center.
^
J -

1

to

Figure A5.11 Plot of ^^CO radiation temperature ratios as in Fig.
A5.10, except that the ratios are normalized by their values at p = 0.
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P

etc^. this section).

Note that the assumption of
thern>aliztion of ^^CO

throughout the cloud is very likely
incorrect (this section); the

observational consequences of this fact in
the context of the LVG
analysis is explored below.

Figs. A5.12a-12f display the LVG-derived
H2 densities and ^^CO

abundances for the cloud models.
plots.

Two features are apparent in these

There is an (erroneous) inverse correlation
between density and

abundance similar to that reported by Wooten et^
al^ (1978) and seen
for program sources in the present study (Chapter
IV. 2).

The form of

the anticorrelation varies with cloud temperature
structure, and com-

parison of Figs. A5.9 with Fig. IV.

1

(for L1257, Chapter IV) strongly

suggests that results for the hot and warm envelope models
most

resemble observations of program clouds.

As the envelope temperature

is lowered, the H2-X(^3cO) relation becomes increasingly nonlinear;
for

the cool cloud model it approximately consists of two line segments

with slopes opposite in sign.

It is of considerable importance to

emphasize that none of the data for the program clouds show behavior
similar to this last case.

It is also clear from Figs. A5.12 that LVG-derived densities show
a spurious rise towards cloud edges for all three cloud models.

This

phenomenon has also been observed in real globules, as reported both in
this investigation and in the literature (Chapter IV. 2).

The most

extreme increase occurs for the hot envelope model, for which the

inferred densities rise almost monotonically with

p.

The cool cloud
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Figure A5.12 (a)-(f) Plots of local densities n(H2) vs. distance
p from the cloud center, and plots of ^^CO fractional abundance to H2
vs
n(H2), all values derived from an LVG analysis of Monte Carlo line
profiles. Points in the abundance-density plots are identified by the
distances (in units of the total cloud radius) p of their corresponding
spectra from the cloud center.
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Shows a density

^ni^.

at intermediate offsets,
with densities then

rising towards the cloud edge.

Unfortunately, differences
between

.odels in the apparent LVG
density distributions are
of questionable
usefulness in exploring cloud
temperature structure. This is
true
because the contrasts in the
derived densities between cloud
centers
and edges are not very large
(generally factors of two to four);

details of the n(H2) vs^
p curve shapes would likely be lost
in the
statistical noise of the observations.
In any case, it should be
noted
that the H2 densities shown in Figs.
A5.9 are grossly in error for

nearly all positions compared to the
model density structure
(§5); they
are too low at the cloud center and much
to high in the outer envelope.
What can be said concerning the causes
of the failures of LVG

analysis?

There are two obvious possibilities:

(a)

^^^q f^^^^ ^adly as

a probe of the local gas kinetic
temperature (Chapter IV. 9,

section), and (b) J =

2 >

1

and J =

1

and this

^ 0 lines do not represent the

same volume of gas due to the differing optical
depths of the transitions, and therefore cannot be interpreted in terms
of a unique tem-

perature, abundance, and density.

In order to crudely test the rela-

tive importances of these possibilities for the phenomenon
discussed in
this section, densities and abundances were derived using the
density-

weighted line of sight temperature, the temperature of the gas closest
to cloud center along a line of sight, and for profiles obtained from

Monte Carlo calculations for a uniform temperature cloud with
T^in
K.

It is found that use of these better estimates of the represen-
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tative kinetic ten^erature
of gas along the lines
of sight removes the
tendency for inferred densities
to rise toward the cloud
edges, indicating that this effect is due
primarily to underestimates of
the envelope temperatures (as in Young
et^ al^ 1982, or Stenholm 1983
for star
forming clouds) by Tr(I2co).
This result is logical, since
the erroneously assumed lower temperatures
require higher densities to produce
a
particular quantity of ^^CO emission.
However, all models still retain
the apparent strong correlation
between H2 density and ^^cq abundance

no matter what temperature measure
is used, although relation
slopes
are opposite those in Figs. A5.12
(1^, the ^^CO fractional abundance
decreases as the inferred density decreases).

Thus, this phenomenon,

is produced either by effect (b) or
by a combination of (a) and (b)

above.

Since the density-abundance correlation is
seen even in the

uniform temperature model, it is likely that the
differing optical
depths of the transitions dominates in producing
this effect.

8.

Summary

Investigations using LVG excitation calculations and a B227 (400
pc) cloud model with a p(r) a r"2 density law and a rising envelope

temperature suggest that radiative transfer is unlikely to mask the

presence of rotation in a cloud.

Spatial -velocity diagrams constructed

from model profiles well represent the velocity fields of clouds used
in calculating the theoretical lines.

For B361, calculations support

the differentially rotating globule model.

Monee Ca.Xo radiative

„a„f«

calculations ...^est that
LTE coXu.n

densities are <,.ite accurate
fot clouds with ver,
„a™ envelopes. anC
are reasonably reliable
(within factors of two) as
tracers of .ass in
cool edged Clouds. Column
densities at s.all and
intermediate offsets
fro. Cloud center are .ost
accurate, suggesting that
the density models
derived In Chapter IV are not
seriously in error due to a
failure of
LTE methods alone.

Ratios Of 13co J =
2 .

1

and J =

1

. 0 line temperatures
obtained

from Monte Carlo calculations show
that this quantity can serve
as
probe of cloud temperature structure

a

if very high quality spectra
are

available for a fairly symmetric
cloud with a well defined center.
Applying LVG techniques to analyze
Monte Carlo lines, it is found that
a strong anticorrelation between
derived H2 density and ^^CO fractional

abundance appears for these uniform
abundance model...

The form of this

anticorrelation may provide information on
cloud temperature structure;
hot envelope model results most resemble
those obtained from obser-

vations of program clouds.

LVG analysis indicates a (spurious) rise
of

inferred density towards cloud edges, apparently
due to the failure of
1

CO as an indicator of gas temperature (Young
etj_ al.

1982).

